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Distributed systems with decentralized control, such as peer-to-peer systems,

computing grids across multiple organizations, and compositional web services re-

quire a rethinking of basic issues in their design and implementation. This disser-

tation establishes a model of these systems, examines the issues of programming

models, access control, and trust, and proposes and evaluates new methods for

implementing access control and trust management in these systems.

We begin by abstracting these systems into the model of service-oriented sys-

tems that use associative interactions. It then examines the fundamental issues of

access control in decentralized systems, and its greater requirements than in systems

with central control. From this analysis we identify possible solutions for access con-
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trol implementations that have not been explored. We then introduce a framework

developed to support computation in these kinds of networks, and then together

with the lessons learned from the taxonomy, offer and evaluate contractually-limited

capabilities as an access control mechanism.

We then address the questions of trust, cooperation, and access control deci-

sions by offering and evaluating a reputation-tracking mechanism that incorporates

a quantified measure of uncertainty, realizing that intrinsic to any system with de-

centralized control is the uncertainty of information arising from incomplete state.

We show this mechanism promotes cooperation by throttling uncooperative nodes

while providing high levels of service to cooperative nodes. We then further exam-

ine the question of reliability of these networks by introducing a logic for verifying

access control properties. This logic unifies a logic of belief with temporal logic,

and establishes formal models of these systems that can then be proven to possess

desirable properties.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The rise of Internet-based systems and systems with distributed control, such as
peer-to-peer systems [38, 107, 132] and compositional web services [7, 82, 129],
requires a rethinking of basic issues ranging from programming models to access
control. These systems must function in the presence of uncertain and incomplete
system state, and the presence of selfish or malicious agents. Programming mod-
els based on central control and complete system state are no longer applicable.
Components of these systems that work on Internet scale must be based on co-
operation and coordination. These must be accomplished through programming
models and implementation mechanisms that tolerate asynchrony, and do not rely
on assumptions of static network membership, static trust relationships between
components, or perfect and complete state information. Components in these sys-
tems concerned for their self-interest must act both to reach out for cooperation to
accomplish shared goals while protecting local resources from abuse or compromise.
This dissertation revisits the problems of access control and trust in distributed,
decentralized systems.

Traditional distributed systems benefit from the certainty of a static arrange-
ment and division of work, and established trust relationships through a known and
unquestioned authentication and authorization hierarchy. Programming models can
safely assume a static and known population of services that obey a known protocol
and will only make requests or take actions that support the system’s common goal.
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Reliability of services is assured. Identity certification and access control decisions
are all made by recognized and unequivocally trusted authorities.

Distributed systems that employ decentralized control are under the control
of more than one administrative entity. These systems include computing grids
spanning multiple virtual organizations [54], peer-to-peer networks, mobile ad-hoc
networks, and components of a compound web service. In the most extreme case,
each individual node is separately controlled, and while there may be global agree-
ment on interaction protocols and desired goals, there is no agreed-upon authority
to certify a node’s identity, no pre-existing trust relationships, and no guarantee all
nodes will contribute to the established goals. These networks can grow to arbitrary
size, which can make keeping track of all nodes and their authorizations difficult, if
it is even possible. New approaches are required for access control in these systems.

1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation

To provide a basis for designing and analyzing these new approaches, this disserta-
tion first contributes a taxonomy of access control implementations [75] that decom-
poses the space into a set of axes, each representing a design choice when creating
an implementation. Central to the functionality of decentralized systems is the
method of access control. Although historically access control has been the method
of authenticating users and allowing a known population of known users to access
required resources, in decentralized systems access control becomes important to the
overall function of the network, and not just defending it from outside adversaries.
Access control becomes a necessary tool in both providing the ability to cooperate, as
well as providing incentive and enforcement to ensure that nodes cooperate. There
has not been a careful examination of the tradeoffs and issues involved with design
choices made when choosing an access control implementation. Several distributed
systems with access control are analyzed and classified relative to this taxonomy.
This exposes unoccupied space in the taxonomy.

This unoccupied space motivates the development of a framework for compu-
tation in decentralized systems with a standard mechanism for access control called
CapCoorSet. This is the second contribution of this dissertation. CapCoorSet oc-
cupies one of the unexplored areas identified by the taxonomy: an implementation
that allows delegation of authority in a controlled manner, and stores most of the

2



access control-related state on the client side.
CapCoorSet leaves to the application programmer how to make the access

control decision. Although simple, statically-programmed methods are possible, the
nature of decentralized systems requires a method that can cope with changing
conditions of the network and changing behaviors of other nodes. The third con-
tribution of this work is a method of tracking reputation for other nodes [76] that
observes the history of cooperation or lack thereof from other nodes and uses it as
the access control decision when asked to cooperate itself. This method not only
rewards cooperation with cooperation, but also recognizes that its information is
incomplete and therefore uncertain, and accounts for that in its computations.

It can be shown through testing and experimentation that these systems
function well in practice, but no amount of testing can exhaustively explore every
possible execution of a system. The only means to guarantee properties of such
a system is through formal verification. The question of verification in general has
been well-explored, but none have yet been customized to these types of systems. To
answer this, the fourth contribution of this dissertation is a logic for service-oriented
systems, which provides a formalism in which to easily describe properties of these
systems, and mechanisms in which to prove them.

1.3 Layout of this Dissertation

Chapter 2 introduces the service-oriented model of decentralized systems, including
its method of interaction, and capabilities, the mechanism that will later be used
for access control. Chapter 3 gives a taxonomy of access control that examines the
space of possible access control implementations in these systems. Implementations
are often categorized by the abstraction used to design the policy, such as user-
based or role-based, or by the mechanism used for the decision, such as access
control lists or capabilities, but these do not distinguish between centralized and
distributed implementations, give insight into the relative robustness of different
implementations, or define the space of possible implementations. We analyze a
number of current implementations and classify them in the taxonomy, and as a
result identify a number of unexplored design choices.

As a basis for evaluating these unexplored design spaces, chapter 4 presents
CoorSet [74], which stands for Coordinated Set, a framework for computation in this

3



decentralized setting. It uses associative interactions as its model of interaction, with
well-defined interfaces and dynamic binding of composed services to tolerate asyn-
chronous and unreliable interactions. This chapter describes the implementation of
the CoorSet system, and applications built on top of it.

CoorSet itself provides only the model of interaction and a supporting run-
time system, but no access control on the services themselves, leaving the application
programmer to provide any desired access control. The unoccupied space identified
in the taxonomy in chapter 3 motivates the addition of a standard access control
mechanism to CoorSet. The taxonomy shows that access control implementations
that allow the clients some control over delegating their authority have not been
well-explored. It also shows that implementations that distribute the storage of
access control-related state to minimize the cost on the services also have not been
well-explored. This improves that system’s scalability in the face of a large number
of clients. Chapter 5 uses this set of design choices to provide access control for
operations provided by nodes in a CoorSet system, which is already designed for
computation in decentralized systems. Access control for operations is provided us-
ing an extended form of capabilities called contractually-limited capabilities (CLCs).
Each capability has an associated contract that specifies conditions on the capabil-
ity’s use. The application of CLCs to CoorSet is called CapCoorSet, for capability-
protected CoorSet. The contracts can limit the propagation of capabilities, which
is a shortcoming of unrestricted capabilities [26]. The CLC is stored by the client,
and submitted to the service to make a request. This solution works well to allow
some control over delegation to be given to the client, while leaving enough with
the service to avoid the problems of unbounded propagation of capabilities.

The application decides to grant access to an operation by issuing a CLC to
a client with an appropriate contract, or refusing to do so. The simplest choice for
this decision is to program an access control list that can be checked when a node
requests access to a service. Although this is functional and acceptable, it does not
take advantage of the ability to distribute access control-related state, as the access
control list must be stored at the service. Additionally, in systems with increasingly
decentralized control such as those found in peer-to-peer and ad-hoc systems, it is
unlikely that a node will know a list of other nodes with which it should cooperate a
priori. Worse, nodes can change their behavior and become untrustworthy, making
such a static approach undesirable.
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The taxonomy shows a lack of implementations where nodes automatically
monitor the behavior of interaction partners, and implementations that make use
of information from other nodes in formulating their decisions; typically decisions
are made either by a central authority where one exists, or entirely locally by the
node where it does not. Solutions using a combination of decision-makers have
only recently been explored [72, 78, 31]. Chapter 6 introduces a new approach to
reputation-based automated trust management that not only tracks the behavior of
other nodes as an indicator of trustworthiness, but also tracks how uncertain that
information is. A reputation-based rating may be uncertain due to a node being
unknown, or altering its behavior over time. This approach supports polling other
nodes with more information for recommendations, when the local uncertainty is
too high. This allows nodes to benefit from a history of cooperation with other
nodes, to allow them to more rapidly receive service with new interaction partners,
and to allow nodes that have acted uncooperatively to more rapidly be detected
and throttled. We show experimental results that show our method is competitive
with other approaches when the uncooperative population is in the minority, and
provides superior performance in many cases with regards to the time required to
detect uncooperative behavior and the ability to limit the resource consumption of
uncooperative nodes, while ensuring that cooperative nodes continue to be able to
function. This mechanism can be integrated into the infrastructure of CapCoorSet,
or applied to other systems where dynamic trust management is required.

Although we can show experimentally that systems using these techniques
function well, we desire a method to prove properties about these systems. Chap-
ter 7 describes a logic for proving access control properties about service-oriented
distributed systems. We give the syntax and semantics of the logic, followed by a
set of example statements and proofs in the logic demonstrating its use. Chapter 8
sums up the contributions of this work and examines its impact on the field of de-
centralized, distributed systems, and explores a variety of future avenues of research
in the various problem domains explored by this dissertation.

Because this dissertation explores several different aspects of access control in
decentralized systems, we explore related work in each area in its respective chapter.
Therefore in the next chapter, we begin with the exploration of the space of access
control implementations to provide a greater understanding of the trade-offs when
selecting an implementation, and also to motivate the later work in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Decentralized, Distributed

Service-Oriented Systems

We abstract grid- or Internet-based systems into the model of a service-oriented
system. We call each node a service to emphasize its active role in its access control.
This is in contrast to nodes that do not provide their own access control, such as a
printer, which provide a resource yet exert no control on its use, and assume users
will always access it safely.

2.1 Model Overview

We first construct a model of a decentralized, distributed system and mechanisms
used for implementing access control.

2.1.1 Definitions

Credentials

• A credential is a document used in deciding access control that can be trans-
mitted over a network.

• A trusted source is a service (defined later) designated as a generator of cre-
dentials for a particular class or classes of credentials.
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• A credential is valid only if it originates at a trusted source for its class of
credential. A credential is invalid only if it is not valid.

• A credential is verifiable only if it is valid and there exists a function or method
for any service to determine that validity. A credential is intrinsically verifiable
only if that function or method is locally computable.

Services and Networks

• A service s is a participant in the distributed system, represented by a 3-tuple
(S, I,A) where:

– S is a state machine governing the behavior of the service.

– I is an interface composed of a set of operations O = (F, P ) where F
is a function name, and P is an implementation-dependent set of types
specifying the parameters over which the function named by F is defined.
Each O is a possible state transition in the state machine S.

– A is an access control policy that decides whether s will allow activation of
an operation by another service. If C is the set of all possible credentials,
A is itself a function O × C → {true, false} that maps an operation and
a provided credential to the access control decision.

• A client is itself a service, but specifically in the context of an interaction is
used to distinguish the service making a request from the service answering
the request.

• A component is a service that is not a human operator, but rather a program
or programs operating on a computer.

• A network N is the graph of all services s and bi-directional communication
channels between services. When there exists a path of channels between two
services s, t we say that s, t are connected. We assume a connected channel
provides reliable message delivery, but with no guarantees on timeliness.

• An adversary is a service whose goal is to successfully gain access to an opera-
tion to which it should not have access. In service-oriented systems, adversaries
are other services which attempt to subvert the system for their own gain.
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The problems of message integrity and privacy have been well-studied both
in theory and in practice, and therefore we will assume adversaries cannot
undetectably modify messages in transit or eavesdrop on secured channels.
Decentralized systems of services use these facilities for providing these guar-
antees, and we will make use of them in our implementations. We focus on
the role of services as adversaries when working within the system to obtain
this improper access. We also assume adversaries cannot easily create new
identities for themselves, so as to launch a Sybil attack [48].

Interactions

• An access to a service e is the submission to e of a tuple a = (o, c) where o is
the instantiation of an operation in O, with a particular named function and
parameter values, and c is an access control credential.

• An access control system for a distributed system is the set of all access control
policies A of the services in the network, which together implement a desired
security policy such that:

– For each A, A evaluates to true only if the requesting service is authorized
according to the desired policy for the requested operation, and to false
otherwise.

– For any credential c, either c is verifiable or c is not valid.

• Cooperation is the process by which a service acts towards completion of a
request made by another service.

• Coordination is the process by which two or more services use communication
to ensure a series of events occur that require cooperation.

Capabilities

• A capability is a self-validating credential that authorizes access to a resource.

• A contractually-limited capability is a tuple C = (o, C) where o is an operation
on a particular service s, and C is an operation-dependent contract used in
the computation of A, the access control policy function. A capability is
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a credential. A contract is a set of constraints on the use of a capability.
C satisfies an access a if the operation in a is the same as the operation o

authorized by C, and the contract C is satisfied.

• In a capability system:

– The only trusted source for a capability is the service implementing the
operation authorized by that capability.

– All capabilities are intrinsically verifiable.

An access control system which makes use of capabilities implements its deci-
sion function A as follows:

A = (a,C) 7→

{
true iff C satisfies a
false otherwise

Each capability C is created by the providing service, which is responsible for
ensuring C cannot be forged or altered. A is therefore the verification that C
is valid, should an adversary attempt to express a request for which it does
not have a capability.

In a capability approach, authority is delegated by sharing the capability with
another service.

• A session is the series of accesses made using a particular capability issued
by the providing service. The session ends when that capability is never used
again. This could be due to its expiration, or deletion of all copies.

A session may involve requests from multiple clients, in the event capabilities
are delegated; in this way a session is defined by the interaction between
a service and a particular capability, rather than the interaction between a
service and a particular client.

2.2 Associative Broadcast

Associative broadcast is a model of coordination used in the CoorSet system in
chapter 4. Associative broadcast’s addressing is similar to content-addressing of
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associative memory. A target set specification travels with each message that is
broadcast onto the network. For each message, the target set is the set of recipients
whose local states match that of the target specification. Therefore, the sender does
not need to know the identities of the targets in order to broadcast a message; the
cardinality of the target set is completely transparent to the sender, even when the
set is empty. Associative broadcast does not assume messages arrive in the same
order at each service.

We give here the definitions relevant to associative broadcast. The full treat-
ment of its use as a coordination model is given in chapter 4.

Descriptive Names. Associative communication is based on descriptive names.
Descriptive names carry information about the state of objects to which they
are bound.

Profiles. Descriptive names are implemented as profiles. A profile is a table of
attributes and attribute type/value pairs, which describe the state of a process
or object.

Selectors. The target set of receivers for each message is determined by a selector,
which is an expression in propositional logic over the attribute domain. The
conditional expression of a selector is a template with slots for attribute name
and value pairs specified in the profiles of other object instances. A selector
is said to match a profile whenever the conditional expression of the selector
evaluates to true when the attribute values from the profile are inserted into
or compared with the slots in the selector expression.

Domains and Attributes. Interacting processes have a priori agreement on the
set of attributes, which will appear in the profiles of components and the
selectors of messages and the meanings of that set of attributes. The domain
is the set of all possible attributes.

Messages. A message consists of a selector and content. The content of a message
is implementation dependent. Coordination and composition require that the
message specify an action to be executed by the receiving components.

Message Receipt. The selector of each broadcast message is locally matched with
the profile of each object in the broadcast domain. Messages are received
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only by those components whose profiles cause the selector of the message to
evaluate to true. Matching of a selector to a component profile is atomic with
respect to a profile’s modification. It is therefore possible for a sender’s target
set to change during transmission if a profile is changed, but the matching
criteria will not change for a component once matching begins. Matching is
done locally and asynchronously upon arrival of the message.

2.3 Related Work

Decentralized, distributed systems of services arise from peer-to-peer systems, grid
computing systems, and web services. Examples of peer-to-peer systems are Chord
[116], CAN [105], Pastry [107], Tapestry [132], and BitTorrent [38]. Grid computing
systems [53, 54] have begun to support multiple administrative domains and services
architectures [59]. Web services [129] originally required the service to implement
its own ad-hoc access control, but standards like WS-Security [92] have begun to
provide standard mechanisms.

Capabilities first appeared as a mechanism for privileged invocations in mul-
tiprogrammed computations [43]. They gained widespread exposure as the autho-
rization system for files in the HYDRA operating system [39]. They have since
appeared in other operating systems [80, 81, 115] both as the access control mech-
anism for privileged system calls and file access, and for remote procedure calls
between hosts. A taxonomy of capabilities [71] has been proposed in response to
the inability of capabilities to enforce the *-property [26]. We extend the notion
of capabilities here to support their use with a limiting contract, and for use in a
networked system. We will examine these applications in depth in chapter 5.

Associative broadcast was originally formulated by Bayerdorffer in [11, 12],
extended by Browne, Kane, and Tian in [30], and again by Kane and Browne in [74]
for use in the CoorSet system. These extensions will be presented in chapter 4.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the model of distributed systems we wish to examine.
In the next chapter, we examine the fundamental issues of access control in decen-
tralized systems, and the new challenges that arise with the lack of central control.
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This results in a greater role of access control beyond simply assuring selected users
have access to selected resources. Access control plays an important role in the
central function of these systems. We will then return to this coordination model
in chapter 5, taking the lessons learned in the taxonomy to devise an access control
implementation for CoorSet.
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Chapter 3

A Taxonomy of Access Control

3.1 Introduction

With the model of decentralized systems now established, we can proceed to exam-
ine the issues and design choices for implementing access control in these systems.
An access control policy is typically a declarative specification of allowed accesses to
resources1. An access control scheme, as defined by [121], is a state transition system
in which access control decisions are specified as changes of state which conform to
the stated access control policy in an appropriate representation such as an access
control matrix. An access control implementation is a realization of a scheme on a
networked system of services. Access control schemes are typically formulated under
the assumption that decisions are made using complete and consistent state. This
assumption may not be valid for a distributed system and is certainly not valid for
distributed systems without central control, such as peer to peer networks. There-
fore, implementations of access control for distributed systems may not faithfully
conform to the access control scheme. There is a need to understand the trade-offs
among fidelity of an implementation to a scheme, performance and scalability of the
implementation and possible vulnerability of the implementation to attacks. This
goal of this paper is to contribute to understanding these trade-offs.

Access control systems are commonly classified by the abstraction used to
design the policy, such as user-based, role-based, or mandatory access control, by

1Please refer to section 3.3 for more detailed definitions of access control policies, schemes,
models, and implementations.
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an implementation mechanism such as access control lists or capabilities, or both.
These classifications do not differentiate between centralized and distributed imple-
mentations and do not offer insight into the relative robustness of different imple-
mentations in the context of distributed systems. They do not define the space of
possible distributed implementations. This paper presents an analysis of the proper-
ties of implementations of access control, particularly for distributed systems. The
classification and analysis is based on identification of properties of access control
system implementations and constructing a lattice taxonomy where each axis repre-
sents a property and the points on the axis are determined by possible values of the
property. The systems analyzed are those given as examples in Section 3.5: Akenti
[119], dRBAC [55], CRISIS [13], Kraft-Schäfer [78], BitTorrent [38] and WPA [127].
The current taxonomy has six axes representing: partitioning of control over shar-
ing of access control credentials, distribution of the state relevant to access control
decisions, fidelity of policy enforcement, the identity resolution mechanism, local
versus centralized access control decisions and static or adaptive trust management.
Each of these properties impacts the faithfulness with which an implementation im-
plements a scheme and thus indirectly the vulnerability of the implementation to
certain attacks. The current set of axes is not totally orthogonal but is still useful
for classification, analysis of potential vulnerability to some forms of attacks, and
suggestions for implementations with interesting properties which have not yet been
analyzed or implemented.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss other
classification efforts and related work in section 3.2. We present definitions for access
control in section 3.3. We then present the six classifying axes, each representing
a particular property of access control implementations, and a number of discrete
points on each that represent design or algorithm choices in section 3.4. We then
classify the systems listed above in section 3.5. We discuss these results and note
some unoccupied space in section 3.6, and conclude in section 3.7.

3.2 Related Work

We divide related research into two categories: surveys and descriptions of access
control policies and models, and comparison of expressiveness among schemes and
models.
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3.2.1 Surveys and Descriptions

di Vimercati, Paraboschi, and Samarati [44] survey current systems in the single-
host case and their access control implementations. They list desirable goals for
access control systems, and then discuss the implementation of access control in
Linux, Windows, Database Management Systems, TCPD, the Apache web server,
and Java 2.

Sandhu and Samarati [112] discuss the Access Control Matrix, and imple-
mentations of both access control lists (ACLs) and capabilities. This discussion
focuses mostly on the single-system case. They describe Discretionary Access Con-
trol (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC), both official standards from the
U. S. Department of Defense, and introduce role-based policies which later led to
role-based access control models [111]. Sandhu revisits these topics in [110], fur-
ther developing the role-based access control model and introducing the Task Based
Access Control model.

These papers provide useful descriptions of the space of policies, models and
schemes and mechanisms for implementation but assume complete faithfulness of
implementations with policies and/or schemes and do not enable comparison of
implementations with respect to performance, scalability or security properties.

3.2.2 Comparison of Expressiveness of Schemes and Models

Tripunitara and Li [121] give a theory for comparing the expressiveness of access
control models in terms of simulatability. It is their definition of an access con-
trol scheme that we have used in this paper. The existence or non-existence of a
simulatability relation between schemes shows the relationship between the relative
expressiveness of schemes.

Bertino, et. al. [18] formulate a logical framework for comparing the expres-
siveness of access control models for data based management systems where each
instance of the framework corresponds to a program in a logic programming lan-
guage. They give a classification of models in terms of structural equivalence and in
terms of reachability for a given state of a scheme and consistency among reachable
states.

Comparisons of expressiveness among policies/models does not address dif-
ferentiation among or comparison of possible distributed implementations of the
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policies and schemes which is the subject of this paper.

3.3 Definitions

3.3.1 Access Control Policies, Schemes, and Implementations

The development of access control goes through three stages: formulation of a policy,
representation of that policy as a scheme, and finally realization of that model in
an implementation.

• An access control policy is a definition of how a system should provide or
deny access which can range from an abstract statement like, “only users on
this list should have access,” or “only users who have given me service in the
past should have access,” to policy languages with executable (operational)
semantics [22, 24, 36, 83].

• An access control scheme [121] is a state transition system 〈Γ, Q,`,Ψ〉 that
embodies the access control policy. Γ is a set of states, Q is a set of queries that
include privileged requests considered by the system, `: Γ×Q→ {true, false}
is the entailment relation that determines whether a given query is true or not
in a given state, and Ψ is the set of state-transition rules2. γ ` q means that
the query q is true in state γ, and γ 0 q means that it is not. In particular,
when q is a privileged request, γ ` q means the request is allowed in state γ.

• An access control implementation is the realization of such a scheme on actual
hardware on a service i. In the distributed systems we consider here, each
state γ ∈ Γ is the global state of the entire system, made up of the local states
(s1, s2, . . . , sn) for each service in the system, where each si ∈ Si, the set of
all possible states for a particular service i. Global state may be replicated
across multiple local states, and some of these replicas may become outdated.
A local state is always dependent on the global state, but for brevity we will
assume local states are in the context of the currently-mentioned global state.
When more than one global state is mentioned, we will annotate the local
states with their corresponding global state: for example, si(γ1) is the local

2[121] also defines an access control model as a collection of schemes. This definition of an access
control model is not relevant for the purposes of this chapter.
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state of service i in global state γ1, and si(γ2) is the local state of service i in
global state γ2.

The implementation computes a function �: Si ×R→ {true, false}, where Si
is the set of local states of the service, and R is the set of specific requests
being considered. We specifically note that R ⊆ Q: a specific request for
service is always a type of query, but it is possible the scheme can answer
more general kinds of queries. Generally, a service will only decide requests
that it is asked to perform, although in the case of authorization servers it is
possible the decider is not the servicer.

The goal of an implementation is to follow the scheme as closely as possible.
Typically, the queries in a scheme are formulated so that they can be imple-
mented perfectly, or nearly perfectly, if the relevant system state is complete
and consistent. For some systems with distributed control, the nature of the
system prevents perfect correspondence, which gives rise to this distinction
between a scheme and its implementation.

3.3.2 Implementations versus Schemes

We now address the case where a scheme and an implementation can differ. A
scheme can consider the state of an entire networked system, whereas an implemen-
tation may have to make a decision on the basis of partial and/or inconsistent state.
We say that a request r is improperly serviced if for a given service i, and its local
state si in a particular global state γ, γ 0 r but si � r, and so the service grants the
request when it should be denied.

Similarly, we say that a request is improperly denied when γ ` r but si 2 r,
and so the service denies the request when it should be granted. We call either of
these situations improper. An improper request is detectable if the implementation
can transition to a state such that the impropriety of the request becomes known.
Such a request is always detectable if the implementation is guaranteed to transition
to such a state.

3.3.3 Access Control Credential

An access control credential is a bitstring used in access control decisions. It is pro-
tected from undetectable modifications through a mechanism such as cryptography
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or kernel-imposed restrictions.

3.3.4 Lattice Taxonomy

We define a lattice to be a set of points on a set of axes. Each axis represents
an enumerated type. An ordering metric can be defined for each axis. A lattice
taxonomy classifies systems by assigning each system a value for each of the axes
of the lattice. An ordered lattice taxonomy has one or more metrics which order
points on the lattice globally.

3.4 Classification Axes

We now present the axes we have identified from access control implementations.
We identified these axes by formulating implementation of access control as a work-
flow, identifying the steps in the workflow and then analyzing a number of access
control implementations for networked systems, and extracting properties of the im-
plementations of each step for these systems. The workflow formulation we used has
the steps: (1) authentication of identity, (2) acquisition of system state information,
(3) the access control decision process and (4) enforcement of the decision.

3.4.1 Control over Sharing of Access Credentials

The holder of an access control credential may be able to share access to a service by
delegating that credential to another client while the service which granted the access
credential may be able to revoke the access authorized by the credential. Consider
two clients i, j and a service k (with local states si, sj , sk respectively), and requests
ri that states “i requests service from k”, and rj that states “j requests service from
k”. Suppose there is a reachable global state γ such that γ ` ri, but γ 0 rj , and also
sk � ri but sk 2 rj . Let C be the credential(s) used by i to make the request ri, and
let the statement “i delegates C to j” indicate the invocation of a state transition ψ
such that sj now contains C. Let γ 7→ψ γ1 denote ψ causes a transition from global
state γ to γ1.

An access control credential is:

1. Delegatable, if ψ also causes a change of state γ 7→ψ γ1 such that γ1 ` rj , and
sk(γ1) � rj , meaning that such a delegation then permits rj ,
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2. Revocable, if from γ where γ ` rj , there exists a reachable state γ2 such that
γ2 0 rj ⇒ sk(γ2) 2 rj , meaning the implementation can support the revocation
of an authorization, and

3. Fine-grained revocable, if from γ where i and j are both authorized, there exists
a reachable state γ2 such that γ2 0 rj but still γ2 ` ri, the implementation can
ensure that sk(γ2) 2 rj while still sk(γ2) � ri. The absence of this third property
means that i’s authority must be revoked in order to revoke j’s, assuming such
authority can be revoked at all. This can only apply where property 2 applies.

We identify the following points on this axis, ordered by increasing amount
of control given to the service:

1. Client control. The client can delegate credentials at will once the service
provides it, and that credential cannot be invalidated. Therefore, delegation
causes a state change that grants access to the delegate j. Credentials are
neither revocable nor fine-grained revocable.

2. Shared control without recorded delegations. Credentials are delegat-
able, but the service can transition to a state where the access is revoked.
Clients still can freely delegate their authorizations. The service is able to
revoke that authorization and all delegations made of it. Access credentials
are revocable but not fine-grained revocable.

3. Shared control with recorded delegations. The state change ψ caused by
the delegation also causes some state to be added that tracks delegation. This
is typically achieved by requiring an addition to the credential to delegate it.
This state may not be recorded on the service itself, but eventually becomes
available to the service. This now gives the service additional information,
which may allow it to revoke authorizations in a more fine-grained manner,
possibly by invalidating all credentials and re-issuing credentials to only the
desired recipients.

4. Service control. Credentials are not delegatable at all. This allows them
to be completely revocable and fine-grained revocable, as there is a 1:1 corre-
spondence between credentials and clients authorized directly by the service.
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The points on this axis define both a metric for control of access and a
trade-off between complexity of processing of queries/requests and ability to support
complex collaborations among clients. Shared control with recorded delegation may
require complex processing to validate a delegated credential.

We are unaware of any implementations at the user control point, but it
does represent the absolute minimum of control given to the service. We will see
examples of services at the other three points in section 3.5. We specifically ignore
the possibility of sharing an identity credential for the purposes of impersonating
another client as a means of delegation; we instead will address this issue in section
3.4.4.

3.4.2 State Distribution

Any access control implementation must maintain information relevant to access
control decisions. Credentials transmitted across a network are just one type of
such state. For example, this information can also be access lists, capability lists,
historical data, or any other state needed to compute the access control decision.
This axis represents how the global state γ is distributed across the local states
s1, . . . , sn. We specifically examine the case where for a particular request r “i
requests service from k”, how much state information is kept in si versus the amount
kept in sk for only that particular request. We are therefore not considering the
aggregate state of k for all requests it considers. We also do not count any service-
wide state it maintains, such as its own identity certificate, or list of operations
provided.

We present the following points on this axis, listed in increasing amount of
state per authorization stored by the client i. When state is stored across multiple
physical sites on the serving side, such as when a service queries a trusted server for
the access control decision, we group all of this state under the management of “the
service.” Let S be the space requirement of the service, and C that of the client.

1. Centralized. S is unbounded, and C = 0. The service maintains all state
information, and the client stores zero state – not even a username or password.

2. Service managed. S is unbounded, and C = O(1). The service maintains
that part of the access control-related state, which may grow to arbitrary size,
while the client stores constant-sized state, such as a username/password pair.
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3. Equal sharing. |S| ≈ |C|. The service and the client each maintain arbitrary
per-authorization state. There may be differences in size or content.

4. Client managed. S = O(1), and C is unbounded. The service stores constant
state for each authorization, but the client’s storage requirement may grow
arbitrarily large.

5. Decentralized. S = 0, and C is unbounded. The service stores zero state,
and so the client stores all access-control state.

This axis is related to vulnerabilities to different attacks and to the cost
of maintaining consistency between local and global state. State kept on clients
minimizes the impact of a successful theft of data but increases the probability that
an attack will be successful since clients may be less well protected than services.
State kept on clients also requires that more state data be communicated for each
access. If a service maintains access control state data on its clients then an attack
may result in widespread damage.

The only centralized system of which we are aware is one that is anonymous,
such as anonymous FTP, where not even a username and password are stored by
the client to get access. We will consider systems at the other four points in section
3.5.

3.4.3 Fidelity of Enforcement

A distributed implementation of an access control scheme may not precisely match
the behavior of the access control scheme it implements, since it may be prohibitively
expensive to gather all of the necessary state to make perfect decisions. We quantify
deviation from complete fidelity of an implementation to its scheme by introducing
the enforcement axis, which measures how well an implementation follows the deci-
sions of its scheme. We present the following points in decreasing amount of fidelity
of the implementation to the scheme, as we expect the earlier points will be more
familiar to the reader.

Recall that γ ∈ Γ is the global state of the system, and si is the local state of a
particular service i in that state. Further, recall that ` is the query result according
to the scheme, which has perfect knowledge of global state, and � is the query result
according to the implementation, which has only the local state as maintained by
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the implementation to consider. Let r be a request under consideration. These
properties are taken for all states γ and the corresponding si in that global state.

1. Total fidelity. In this case, si � r ⇔ γ ` r. No improper requests can occur.

2. Total prevention. A slightly weaker case, γ 0 r ⇒ si 2 r. A request may
still be denied when it should be granted, but a request will never be granted
when it should be denied.

3. Total detection. In this case, it is possible that γ ` r but si 2 r, or γ 0 r but
si � r, meaning that the service makes an incorrect decision due to its incom-
plete state data, so we have only partial fidelity. However, improper requests
are always detectable, so a service eventually discovers when a deviation from
the scheme has occurred.

4. Partial detection. There is still only partial fidelity, but now improper
requests are not always detectable: a service is not guaranteed to later detect
an incorrect decision. Improper requests still are detectable, so there is a
chance the violation will be discovered.

5. No detection. In this situation, improper accesses are not even detectable;
a service makes a decision and cannot later tell whether or not it was correct.

6. No fidelity. In this situation, (∀r)si |= r, regardless of `. This is the absence
of an access control mechanism.

This axis is a direct metric for strength of compliance to the scheme being
implemented. The complexity and cost of attainment of each level of fidelity in
a distributed implementation depends upon the queries permitted in the scheme
and the cost and complexity of maintaining complete and consistent local state
information. In the Kraft-Schäfer [78] mobile ad-hoc routing system (see section
3.5.4) queries concern forwarding messages in an ad-hoc network. The dynamic
network structure causes transient incompleteness of state information inducing a
window of possible loss of fidelity. BitTorrent [38] (see section 3.5.5) has a similar
window of fidelity loss between when a client decides not to cooperate, and when
that lack of cooperation is detected.
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3.4.4 Identity Resolution

Although identity does not have to be used in an access control decision, it is
done with such frequency that the mechanisms by which identity is established
should be a part of any characterization of access control implementations. At
some point in the operation of such a system, a service must make a connection
between a client outside of itself and a local representation. In simple systems, it
may be the connection between a client and a particular set of permissions. In role-
based systems [55, 111], it may be the connection between a client and a role it is
attempting to assert. The connection that spans the gap between outside the service
and inside the service is called the client’s identity and is usually represented by an
identity credential. While a scheme assumes that all identity credentials which are
presented are valid, this cannot be assumed in an implementation. The confidence
in this connection measures the likelihood of convincing an outside party, such as
an impartial judge, of the strength of the binding between that representation and
the outside party. We present the following points in increasing order of confidence
given to this binding.

1. No identity mechanism. This is the lack of an identification, where all
clients are classified exactly the same.

2. Shared secret. In this mechanism, clients are given a shared secret to dis-
tinguish them as members of a selected class, distinguishing them from clients
who do not possess the secret. There is no differentiation amongst individuals
in the group; merely a classification into authorized and not authorized.

3. Known name and shared secret. This adds to the shared secret by dif-
ferentiating amongst individual clients. This can allow a service to introduce
different levels of authorization.

4. Known name and certificate. A certificate is defined as a document attest-
ing to the truth of some fact. An identity certificate specifically attests to the
identity of the bearer – the very connection we wish to make when establishing
identity. This certificate adds to the confidence by adding the testimony of a
witness or authority.

5. Unforgeable identity. There is a fool-proof guarantee of identity, or identity
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is established through a mechanism whose probability of error can be safely
neglected, such as biometric identification of human operators.

This axis is a metric for vulnerability to attacks since many attacks are based
on an adversary successfully impersonating another client.

3.4.5 Decision Mode

In a distributed system, the ultimate authority of whether to provide a service is
the service itself. Services may consult other services, or defer their decision to a
chosen authority. For any request r “i requests service from k” under consideration,
we define two subsets of the services’ state machines: rIN which is the set of local
states that contribute input to the decision on r, and rOUT , which is the set of state
machines that have control over whether or not sk � r.

We present the following points in increasing order of how globally such
decisions are made.

1. Local. The simplest case, where an access control decision is made based
entirely on the local state of the service. rIN = rOUT = {sk}.

2. Advised. In this case, the ultimate decision is still made by the service itself,
but it reaches out to other services to collect information, to get a better
view of the global system state and thus make a more well-informed decision.
rOUT = {sk}, but now |rIN | > 1. Generally, sk ∈ rIN as well, but this is not
required.

3. Consensus. In this case, not only are the opinions of other services involved,
but some group collaborates following an agreed-upon protocol and reaches
a common decision, with none having ultimate authority. In this case, both
|rIN | > 1 and |rOUT | > 1. sk is often, but not necessarily, in each set.

4. Centralized. A special case of consensus, and the most global decision, where
the “group” is a single authority that is not the service itself. Here, the central
authority A has the best possible knowledge of the global state, and so can
make the best decisions. There is no restriction in the size or membership of
rIN , although typically it consists of just sA. However, rOUT = {sA}, and
also, A 6= k.
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Schemes are defined on the assumption that decisions are made on the basis
of complete and consistent global state. Any distributed implementation is a trade-
off between cost of state maintenance and fidelity. The points on this axis represent
trade-offs between fidelity, scalability and performance and cost of maintenance of
complete and consistent state.

3.4.6 Static or Adaptive Trust Management

“Trust” is shorthand for a standard of expected behavior. The choices of whether to
incorporate trust in an access control decision and whether or not trust is statically
assigned or dynamically computed on the basis of runtime behavior is a property of
a policy and thus the scheme representing the policy. We include static or adaptive
trust management as a property of an implementation since dynamic computation
of trust is a source of loss of fidelity of an implementation with respect to a scheme.
For most systems with centralized access control, trust relationships do not change
without the outside intervention of an operator. With increasingly distributed con-
trol, a service may need to revisit its trust relationships during execution to respond
to changing conditions, such as evidence that a service has altered its behavior.
We specifically exclude the case where an administrator or outside influence causes
changes to trust relationships, as we instead view this as the state machine itself
being altered; here we address only when there the service can transition between
states that reflect a change in certain trust relationships as a result of run-time
events. There are two cases:

1. Static (or manually changed). Trust relationships never change as a result
of run-time relationships, and remain static throughout the operation of the
system, excluding changes effected externally. Therefore, if si � r in any global
state γ, then si � r in all γ; and similarly for si 2 r.

2. Adaptive. (∃r, γ1, γ2)
[
si(γ1) � r

]
∧

[
si(γ2) 2 r

]
. The service can transition to

states that carry an altered trust relationship, as a result of run-time events,
such as internal state changes, the behavior of clients, or other aspects of
interactions with other services.

Implementations utilizing adaptive trust relationships can constructively re-
spond to certain forms of attack or access abuse.
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3.5 Example Classifications

This sections gives a brief characterization of each system in terms of what kinds
of requests its scheme and implementation support, followed by its classification
under each axis. For brevity, we do not give a complete description of the access
control scheme, but instead give a brief characterization of each system in terms
of what kinds of requests its scheme and implementation support, followed by its
classification under each axis.

3.5.1 Akenti

Akenti [119] is a system for access control in grid environments. Each client has
an identity certificate, and stakeholders who control resources express their rules
for access in certificates they sign and provide. In this system, servers providing
resources look to a trusted Akenti policy server to make the decision, rather than
making its decision locally. Requests in this system concern only accessing grid
resources, subject to those restrictions. The properties of Akenti are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Service control. Clients cannot delegate any authority
to other clients. Authority must come directly from the stakeholder’s access
control description.

• State Distribution: Service managed. Clients each store an X.509 certifi-
cate, and that is all. The resources and policy servers, which we consider
both part of the service side, store all the stakeholder-provided access control
restrictions.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total prevention. Requests are always evaluated
whether or not they follow the provided stakeholder certificate. A request will
only be granted if the resource server can contact a policy server and get a
positive answer. If a policy server cannot be contacted, the request will be
denied, which may be at odds with the intended behavior. But, a request that
should be denied will always be denied.

• Identity Resolution: Known name and certificate. An X.509 certificate,
that must be signed by a recognized Certifying Authority, is used for identifica-
tion. Akenti uses commercial vendors such as Netscape, Entrust, or Verisign
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for signed identity certificates. Akenti uses TLS [45] as the authenticating
transport.

• Decision Mode: Centralized. Decisions are always deferred to Akenti policy
servers. The policy server may be replicated, and so there may be several, but
it is in effect one single decision-maker.

• Trust Management: Static. All access control restrictions are statically as-
signed by stakeholders. This will never be changed by the system itself.

3.5.2 CRISIS

CRISIS [13] is the security architecture of the WebOS [124] distributed operating
system, which uses many of the ideas of the shared-memory multiprocessor operat-
ing system TAOS [4]. CRISIS introduces an architecture of principals to represent
clients, objects to represent services, and resource monitors to represent access con-
trol decision-makers. Clients have identity certificates, and can construct transfer
certificates to give to other clients to delegate portions of their access. Transfer
certificates contain predicates that limit the access delegated. Access is granted if
a client presents an identity that is explicitly authorized for a resource (by appear-
ing on the resource’s access list), or presents a chain of transfer certificates proving
delegation from such an authorized client and satisfaction of all limiting predicates
on all transfer certificates. Requests concern access to arbitrary services available in
the network. The states of the system incorporate transfer certificates which record
delegations that have been made. The properties of CRISIS are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Shared control with recorded delegations. A
client makes transfer certificates to transfer a subset of its privileges to another.
This results in a chain of certificates refining a set of capabilities to the point
where the principal attempting to use them is found, and are used as proof
of access rights. When presented for invocation, this information becomes
available to the service, which can be used for later changes in access control
policy or system auditing.

• State Distribution: Client managed. A service must store an entry in an
access control list for each authorization, with a list of access rights. A client
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wishing to make use of a resource must store a certificate chain, which can
grow to arbitrary size depending on the number of delegations made, and
present it to make an invocation.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total fidelity. As the access control policy is en-
coded directly into the reference monitor, and the possible queries are all per-
mitted or not directly based on that policy, the reference monitor can perfectly
implement the scheme.

• Identity Resolution: Known name and certificate. CRISIS uses two kinds
of certificates: identity certificates and transfer certificates. The identity cer-
tificates are signed by both a trusted certifying authority and an on-line au-
thority.

• Decision Mode: Local. The resource monitor needs only verify the chain of
signatures, and then verify the root of the chain is an explicitly-authorized
client on its local access control list.

• Trust Management: Static. Changes to access control restrictions are only
ever made by explicit alteration of access control lists by an operator.

3.5.3 dRBAC

Distributed Role-based Access Control (dRBAC) [55] is a distributed access control
system for managing systems which have components in multiple administrative
domains. It incorporates the RBAC model in [111], and includes delegation chains
similar to those in CRISIS. They abstract both clients and resources in the system
as entities, each of whom has its own local namespace. It reconciles these two
features by introducing delegation semantics that delegate roles to other roles or
entities. Only roles can be delegated, not individual rights. These delegations can
be extended with valued attributes which further limit the access level. The right
to delegate is itself a right that must be delegated separately; being delegated a
right does not allow one to delegate it further unless the right to delegate has been
delegated as well.

In dRBAC, an entity is the only certifying authority for entries in its names-
pace, which corresponds to resources being the only ultimate authority for operations
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they export, and so each chain must end with a delegation by the entity itself. These
delegation chains are then verified by proof monitors, which is part of the dRBAC
infrastructure, present at each entity. In this scheme, requests concern access to
specific resources, and the pertinent states of the system concern what delegations
have been made between clients. The properties of dRBAC are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Shared control with recorded delegations. dR-
BAC uses a certificate chain where each link in the chain is a statement of the
form [Subject → Object] Issuer, where an Issuer asserts that the Subject
has the role of Object. Subject can be a role or an entity, but Object is always
a role. This allows assigning roles to entities, as well as roles to other roles.

• State Distribution: Decentralized. These certificate chains are maintained
by the clients and presented when service is requested. The proof monitor
needs only to be able to verify the chain of signatures, which it can do with
just the submitted chain, and it needs no per-authorization state to do so.
Once the delegation is extended, it can then be forgotten by the service.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total fidelity. As the requests are straightforward
enough that they can be programmed definitively into a service, the service
can follow the policy with total fidelity.

• Identity Resolution: Known name and certificate. Each certificate chain
starts with an identity certificate, and then has zero or more delegation cer-
tificates. dRBAC assumes that when a delegation certificate is signed, the
issuer is also attesting to the identity of the entity or role to which authority
is delegated, eliminating the need for a separate certifying authority.

• Decision Mode: Local. All certificates can be validated without any external
sources, and the final entry must be issued by the servicing entity, which can
naturally verify its own signature.

• Trust Management: Static.

3.5.4 Kraft-Schäfer Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

Kraft and Schäfer [78] give a system for the exclusive purpose of granting or deny-
ing relay access in a mobile ad-hoc network. To adhere to their nomenclature, in
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this section we will specifically refer to “nodes” rather than services. The scheme
adopts a trust metric to decide whether or not another node has been sufficiently
cooperative and trustworthy to forward its packets; in a mobile ad-hoc network,
the primary improper behavior is greedily using the network, and not forwarding
the packets of others. Each node generates its own identity certificate, and can
be vouched for by other nodes in a “web of trust.” Both opinions of other nodes
and observed behavior affects a node’s local rating. The requests supported by this
system are to request a packet be forwarded onward in the network, and the states
concern historical data, and whether or not a particular node is trying to be rogue.
The properties of Kraft-Schäfer are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Shared control with recorded delegations. If one
node decides it no longer can trust another node, and so no longer wants to
pass traffic on that node’s behalf, it can immediately cease. For the purpose
of introducing new nodes to the network, established nodes can provide “war-
rants” to new nodes, to delegate part of their good rating to the new node.

• State Distribution: Equal sharing. All nodes in the network retain the same
amount of information about each other, in tables of trust values.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Partial detection. This system uses a heuristic
to decide beyond what point a node is considered sufficiently uncooperative
to warrant future denial of access. Although in the global state we can tell
when a node decides to become rogue and not cooperate, it is not guaranteed
that an individual node will detect this ever, depending on how uncooperative
the rogue node becomes. At least one improper request can certainly be
accomplished by the rogue node, as behavioral information is not available
until after the improper request has taken place.

• Identity Resolution: Known name and certificate. In this case, to avoid
Sybil [48] attacks but not require a globally-recognized certificate authority,
certificates must be signed by another node in the network. The trust given
such a certificate depends on its signer.

• Decision Mode: Advised. An individual node decides whether or not to
forward traffic at the behest of another node. It may use input from other
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nodes under a form of opinion sharing [67], but the decision to forward or not
is entirely its own.

• Trust Management: Adaptive. Trust relationships are constantly evaluated
by the system itself based on previous cooperation.

3.5.5 BitTorrent

BitTorrent [38] is a file distribution system used to spread the bandwidth cost of
disseminating large files across a large number of nodes. As above, we use the
term node here to be consistent with this work. It uses access control to enforce
collaborative behavior. A node grants access to those who are providing data, and
denies access to those who are attempting to consume without providing. In this
analysis we consider only the peer-to-peer file transfer protocol, and do not consider
the “trackers” which are used for bootstrapping. The requests are for downloading
“chunks” of files, and the states of the system are the recorded history made by
each service in its recent interactions with a particular client. The properties of
BitTorrent are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Service control. A BitTorrent peer serving a file
decides directly what access to give a client. That access cannot be then
shared with other clients.

• State Distribution: Centralized. A service maintains historical data on
clients, but indexes them by network address as opposed to any indepen-
dent identity. A downloading client has to find the service, but needs store no
access control-related state.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total detection. A service can detect when a
downloading client is not giving “tit-for-tat,” and deny access after the fact.
However, such a lack of cooperation will always be detected in time for the
service to cease its own cooperation.

• Identity Resolution: Unforgeable identity. BitTorrent identifies a peer ex-
clusively by its endpoint IP address and port number for the duration of its
connection. It is unforgeable because as soon as a peer disconnects, its identity
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and history is forgotten, in a way that makes it unforgeable by design.3

• Decision Mode: Local. The access control function is evaluated solely on
information observed by the service.

• Trust Management: Adaptive. BitTorrent regularly re-evaluates the access
control function to consider new observations on downloading peer behavior.
It quickly chokes off uncooperative peers, and gradually increases cooperation
with cooperative peers.

3.5.6 Wi-Fi Protected Access in IEEE 802.11 Wireless Networks

Wi-Fi Protected Access [127], or WPA, and its successor, WPA2, are access con-
trol mechanisms for 802.11a/b/g wireless networks. The requests handled by this
scheme are to gain access to a wireless network for communication. It incorporates
a Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) which dynamically changes keys as the
system is used.

The differences between WPA and WPA2 are not relevant for this discussion.
However, WPA and WPA2 each operate in two primary modes: WPA-Enterprise (or
WPA2-Enterprise), for use in a large-scale networks with an IEEE 802.1X-compliant
authentication server, and WPA-Personal (or WPA2-Personal). Each mode has dif-
ferent properties under our classification, and so we will present each one separately.

Enterprise Mode

In the enterprise environment, a client possesses a set of credentials in the form of a
digital certificate, username/password pair, smart card, or any other identity mech-
anism desired by the administrator. A client then authenticates to an authentication
server, which is a single point for all wireless access points, which are the services.
After this point, a shared session key is negotiated to allow access. The properties of
WPA in this mode are as follows. The requests are the association/authentication
protocol, and a request to forward messages. The relevant state is the authentica-

3It is theoretically possible for an intruder host on the same subnetwork or even the same host
as a downloading client to simultaneously shut the peer out while taking its place, thus assuming
its identity and its (presumably) favorable history. We are unaware of any such attack in existence
and expect it is highly impractical to mount.
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tion information programmed into the central server, and the state stored in the
wireless access points to track what clients are authenticated at a particular time.

• Control over Sharing: Service control. Clients cannot delegate their autho-
rization to other clients by any means.

• State Distribution: Service managed. A client must store an identification
credential of some kind, but the authentication server can store any number
of access restrictions, such as to which access points a client may associate,
time-of-day usage restrictions, or validity periods.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total prevention. Access to the wireless network
is only granted when the authentication server returns a positive response,
and the authentication server is programmed with exactly the desired access
control policy. If the authentication server is unavailable, requests may be
denied when they should be granted.

• Identity Resolution: At least known username and shared secret. Part
of the WPA-Enterprise standard allows choosing the identification mechanism.
Such a mechanism is at least a username and password pair, but can be a user-
name and digital certificate, smart card, or any other secure identity mech-
anism. We are unaware of any application of WPA-Enterprise that uses less
confident measures.

• Decision Mode: Centralized. Each service (the wireless access point) defers
its decision to a central authentication server, which makes global decisions
on what clients to allow and what clients to deny.

• Trust Management: Static. Although it is possible for an authentication
server to be designed to automatically update its trust relationships based on
run-time events, we are unaware of any such implementations.

Personal Mode

For “SOHO” (small office/home) users who do not have such an elaborate authenti-
cation infrastructure, WPA can also operate in the “personal” mode. Also known as
pre-shared key (PSK) mode, an individual access point and any authorized clients
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are given a passphrase to access the network, much the same way as with WEP
[66], although the implementation of the cryptography has been improved to avoid
WEP’s well-published vulnerabilities [10, 21, 28, 125]. In this case, there is no cen-
tral authentication server, and wireless access points do not coordinate with one
another (although they can share the same passphrase). The properties of WPA in
this mode are as follows.

• Control over Sharing: Shared control with unrecorded delegations. The
passphrase is now a credential that can be delegated, and there is no tracking
of its being passed from client to client. Access by all authorized clients can
be revoked by changing the passphrase and delegating it again to authorized
clients, but there is no method of more fine-grained revocation.

• State Distribution: Equal sharing. The service and the client each need only
now store the passphrase, and any intermediary keys negotiated as part of the
authentication protocol.

• Fidelity of Enforcement: Total fidelity. The query in this system is whether
or not a client knows the passphrase. If so, access is granted. This query is
accurately implemented by providing the passphrase to the access point as
proof of knowledge.

• Identity Resolution: Shared secret. As previously mentioned, the only dif-
ferentiation amongst clients are those that are authorized by virtue of knowing
the passphrase, and those that are not.4

• Decision Mode: Local. The access point is manually programmed with the
passphrase, and needs no outside communication to determine the access con-
trol decision.

• Trust Management: Static.

3.6 Evaluation

The insights which arose from development of the classification scheme and analysis
of the several systems include:

4Most wireless access points implement additional access control measures, such as filtering by
MAC address, but these are in addition to WPA, and not part of WPA itself.
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1. Access control is conventionally thought of as implementing security and man-
agement of resources. But in fact, access control is being used to play several
different roles in the systems we have characterized:

• Security and control over resources: Akenti, WPA, CRISIS, dRBAC

• Construction of virtual systems: Akenti

• Enabling collaboration: CRISIS, dRBAC

• Enforcement of collaboration: BitTorrent, Kraft-Schäfer

These broader definitions of access control arise primarily from the intrinsic
requirements of distributed control for collaboration to accomplish goals.

2. Positions in the taxonomy where we did not find implemented systems but
where one might expect to find future distributed systems include those where
Control over Sharing is at least Shared Control with Recorded Delegation,
where Decision Mode is Advised or Consensus and where Trust Management
is Adaptive.

3. In systems with more distributed control, such as Kraft-Schäfer in section 3.5.4
and BitTorrent in section 3.5.5, implementation decisions are made which ap-
pear to make the enforcement weaker, but these implementations are, in fact,
the strongest implementations for the given scheme devised thus far. This
dichotomy stems not from poor design choices or implementation, but that
the access control scheme now must support queries that prove difficult to
implement with fidelity in a way that gives acceptable performance. Enforce-
ment with total fidelity or total prevention requires maintenance of up-to-date
global state information that is infeasible for networked systems of arbitrary
size. Just as the legal system contends with illegal acts in a very large pop-
ulation by employing what prevention is feasible, detection where it is not
feasible, and then incentive to comply in the form of punishments, this anal-
ysis suggests these new frontiers in distributed systems with fully distributed
control will require such hybrid approaches as we are seeing emerge.
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3.7 Conclusions

We have presented a classification for access control implementations, and observed
that new systems, with more distributed control, have access control schemes that
are more difficult to implement efficiently with complete fidelity, and have led to the
necessity of less “perfect” mechanisms that still function. We give this as a basis
for comparing access control implementations, and as a beginning to exploring the
deeper unifying concepts amongst access control implementations, and the interplay
between a scheme and a corresponding implementation.

The next chapter introduces CoorSet, a framework for computation in de-
centralized, distributed systems that has no standard mechanism for access control.
We then return to the lessons learned from the taxonomy in chapter 5, where a
standard access control mechanism is used that occupies one of these unexplored
spaces identified here.
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Chapter 4

CoorSet: A Development

Environment for Associatively

Coordinated Components

4.1 Introduction

CoorSet is a framework for computation in decentralized, distributed systems that
was previously reported in [74]. It is based on a model of communication and coor-
dination called associative broadcast, originally formulated by Bayerdorffer [11, 12]
and extended in [30]. In associative broadcast, a rich naming model is used that
enables targeted multicast and therefore replication naturally where a broadcast
mechanism is available. Later, when we convert this platform into a secure ser-
vices platform in chapter 5, we will make use of this mechanism as the method of
discovering other services.

The layout of this chapter is as follows. Associative broadcast as reported
in [30] is introduced in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Its use as a coordination model is then
explored in section 4.4. Extensions made to this model as reported in [74] are then
given in 4.5, and formulation of algorithms is explored in section 4.6.

CoorSet is introduced and illustrated with two examples in section 4.7. A
full treatment of the CoorSet interface description language is given in appendix A.
Section 4.8 describes the supported platforms for automatically launching CoorSet
programs. Section 4.9 describes the implementation mechanisms used to provide
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the necessary reliable broadcast facility, and security measures used in the CSC
launching mechanism described in section 4.8. Section 4.10 explores related research
and section 4.11 concludes.

4.2 Broadcast-Based Coordination

There has been little research on coordination models and languages based on broad-
cast communication, despite how many networks intrinsically provide a broadcast
capability, including such widely available systems as Ethernet, FDDI, and wireless.
That broadcast enables consensus for asynchronous communication [122].

Except for Linda-based [57] coordination models and languages, there has
been relatively little experimental or systems-oriented research on application of co-
ordination models and languages. Experimental research is needed to establish a
basis for application of coordination models and languages and to add credibility to
the utility value of coordination models and languages. This chapter extends the co-
ordination model based on associative broadcast from chapter 2 into a development
environment for implementation of coordinating systems of processes, illustrates its
applications and positions this research in the context of distributed and peer to
peer systems research. The goal for the development environment is to facilitate
experimental research on broadcast-based coordination systems. The principal arti-
facts of the development environment are: extensions to the previous associatively
broadcast programming model to facilitate experiments and applications, an inter-
face definition language for expressing associative interactions, a compiler for this
interface definition language and an environment for instantiating and executing
coordinating systems of processes.

Broadcast enables coordination based on every process in an interacting
set locally maintaining common state necessary for collective decision procedures
[46, 122]. Associative broadcast enables targeting of messages to processes in spe-
cific states and enables each process to select the properties of messages it will
receive. Basing coordination on associative broadcast communication enables def-
inition of multiple dynamic coordination subsets in a set of processes. Separation
of message filtering from computation decreases the execution cost of coordination
using broadcast and allows for specialization to specific algorithm requirements.
Associative broadcast preserves anonymity similarly to tuple space-based coordi-
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nation [57]. It enables transparent distribution and replication for fault-tolerance.
In summary, associative broadcast enables fully distributed and fully symmetric
coordination over dynamic sets of processes.

4.3 Associative Interactions

We now present a coordination model based on a special form of broadcast commu-
nication: associative broadcast [11, 12]. We describe the model in terms of parallel
programming with regards to processes and objects in a computation space. Later
we will relate this model to decentralized service-oriented systems. Broadcast en-
ables coordination based on every process in an interacting set locally maintaining
common state necessary for collective decision procedures. Associative broadcast en-
ables targeting of messages to processes in specific states and enables each process
to select the properties of messages it will receive. Separation of message filtering
from computation decreases the execution cost of coordination using broadcast and
allows for specialization to specific algorithm requirements.

Broadcast enables coordination over dynamic sets and preserves anonymity
similarly to tuple space methods [57]. It enables transparent distribution and repli-
cation for fault-tolerance. Associative broadcast enables fully distributed and fully
symmetric coordination.

There has been relatively little research on coordination models and lan-
guages based on broadcast communication [25, 27]. Yet many computer networks
intrinsically provide a broadcast capability (Ethernet, FDDI, MAN, wireless net-
works based on cellular communication, satellite transmissions, etc.). Coordination
of distributed components and processes using broadcast is thus becoming of greater
interest.

4.3.1 Coordination and Composition under Associative Broadcast

Coordination is formulated by defining profiles, messages and protocols. The execu-
tion model is an eventually synchronous [49] receive/action (state machine) model.
A component receives a message and takes some action (possibly null) in response
to the message. Recall that the terminology of associative broadcast was introduced
in section 2.2 on page 9. An algorithm or computation is specified by:
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1. A set of attributes in which the profiles and selectors are specified.

2. A set of rules for binding of the state of a component to a profile.

3. A set of protocols by which interactions are executed including specification of
message types, the selectors to accompany each message, the allowed sequences
of messages and the responses to each instance of a message type which is
received.

4. A state machine for each component which implements the coordination pro-
tocol.

5. An initial state for each component.

Each component executes in accordance with the rules and protocols. When
we use associative broadcast as a discovery mechanism in chapter 5, we will relax
this requirement to allow for Byzantine behavior. There is no coordinator or global
control state. Coordination and thus control is fully distributed. If desired, coordi-
nation can also be fully symmetric with the deployment of the same state machine
on each component. The set of components which are interacting and coordinating
can be dynamic. A component can enter a network by setting an appropriate profile
and possibly following some initialization protocol.

With associative broadcast, coordination is independent of process location
within a broadcast domain. Coordination extends over dynamic sets of processes.
Coordination decisions do not depend upon stable group properties.

4.3.2 Composition as Coordination and Vice Versa

Composition is defined in terms of binding invocations of a method or procedure by
one component to a method or procedure in an implementing component. Although
the mechanisms differ, composition may occur at compile time, at link/load time
and at run time through a mechanism like remote procedure calls. Composition is
intrinsic to associative interactions. Each message may result in binding of a message
to a component or set of components when it is sent. Each binding of the message
results in the execution of an action. Associative naming and binding can be used
as to select an initial set of bindings among components prior to runtime during
compilation. A compiler which uses associative interfaces to compose programs
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implementing performance models from components has been reported [29]. The
associative model of interaction integrates coordination and composition.

4.4 Coordination and Composition

We position associative broadcast with respect to naming and communication mod-
els, before describing the specific instance of associative interactions that we have
implemented as a coordination and composition model.

4.4.1 Naming Models and Communication Models

Bayerdorffer [11] has developed a lattice taxonomy of naming models and charac-
terized the models of communication which can be implemented in a given model
of names. The lattice taxonomy is defined with properties of name models as axes.
It is shown in [11] that direct implementation of fully distributed, fully symmetric,
minimal communication algorithms among dynamic set of services requires a model
of names at the top of the given lattice taxonomy.

Associative broadcast is at the top of the lattice taxonomy of naming sys-
tems [11, 12] and thus supports implementation of fully symmetric and fully dis-
tributed algorithms for managing membership in dynamic sets. Linda [57] and its
derivatives are the only other implemented communication mechanisms known to
us corresponding to the highest point of the name lattice taxonomy.

4.4.2 A Coordination-Oriented Implementation of Associative In-

teractions

The associative interfaces for composition and coordination defined and described
in this chapter extend associative communication to associative interaction. An
interaction has the dictionary definition of a mutually agreed upon action conducted
by two or more parties. An associative interface for implementation of coordination
and composition has two elements: an accepts interface and a requires interface.
Accepts and requires interfaces are extensions of associative broadcast to include
specifications for the actions which should result from a successful match of a profile.

An accepts interface specifies the set of interactions in which a component is
willing to participate. The accepts interface for a component is a set of three-tuples
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(profile, transaction, protocol). Multiple members of the set may be associated with
each instance of a component model and new instances instantiated at runtime.

A transaction [61] specifies the type, functionality and parameters of a unit
of work to be executed. A transaction may have an identity and a state which
may persist across execution sites. The arguments of a transaction are typed in the
invocations as well as in the declaration. In the present implementation, only sim-
ple transactions are supported. Complex transactions that persist across multiple
component interactions are planned for future work.

The requires interface specifies the set of interactions which a component
must initiate to perform its intended functions: either its own goals, or what is
required to complete transactions that it accepts. The requires interface is a set
of three-tuples (selector, transaction, protocol). Multiple members of the set may
be associated with each instance of an object and new instances instantiated at
runtime.

4.5 Extended Associative Broadcast Coordination and

Programming Model

The previous associative broadcast coordination model has been extended into a
programming model which enables direct representation of complex interactions
with retention of separation of concerns. This model incorporates two additional
features: complex conditions for enabling execution of a component and replication
for both representation of SPMD parallelism and fault-tolerance.

The conditions for executing and action of a component commonly include
receipt of multiple messages. To maintain separation of concerns it is necessary to
incorporate this requirement into the coordination model1. We introduce the con-
cept of a firing rule into the coordination model. A firing rule is a specification of
the set of messages which must be received to initiate any action of a component.
Additionally, since components may and often will have persistent state, there may
be precedence relations among possible enabling message sequences. These exten-
sions are accomplished by adding types to messages and incorporating a conditional

1In the previous coordination model, if multiple messages were required to enable an action by
a component, the set of actions of the component had to include aggregation of these messages in
effect breaking separation of concerns.
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expression over message types and local state into the associative interface.
The definition of firing rules used in the extended coordination model is taken

from a data flow programming model [97], where rather than waiting on a single
input, a node in a data flow graph waits on multiple inputs, possibly in a particular
order, before becoming enabled for execution. Firing rules are specified with a Java-
like logical syntax. Specifying reception of either of two message types R,S is done
with a rule R || S. Reception of both of two message types is specified with a rule
R && S. Reception of R followed by S is specified with a rule R < S. These rules
can be compounded and grouped with parentheses, such as (R < S) || (R < T ).
The < operator has the lowest precedence, followed by ||, and && has the highest
precedence.

Replication is another feature that must be included in associative interaction
specifications to enable facile specification of parallelism and fault-tolerance. SPMD
parallelism can be readily implemented by replication of components. Replication
of functionality for fault-tolerance can be made transparent and synchronization-
free after initialization. If an initiating component starts several replicas of a given
component to ensure success in an unreliable environment and each of the replicated
components responds by associative broadcast, then the initiating component can
safely proceed after the first successful result and set its profile to ignore any results
from other replicas. A component can be replicated by adding an index attribute
to its profile and instantiating replicas in conformance to the index range. Once
specified, a component can be started an arbitrary number of times. The runtime
system will provide unique identifiers in a predictable way when launching compo-
nents so replicas can alter their behavior, or they can all execute in the same way,
depending on the needs of the application.

A component in the extended model is a 5-tuple (S, S0, P,A,R) where S is
the state machine which implements the rules for the protocol specification, and
the rules for profile and interface changes, S0 is the initial state, P is the profile of
attributes and attribute-value pairs, A is the list of accepted transactions (T, TA)
where T is a firing rule and TA is the argument signature, and R is the list of
requested transactions (T, TA) where T is a transaction type and TA is the argument
signature. Section 4.7 illustrates the concepts in the extended model in CoorSet
language examples.
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4.6 Algorithm Formulation

Most distributed algorithms explicitly or implicitly are formulated on the assump-
tion of central control. Coordination models, on the other hand, do not assume
central control. Development of algorithms and computations in coordination mod-
els therefore requires a shift in development paradigm. Use of a coordination model
based on broadcast communication induces a further shift in development paradigm
since most distributed computations and coordination models are based on point
to point communication. There has been relatively little research in formulation of
distributed/parallel algorithms in broadcast models of computation [47].

The development paradigm for distributed algorithms formulated in asso-
ciative interactions is the integration of component composition and component
interactions. An algorithm is specified as coordination among a set of components.
Composition defines the structural relationships among components while coordi-
nation specifies the behavior of the composed system. Associative interactions use
the same mechanism to specify both coordination and composition.

A coordination system implementing an algorithm or computation is specified
in terms of a set of attributes in which the profiles and selectors are specified, a set
of components from which the algorithm or computation can be composed, a set of
protocols in which interactions are specified including message types, the selectors
to accompany each instance of a message type, the allowed sequences of messages
and the responses to each instance of a message type which is received, and a state
machine which implements the coordination protocols which are interfaced to each
process or component.

4.7 CoorSet Interface Definition Language

CoorSet has an interface definition language for specification of the behaviors of
components in terms of associative interactions. The CoorSet compiler generates
Java code to implement the coordination models for each component and a “main”
component that starts the application in the runtime system described in Section
4.8. In the example that follows, components of the language that deal with details
not directly related to the interface structure have been omitted for clarity; for
complete details of the language, see appendix A.
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component 5 {
profile ("ReaderWriter", ("EID", 2),

("Status", "initializing"))

execute startUp

accepts "RequestToRead" processRead ()
accepts "RequestToWrite" processWrite (Object)

rule "update_value < (update_done || Collision)" processUpdate

requests "ReplyFromData" sendReply "Client" (Object)
requests "update_value" attemptUpdate "ReaderWriter"

(Object, Integer)
requests "update_done" completeUpdate "ReaderWriter" (Integer)
requests "Collision" updateCollide "ReaderWriter" (Integer)

}

Figure 4.1: CoorSet definition of a replicated data object store

4.7.1 Readers/Writers Algorithm in CoorSet

To demonstrate the language for describing components, we introduce a general-
ized distributed readers/writers system implemented in CoorSet. The data objects
are replicated for fault-tolerance. Consistency is maintained across non-malicious
failures of components and/or runtime creation of additional replicas. This general-
ized readers/writers problem is rather complex when programmed in conventional
distributed/parallel programming languages but is quite simple in CoorSet. The
readers/writers system consists of a set of reader/writer objects which store a data
item that is replicated across multiple independent stores, and a set of client com-
ponents which randomly invoke reads and writes of randomly selected data items.
Each reader/writer is a single component in the system. Each encapsulates and
stores a single replica of a single data item, provides reading and writing facilities
to clients, and implements a coordination protocol amongst all the other replicas
of that data item when a write is requested. Each replica’s profile contains the
unique identifier of the data object, and an index to indicate which replica it is.
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Each reader/writer component keeps track of the version number of its data item,
increasing it each time an update is made. When two updates are attempted simul-
taneously, meaning they are sent out with the same sequence number, they are said
to “collide.” When they do, they are aborted. Each then executes an exponential
backoff algorithm before attempting the update again with a new sequence number.
A definition fragment for the reader/writer component is given in Figure 4.1.

The “5” immediately following the “component” declaration specifies that
five instances will be started of a component which has an initial profile of three
entries. First, an ID attribute named ReaderWriter distinguishes it from other
kinds of components in the system, such as clients. Second, a valued attribute
EID (for entry identifier) indicates which data item this object contains. Here the
entry identifier is declared in the configuration file, implying that each data object’s
replicas are declared separately. Third, a valued attribute named Status with the
value “initializing.” This is the state of the component when it initially comes online,
to show that it is not yet operational, and needs to synchronize with whatever other
data stores are already in operation. This attribute later changes to values local
processing, reading, and writing to reflect the various states it is in when processing
requests.

This component type accepts two message types, RequestToRead and Re-
questToWrite. These requests are made by clients who want to read and write
the data item, respectively. In each case, reception of these messages causes exe-
cution of the methods processRead and processWrite on the programmer-supplied
computational code (not shown), each of which takes the given parameter types.

The readers/writers component also implements a firing rule which first re-
ceives an update value message, and then an update done message to indicate the
update is successful, or a collision to indicate two writes were attempted at the same
time and collided.

This component also requests four message types. ReplyFromData is the
response sent to clients in response to a request to read or write. It carries a
single Object parameter, which will contain a copy of the data item when read. Its
default selector of “Client” will be received by all clients, but when such a response
is actually sent, the selector will be refined to target only the requesting client.
update value, update done, and Collision are all sent during the various stages of
consensus to attempt an update of the data item, to signal the update is successful,
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or conversely, when two attempted updates collide and must be aborted. Each
takes the new sequence number of the updated data, and for update value, the new
data value. Each of these are by default targeted to all other data stores by the
default selector “ReaderWriter”. The optional execute line specifies a method on the
programmer-supplied class to execute immediately upon component start-up; if this
line is absent, the component just waits for incoming transactions upon starting.

For a simple performance study the data objects were replicated 2 and 4
times. The number of processes reading and writing was varied up to 64, each on
a separate workstation on a network. The average number of messages was about
N × 2.5 where N is the number of data object replicas. Note that the performance
of the algorithm is almost independent of the number of readers and writers.

4.7.2 Data Fitting Example

We now present a more complex example of distributed data fitting, motivated
by the concept of “greedy reuse” [90]. “Greedy reuse” uses execution of multiple,
perhaps redundant components, to ensure the success of a computation by simul-
taneously executing multiple implementations of a required functionality when it is
not certain which implementation should be used. “Greedy reuse” is complex to
program in conventional distributed programming systems but simple as a coordi-
nation language program. Consider an application that collects a set of data points,
and requires approximating them by a curve. There are many possible approaches
to data fitting. Consider for illustration a case where it is unclear simply from the
data set what method will yield a fit with certain properties required by the appli-
cation. Possible properties are a minimum of error, compactness of representation,
and smoothness of curve. It may be that the requirement is satisfied only by a
composition of fits.

Using associatively-coordinated components, several data fits can be exe-
cuted simultaneously by addressing a data set with a selector that matches to true
for the profiles of all data fitting components. The selector can be made more
specific if only certain types of fits are desired. This application has more obvious
connections between components as is common in more typical coordination models,
and the component which initiates the computation is separate from the one that
receives the result, to give a linear data flow as illustrated by Figure 4.2. There is
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no explicit link between these components, and each circle in fact represents any
number of components of that type which may be operating when the request is
made. These links should be seen as dynamic, existing only as long as they are
required.

Module(s)
Lagrange

Least Squares
Module(s)

Module(s)
Natural Cubic

Curve CollectorCurve Requestor

Figure 4.2: Data flow between components of the data fitter application

Transparent replication and fault-tolerance is obtained by having several
copies of the same type of component running, and when the calling component
receives all of the results, it can compare them to choose the ones which meet the
requirements, or alternatively, those which are faulty. In an unreliable environment
the initiating component might choose to simultaneously execute multiple copies of
another component just to insure that a result is computed and successfully received
with high probability.

We have, for this illustration of concepts, implemented components that pro-
vide an exact Lagrange interpolating polynomial fit, a least squares approximation,
and a natural cubic spline fit. Each component maintains a profile that identifies
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it as a data fitting component for the purposes of addressing, as well as profile en-
tries that allow it to be addressed more directly when an application wants only a
particular kind of fitting.

The dynamic structure of associative broadcast allows an application to link
to all components available at the time a request is made, and to do so without
explicit knowledge of what components are available; simply the knowledge of the
accepts interfaces used by data fitting components is sufficient.

There are two possible system configurations for the components. The com-
ponents can be active as daemons on hosts in the broadcast network in which case
the initiating component is invoked on some hosts and discovery, linking and exe-
cution proceeds as previously described. Alternatively, the components can be in a
file with the initiating component or in a library. In these latter cases the runtime
system will distribute the components to hosts in the broadcast network and start
the associative interaction runtime system.

Figure 4.3 contains the definition fragments for each of the types of compo-
nents in CoorSet. These interface definitions are used to create the initial config-
uration of the component network. Some details have been omitted due to space
constraints.

In this example, we have five types of components. In this case, three of each
of the fitter components is started, as indicated by the “3” after the “component”
keyword, to create replicated instances. There is only a single instance of the other
components, CurveRequestor and CurveCollector. The types of components are:

• CurveRequestor : A component that has collected some data set, and requires
it be fit to a curve. It does not accept any transactions, but makes a “DataFit”
request to all data fitting components by way of its selector.

• LagrangeModule: An exact Lagrange interpolating polynomial. Its initial pro-
file has one attribute called “DataFitter” to indicate that it is a data fitting
component, and a valued attribute called “Method” with a value of “Lagrange”
to specify the particular kind of data fitter it is. It accepts the “FitData” re-
quest, and makes a “FitDataRespnse Poly” request to send its result.

• LeastSquaresModule: A least squares polynomial fitter. Its interface is almost
identical to that of the Lagrange module, except that its profile reflects its
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being a Least Squares fitter, rather than a Lagrange interpolating polynomial
fitter.

• NatCubicModule: A natural cubic spline fitter. It accepts the same “FitData”
transaction, but responds with a “FitDataResponse Spline” transaction, which
contains a spline rather than a single polynomial.

• CurveCollector : A component that accepts the resulting curve fits from the
above components. Its default profile contains an attribute called “CurveCol-
lector,” which also is the default for selectors for the responses from the above
components.

There are also three data types of requests for service:

• FitData: A request for a data fit. This transaction has four parameters: the
first, a String, specifies a transaction identifier, so that multiple fits may be
requested and the responses can be connected with the appropriate request.
The next two parameters are arrays of Double values, representing the X and
Y coordinates of the data points. The final Integer parameter specifies the
maximum order of the polynomial, for polynomial fitters that can bound the
polynomial degree.

• FitDataResponse Poly : A response to a data fitting request, containing a poly-
nomial fitting to the data. It carries a String with the transaction identifier for
which this is a fit, and an array of Double values representing the polynomial
coefficients.

• FitDataResponse Spline:A response to a data fitting request, containing a nat-
ural cubic spline fitting to the data. It also carries a String transaction iden-
tifier, as well as two arrays of Cubic polynomials. The first is a piecewise
parameterized representation of the X coordinates of the spline, and the sec-
ond is a piecewise parameterized representation of the Y coordinates.

4.7.3 Distributed Computation of Google PageRanks

The Google PageRank algorithm [100] is the computation of the eigenvectors of
the lowest eigenvalue of a matrix defined by the link structure of web pages. This
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component 1 {
class CurveRequestor
execute start
requests "FitData" Request "DataFitter"

(String, Double[], Double[], Integer)
}
component 3 {
class LagrangeModule
profile ("DataFitter", ("Method", "Lagrange"))
accepts "FitData" processRequest

(String, Double[], Double[], Integer)
requests "FitDataResponse_Poly" sendResponse "CurveCollector"

(String, Double[])
}
component 3 {
class LeastSquaresModule
profile ("DataFitter", ("Method", "LeastSquares"))
accepts "FitData" processRequest

(String, Double[], Double[], Integer)
requests "FitDataResponse_Poly" sendResponse "CurveCollector"

(String, Double[])
}
component 3 {
class NatCubicModule
profile ("DataFitter", ("Method", "NatCubicSpline"))
accepts "FitData" processRequest

(String, Double[], Double[], Integer)
requests "FitDataResponse_Spline" sendResponse "CurveCollector"

(String, Cubic[], Cubic[])
}
component 1 {
class CurveCollector
profile ("CurveCollector")
accepts "FitDataResponse_Poly" processPoly (String, Double[])
accepts "FitDataResponse_Spline" processSpline

(String, Cubic[], Cubic[])
}

Figure 4.3: Initial configuration of data fitting in CoorSet
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computation is readily formulated in asynchronous iteration [35]. A distributed,
dynamic computation [113] of pageranks has been implemented in CoorSet. Docu-
ments which have URL-like links are distributed across a set of hosts (which model
web servers) coupled by a broadcast capability. The pageranks are computed in
place on the hosts. Pageranks are incrementally computed as documents are added
or deleted. A detailed discussion of the implementation of this algorithm is beyond
the scope of this paper. On a data set of 1000 documents running on eight proces-
sors on a 100-megabit local area network, an average of 1846 messages were required
to converge, with an average running time of 68.6 seconds.

4.8 Runtime Support for Launching

The requirements for experimental research on distributed coordination systems in
CoorSet are: implementation of timed reliable asynchronous broadcast, configura-
tion and realization of coordination systems on distributed resources and a runtime
system which supports the extended associative interactions coordination model
specified in Section 4.5. This section defines and describes the capabilities for these
three requirements currently implemented for the CoorSet development environ-
ment. A system for supporting experimental research on distributed systems needs
the following capabilities:

• Discovery of available hosts. A distributed launching system must be able
to find out what hosts are available to participate in the experiment.

• Request authentication. Any system of this type must ensure that only
requests with the proper security credentials are honored.

• Filesystem independence. A distributed system should not assume a
shared file system. Therefore it is its responsibility to see that binaries are
transported to the execution sites when launching.

• Host independence. The system should handle the loading and execution
of code on a variety of architectures.

• Dynamic system structure. Such a system should allow dynamic structur-
ing of experiments, as these experiments will often involve joining and leaving
protocols, and fault tolerance.
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4.8.1 Component Starting Component

The CoorSet development environment can use the “Component Starting Compo-
nent” (CSC) [73], an environment for launching Java components to configure and
instantiate coordination systems for execution on distributed resources. The CSC
is deployed on participating systems in a network. Once installed on a host in a
network it can stay resident indefinitely. A coordination system is initialized by
multicasting a solicitation for available hosts to discover CSCs without a priori
knowledge of their locations. After receiving service offers, the program initializing
the coordination system connects to an appropriate set of responding hosts, and
then sends Java bytecode data and startup instructions. The CSC loads the compo-
nent and starts the component in a different thread in its local Java Virtual Machine
(JVM). Communication is guarded by cryptographic signatures to prevent unautho-
rized use. The CSC provides automated support for distributed systems research
that does away with the necessity of manually logging into a number of remote
workstations to launch the components of a system. The “main program” gener-
ated by the CoorSet compiler consists of instructions to a network of participating
CSC units to launch the components of the application across available hosts.

Once the CSC is installed on a network connected by timed asynchronous
reliable broadcast2, then distributed coordination systems can be instantiated in
minutes or even seconds. This allows a CoorSet program to be launched from a
single point. The runtime system assigns a unique index to each component, which
allows components of a like type to differentiate themselves. The runtime system
assigns these in a predictable manner based on the format of the configuration file.
This allows components running the same code to behave differently if so desired
by choosing a control path based on that identifier. This identifier can also be
used in interactions where a unique identifier is desired, such as for point-to-point
communications, or identities in an election, just to name a few.

The Associative Interactions runtime listens to broadcast messages on the
underlying network substrate, evaluates selectors, and forwards matching messages
upwards to the application. Data flow semantics are now supported with a compo-
nent of the run-time system that implements firing rules. Firing rule components
inherit standard code that listens to messages and waits for the rule to be satisfied.

2Although Ethernet LANs theoretically could take arbitrarily long to deliver a broadcast, with
a reliability layer the probability of this is sufficiently small to be neglected.
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The computational code connected to that rule is then executed.
Compound components inherit code that provides an event dispatcher for

the accepts interface, and a standard application programming interface (API) for
runtime modification of the profile, accepts and requests interfaces.

4.8.2 Grid MP

CoorSet also supports the use of United Devices’ Grid MP [123] as a launching
platform for components. The Grid MP platform uses a dedicated scheduling server
that accepts job submissions and coordinates available clients. Each client volun-
teers its idle time by running the MP Agent, which runs in the background, and
when a client is idle, requests work from the server. Work units and programs are
downloaded into an isolated work space, executed, and any results are returned to
the server for later retrieval. The Grid MP system supports multiple client architec-
tures, and ensures that binaries are downloaded and executed only on compatible
hosts.

A special binary package that includes both the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) and the CoorSet libraries is loaded onto the Grid MP server for each sup-
ported architecture. By using a special set of global directives in the CoorSet con-
figuration file as described in section A.1.3, the main program generated by the
CoorSet compiler is constructed to upload and schedule for execution automatically
each component as a separate work unit. The Grid MP server employs caching,
which allows the relatively large binary package containing the JRE and libraries
to be downloaded once, and cached on client sites to be reused when new compo-
nents are downloaded and executed. At present, this package must be manually
loaded onto the Grid MP server, and its Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) must
then be manually programmed into the CoorSet library. This must be done only
once for each Grid MP system, which can then be used for any number of CoorSet
executions.

Because the clients on a Grid MP system are unlikely to be in a single mul-
ticast domain, CoorSet also supports a broadcast emulation over unicast. The soft-
ware includes a directory server, which is started manually in a known location, and
whose location is provided as part of the communication parameters in the CoorSet
configuration file. The directory server must be manually launched, but can remain
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resident for multiple executions. It is common to use the host from which the appli-
cation is launched as the directory server as well. This server maintains a list of all
the profiles of components in the system. When an associatively-addressed message
is sent, the directory server examines the selector, constructs a list of matching pro-
files, and returns a list of unicast endpoints to the sender where the actual message
is then sent. There are two limitations of this approach:

• The directory server represents a single point of failure and a scalability-
limiting point. The directory server must store the entire profile for each active
component in the system. If the directory server fails, the system ceases to
function.

• As components update their profiles, they send updates to the directory server.
There are two possible race conditions that can occur due to requests and
profile updates arriving at different times:

1. A request is matched against a profile on a component which, due to
a profile change, should no longer match that request, but the relevant
update has not yet been received. The CoorSet system copes with this
condition by checking the selector again at the recipient site, and silently
ignoring selectors that no longer match. In this way, the component be-
haves just as it does in the multicast setting where receiving all messages
is commonplace (though, in the case of unicast, highly inefficient), and
the directory server is merely an optimization.

2. A request does not match against a profile on a component which, due to a
profile change, should now match. This case is equivalent to a component
experiencing a delay that causes its profile not to change to match the
request until after the request is made. Although this may lead to less
efficient operation of the system, it does not cause incorrect operation of
the system, as any application in this model must be designed to tolerate
such circumstances, including retrying a request if no or an insufficient
number of matching components are found on the first attempt.
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4.9 Implementation

The CoorSet language compiler, runtime system, and Component Starting Com-
ponent are implemented in Java. CoorSet executes either with an implementation
based on the Light-weight Reliable Multicast Protocol [84] that operates on top of
IP Multicast, or Scribe [109], a multicast overlay that runs on top of the peer-to-
peer Pastry [107] protocol. The latter implementation allows for implementation
over wide area distributed systems. It can also use a custom broadcast-over-unicast
emulation system through the use of the Directory Server, as described in section
4.8.2. The Associative Interface, a class which mediates communication between
the application and the network, listens on the multicast socket and evaluates the
selectors of incoming broadcasts as the application invokes the message reception
API. Matching messages are delivered, and the rest are discarded.

The CoorSet compiler generates Java classes for each defined component
type, and a main program invoked to start the system. These generated classes use
methods provided by the programmer for the computational part of the component
as well as the CoorSet library.

The Component Starting Component is also written entirely in Java. When
it receives components to launch, they are launched in independent threads in the
same virtual machine. The Java Cryptographic Extensions (JCE), now a standard
part of the Java SDK, provide the cryptographic primitives for secure key generation,
signature generation, and signature verification for code bundles.

The broadcast model of communication allows greater efficiency of commu-
nication on systems like Ethernet where broadcast is the norm, requiring small
numbers of messages to reach large numbers of recipients. In the data fitting exam-
ple in section 4.7.2, a single message is all that is required to request processing by
all available fitter units, instead of dispatching a separate message to each one. This
represents a savings when some or all of the units are in the same broadcast domain,
and invokes all units that are available, allowing for transparent replication of fitter
units. The invoker can compare results for consistency to guard against faulty units,
and choose the one that best satisfies a chosen metric amongst the various kinds of
fits available.
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4.10 Related Research

4.10.1 Associative Broadcast

Splice [25] is a coordination model and language which directly makes use of broad-
cast. It is enlightening to position associative broadcast coordination in the context
of a survey of coordination models and languages by Papadopoulos and Arbab [101].
Papadopoulos and Arbab suggest that models of coordination can be approximately
classified as data-driven or control driven. Data-driven coordination models are
structured by Shared Dataspaces, usually implemented as tuple spaces. Processes
or components coordinate by putting or getting data from the Shared Dataspace.
Linda [57] and its derivatives and enhancements are the prototypical data-driven
coordination models and languages. Papadopoulos and Arbab [101] define control-
driven coordination languages as follows.

In control-driven or process-oriented coordination languages, the co-
ordinated framework evolves by means of observing state changes in
processes and, possibly, broadcast of events. Contrary to the case of the
data-driven family where coordinators directly handle and examine data
values, here processes (whether coordinating or computational ones) are
treated as black boxes; data handled within a process is of no concern
to the environment of the process. Processes communicate with their
environment by means of clearly defined interfaces, usually referred to
as input or output ports. Producer-consumer relationships are formed
by means of setting up stream or channel connections between output
ports of producers and input ports of consumers. By nature, these con-
nections are point-to-point, although limited broadcasting functionality
is usually allowed by forming 1-n relationships between a producer and
n consumers and vice versa.

Coordination formulated under associative interactions does not, at first
glance, classify cleanly as data-driven or control-driven. There is no shared datas-
pace and while there are messages there are neither ports nor channels. Analogies
can be made with both the shared dataspace (tuple space) based coordination mod-
els and the control-driven coordination models. Associative interactions can be
classified as a hybrid of both approaches.
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Other than Splice, the coordination models and languages which seem most
similar include those which provide for dynamic creation of processes [9], those based
on distributed tuple spaces [108], and those concerned with mobile agents [8].

4.10.2 Runtime Systems

Runtime implementations of coordination models and peer to peer systems are es-
sential for experimental research on distributed implementations of coordination
systems. The most closely related research to the runtime system described herein
is Klava [19], which implements the Linda [57] model on top of an infrastructure
that supports mobile code in a distributed tuple space, including a facility for trans-
porting Java code across a network and starting it in a remote location.

Picco and Buschini [103] describe Linda in a Mobile Environment (LIME)
that uses the Linda tuple-space model, dividing the tuple-space amongst a number
of mobile agents. They extend the model by allowing the tuple space to contain
classes, and using it as the code basis for a class loading mechanism, instead of the
local disk.

SPACETUB [120] is a simulation environment for Linda-style languages, as
opposed to an actual production environment. Each language is modeled in UML,
and interpreted by the modeled class whose methods are the primitives of the lan-
guage under consideration. Although intended to evaluate Linda-like languages,
SPACETUB itself could be used as a coordination language by agents directly in-
voking SPACETUB’s primitives.

Peer-to-peer networks can be viewed as a special case of a coordination model,
where coordination is accomplished entirely on a set of agreed upon protocols for in-
teraction. In this way each has a well-defined interface and a method for interacting
with peers to request and provide services. The associative broadcast coordination
model can be viewed as a peer to peer system with protocols for discovery of services
and remote procedure calls. In peer-to-peer and associatively coordinated systems,
connections are ephemeral, and exist only so long as two components are actually
interacting. Although coordination models are commonly more structured than this,
those particular models are part of a subclass of all coordination models. In general,
a coordination model makes no such assumptions of communications medium, or
the nature of connections between components.
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4.10.3 Coordination Languages

HOBS [99], a higher-order calculus for broadcasting systems, models many of the
important features of the bare Ethernet. It gives a calculus for reasoning about
broadcast systems, including using “filters” on incoming broadcasts. This system
has been implemented in the ML-descended language OCaml.

PiLar [40] is an architecture description language that uses the π-calculus to
describe its semantics. Each component is also abstracted with a series of exported
ports which can be connected to other ports in a strictly point-to-point fashion.
PiLar was originally created to describe software architectures, but it is shown that
it can be used as a coordination language, and an example of implementation of the
Linda [57] model is given.

Manifold [9] is a language which collects groups of components into manifolds
and encapsulates them into an independent process with its own virtual processor,
having its own set of external ports and interconnections amongst the encapsulated
members, and reactions to events and other changes in state of the members. Com-
ponents and manifolds are connected explicitly point-to-point, and once constructed,
the system remains static.

Law-Governed Linda (LGL) [89] extends Linda by introducing a controller
for each entity in the Linda network which mediates communication between the
entity and the shared tuplespace. It enforces a set of rules called the law of the sys-
tem on how entities read and write tuples. These rules are expressed in a predicate
calculus such as Prolog.

Coordination Contracts [5] express relationships between objects in a busi-
ness model. A contract between a number of partners represents an agreement that
certain invariants will always be maintained, and that actions of partners will be
coordinated with local actions. These actions are in the language itself, specifying
what an object will do when a guard condition is satisfied.

CoML [20] is an XML-based language that describes the interconnections be-
tween a group of components implemented in a general-purpose language, for com-
ponents that operate in an interconnection platform such as CORBA, JavaBeans,
or .NET. It uses an event-driven model for communication, where there are event
sources that fire events when conditions are met, such as during state changes, event
sinks that react upon them, and event data. Components are composed by describ-
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ing their interfaces and explicit connections to other components. Connections are
changeable during runtime.

Linear Objects [6] are an integration of logic and object programming where
the “facts” in a knowledge base include methods defined by classes. Program clauses
may have multiple “heads” including references to these methods connected by an
operator closely related to logical disjunction. Generation of a search tree creates
references to the method signatures. Each step in generation of a search tree corre-
sponds to a restricted form of broadcasting an associatively addressed message.

A CoorSet program is equivalent to a parallel production rule program [128]
where both the rules and the object store are distributed. There are two object
types: a rule object type has some member variables and three methods, a condition
evaluation method, a conflict resolution method and an action execution method,
a data object type has some member variables and two methods, an access method
and a distribution method.

Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) [82] describes interactions amongst
web services in either a flow model, which illustrates a particular business process,
or a global model which describes how a set of web services interact without regard to
a particular application, but this language is geared specifically towards web services
specified in the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Explicit connections
are made between service instances, and using web service interfaces. Grid services
[59] address the same idea as web services, but in the context of the computational
grid. Services here also use WSDL, but extend it to allow stateful services, discovery,
and use of the standard authorization mechanisms present in a grid.

WSFL’s successor, Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL4WS) [7] describes relationships between business entities which use web
services for all interaction. It also allows the separate specification of public protocols
from private, internal protocols, further underscoring the need for components to
be viewed as black boxes with a well-defined observable behavior, irrespective of
how the internals work. This allows internal processes to be modified as needed,
while still maintaining the same public behavior and protocols. It abstracts web
services-style interactions into “partner links.”
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4.11 Conclusions

The CoorSet development environment provides a capability for readily constructing
applications in the extended associative interactions coordination model. CoorSet is
a framework for supporting computation in the decentralized, distributed networks
studied in this dissertation. It has no built-in mechanism for access control or secu-
rity, however, and automatically assumes that all other components in the system
are cooperative and should be allowed unfettered access to all other components.

Now that has been introduced, we now take the lessons from the taxonomy
in chapter 3 to design and implement a standard access control mechanism that can
scale to the arbitrary sizes these networks can reach in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Contractually-Limited

Capabilities and CapCoorSet

5.1 Introduction

CoorSet is an example of a distributed computation environment with decentralized
control that follows the model given in chapter 2. It provides no access control to
operations provided by services, meaning that any access control must be manually
implemented by the service, much in the same way access control is done for web
services [129].

In this chapter we design and implement an access control mechanism that
occupies the portion of the taxonomy from chapter 3 that allows for some control
over delegation to be given to the clients, and also allows for state to be distributed
to the clients to minimize the burden on the service in the face of arbitrarily many
clients.

We formulate access control for distributed service-oriented systems in terms
of contractually limited capabilities (CLCs). This formulation provides local au-
tonomy1 and the ability to delegate authorizations to enable composition of ap-
plications, yet still allows services to define and enforce limitations on the way
capabilities can be used and is scalable with network size. Capabilities and con-
tracts are both well-studied concepts. The implementation reported here is the first
time they have been integrated for the purpose of access control to the best of our

1The services in a network may have agreed conventions or standards for contract terms.
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knowledge. We have implemented this access control system atop CoorSet, a previ-
ously reported distributed computation middleware [74], which provides a compiler
and runtime system for creating applications by compositions of such services. Ser-
vices are specified in Java while the interactions among services are specified in
the CoorSet coordination language. A compiler generates the communication code
with links into programmer-provided computational code in Java. The approach
is illustrated with a commonly-used example of web services composition, a stock
trading system. In this system, a bank, customers, stock brokers, and stock issuers
with a variety of trust relationships use capabilities to manage access to services.
We demonstrate how, in the course of a customer purchasing some stock, a stock
trading scenario takes advantage of the local autonomy, contractual limitations on
capabilities, handshaking to acquire initial capabilities, and delegation provided by
the system.

Nagaraj [93] summarizes the arguments given by Blaze et. al. [23] and Tally
et. al. [117] that access control lists are an inadequate basis for implementation of
access control in distributed systems. The arguments include: the cost of authen-
tication in ACL based access control for distributed systems, and the requirement
for delegation and the requirement for locally specified policies for access and trust.
This motivates the use of other mechanisms for access control that are less costly,
and more easily adapt to the dynamic and uncertain environment of decentralized
systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present our approach
in section 5.2, including a review of capabilities and the original system on which this
model is implemented. We then discuss the properties of this approach in section
5.3, and offer the stock trading example in section 5.4. We then discuss the status
of the language and implementation in section 5.5. We discuss other distributed
services platforms and systems which have used similar models of access control in
section 5.6. Finally, we conclude and consider future work in section 5.7.

5.2 Capability-Based Access Control

Access control systems are typically formulated in three stages: formulation of a pol-
icy, representation of that policy as a scheme, and finally realization of that scheme
in an implementation. An access control policy is a definition of how a system
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should provide or deny access. An access control scheme, as defined by [121], is a
state transition system in which access control decisions are specified as changes of
state in an appropriate representation such as an access control matrix. A set of
access control schemes is an access control model. An access control implementation
is a realization of a scheme or model for a concrete network of services. The state
transitions in a scheme are typically formulated with the assumption of complete
and consistent system state. In systems with distributed state, an access control im-
plementation for a distributed system may not be able attain perfect correspondence
to a given policy or scheme [75].

This section presents contractually-limited capabilities (CLCs) as an imple-
mentation mechanism. Contracts specify the allowed set of state transitions in an
access control matrix. The CLC mechanism can be used to implement any precisely
defined scheme by appropriate definition of contracts. Section 5.2.1 describes the
architecture for an implementation of access control in a distributed network of ser-
vices. Section 5.2.2 gives an introduction to capabilities, and section 5.2.3 describes
our extended, contractually-limited capabilities. Section 5.2.4 defines and describes
CLC-based access control as implemented on top of CoorSet, to create the system
called CapCoorSet.

5.2.1 System Architecture

Recall that services are active entities which provide their own access control, as
opposed to passive resources which do not. The services are connected by a network
that provides bi-directional communication and a mechanism for discovering other
services. The discovery mechanism we describe in section 5.5 can be implemented
using a native broadcast or multicast, as is readily available on most local area
networks, or using a centralized directory or wide-area multicast where it is not,
such as over the Internet.

Each service interacts with other services through an interface2 An interface
is a set of operations, which are individual units of functionality invoked by clients. In
the context of an interaction between two services, we refer to the client as the service
invoking the operation, and still refer to the service as the service providing the

2The conventional definition of an interface is the publicly-exposed portion of a service. In
CapCoorSet, the interface defines a number of additional run-time properties as well. These are
defined in section 5.2.4.
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operation. Human operators are abstracted as services which provide no operations,
and so only ever play the part of clients. In our implementation, we split the interface
into the interface mediating requests made to the service, as well as requests made
by the service, as described in section 5.2.4.

We assume there are cryptographic primitives available for establishing pri-
vate channels between two services, and also for guarding protected objects against
tampering through the use of cryptographic signatures. We describe the primitives
used in our implementation in section 5.5.

5.2.2 Fundamentals of Capabilities

A traditional capability [43, 114] is a self-validating credential that authorizes access
to a resource. It is both a reference to a resource and a set of access rights on it.
Possession of a capability implies authorization, and so the access control decision is
only validating the capability. For example, in an operating system on a single host,
a user holds a set of capabilities to files in the filesystem in a special memory seg-
ment, and presents a capability to the kernel in order to execute a desired operation
on a file. There are capabilities for reading, writing, deleting, and other file-related
operations. These are protected by the kernel from any modification, so when used,
no access control list or other information needs to be consulted. These capabili-
ties can then be copied to other users to delegate all or part of a user’s authority
to another. Capabilities are kept in tables, where they are mapped to particular
functions or operations, so that validation is mapping it to a valid operation; if no
such mapping exists, the capability is by definition invalid. In this way, verification
is reduced to function/operation table look-up.

An important property of capabilities is that privileged requests can only be
expressed when the capability is possessed. Without it, the request cannot even be
made. For example, a reference to an object in Java is a simple kind of capability:
an object can only be accessed if it has received the reference, through the new

operator or receiving it as a parameter, but due to Java’s prohibition on pointer
arithmetic, without the reference no access to the object can even be expressed.
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5.2.3 Contractually-Limited Capabilities

We introduced contractually-limited capabilities (CLCs) in chapter 2. We now ex-
pand that definition to define the structure of a CLC in the CapCoorSet implemen-
tation.

A contract is a set of constraints on the use of a capability. It is represented
as a (possibly stateful) function defined by the service, associated with an issued
capability, and enforced by evaluation of the function by the service at the point of
invocation. Input to this function is operation-dependent, but consists of the capa-
bility and parameters used in the invocation, together with any state the operation
is programmed to use in its decision. The function then returns true or false to
indicate whether the invocation should be serviced.

A contract can specify any condition expressible in the programming lan-
guage in which the contract is written. Contracts are typically simple and require
only trivial computational cost. Some common contracts are:

• The trivial contract which always returns true, making it an unrestricted ca-
pability,

• A validity period, making invocation permitted only after a certain “effective”
date, and no later than a certain “expiration” date,

• A time-of-day-dependent period, making invocation permitted only during
certain hours of the day, such as business hours,

• An identity check, binding a capability to a particular identity or set of iden-
tities, allowing the implementation of an access control list (ACL),

• A maximum use contract, allowing invocation to occur a pre-defined number
of times after which further invocations are denied.

A contractually-limited capability is a 6-tuple (I,O,K,C, P, S), where:

• I is a pointer into the operation table of the service component, represented
as an integer,

• O is a string containing the human-readable name of the operation as provided
by the service,

• K is the certificate of the service,
• C is a contract,
• P is the list of parameter types for the operation, and
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• S is the cryptographic signature computed across the other five fields, and
signed with the private key corresponding to K.

Presently, the service which offers the capability must be the same as the
service which will respond to it. We do not yet support capabilities signed by one
service being honored by another, although it is possible to do so.

When invoked, a contractually-limited capability is satisfied if and only if:

• I is a valid pointer into the operation table,
• K is the certificate of the service where this capability is invoked,
• The arguments provided are of the correct types as listed by P ,
• S is the correct signature as computed across the other five fields, and
• C returns true.

5.2.4 CapCoorSet

We now add CLCs to CoorSet for access control in decentralized systems of services.
We call the new system “CapCoorSet” for capability-protected CoorSet. We assume
that services in a network are able to communicate bi-directionally when aware of
each other’s presence, that there exists a discovery mechanism implementing the
associative matching described in chapter 2, and that any two services can establish
a private channel that cannot be eavesdropped by any other party.

Handshaking and Revocation

Invoking an operation requires a capability, but we have a classic bootstrap problem:
how does a client acquire capabilities in the first place? Each service implements
the handshake operation. We assume that all services possess a capability for the
handshake operation on all other services. This is implemented by using a globally-
known capability object to invoke the handshake.

Recall that in CoorSet, the requires interface lists all the transactions a com-
ponent will invoke. In CapCoorSet, we modify this to instead list all the operations
that will be acquired through a handshake. Each entry lists the parameter types
of the operation required, as well as the selector describing the properties of the
service to provide it. A client first discovers compatible services through the asso-
ciative matching mechanism. The client queries based on the selector for the desired
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operation, and discovers a number of compatible services. Assuming the client dis-
covers at least one, it then invokes the handshake capability on any number of those
services.

The accepts interface lists all the operations which will be provided by the
service, usually in a handshake. Though not shown in the tables in the example
in section 5.4, this interface contains mappings to Java code that implements the
operation, and also Java code that makes the handshake decision. The handshake
operation itself is also always implicitly part of the accepts interface. An invocation
of the handshake takes as parameters the name of the desired operation, and sup-
porting evidence to convince the service to issue such a capability. Presently, the
only supported evidence is an identity. The application then considers this request,
and can then create a capability, with whatever limiting contract may apply, and
issue it to the handshaking client.

CapCoorSet adds a third interface, the capability interface, which is the
internal mapping of capabilities to internal functionality, and is consulted when
an invocation is made with a capability. Entries are added to this interface most
often by a successful handshake, although application routines may create and issue
capabilities as well. The list of parameter types for the mapped operation is also
stored. Unlike the first two interfaces, the capability interface only exists at run-
time, and is rarely directly modified by the application outside the context of the
handshake.

We note that only a pointer and the argument types are stored on the ser-
vice side; a cryptographic signature providing integrity protection3 around the CLC
allows the client to store it without possibility of modification. In an equivalent
implementation using an access control list, these items would have be stored in ad-
dition to the identity of the authorized client and the applicable contract. Therefore,
even in the case where there is a one-to-one correspondence between capabilities and
authorizations, the storage cost to the service side is less with CLCs.

A capability can be revoked for any reason, such as when it is used in a
manner inconsistent with its contract. As the first step in validating any capability
is looking up its mapping, erasing the mapping revokes that capability. When
presented, it will appear as an invalid capability. A client finding his capability
invalid, or notified that it has been revoked, can then choose to initiate another

3See section 5.5 for the cryptographic mechanisms used.
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handshake to attempt to re-acquire a valid capability.
The default behavior is to add an additional entry to the capability table for

each capability issued. As a trade-off in favor of reduced space requirements over
ability to revoke, the one-to-one correspondence between capabilities and authoriza-
tions granted can be relaxed. At the opposite extreme, a single entry can support all
capabilities granted to a particular operation; the tradeoff is then that revocation of
any capability requires revocation of all capabilities to that operation. It is possible
to divide capabilities into a number of groups, with each group using capabilities
corresponding to a single entry in the capability table, depending on the needs for
space requirements versus granularity of revocation required.

Invocation

An invocation is the submission of a capability to a service, along with any sup-
porting evidence to demonstrate the capability’s validity, and arguments for the
operation. To prevent eavesdropping, this invocation is sent over a private channel.
In most cases, a capability is self-evident and requires no supporting evidence, but
in the case where a contract binds the capability to a particular identity, proof of
that identity is then required. As we discuss in section 5.5, this is presently the only
kind of supporting evidence implemented.

When invoked, the capability and its contract are checked. The crypto-
graphic signature K is verified to ensure the capability’s integrity. The pointer I,
which is the numerical identifier corresponding to an entry in the capability table,
is matched. If both are successful, any restrictions imposed by the attached con-
tract are enforced by evaluating the attached function. This checking may result
in recording of state information, as application code is invoked as part of this ver-
ification. Should the checking fail, the service may elect to just deny the request,
or revoke the capability by removing its pointer from the capability interface. For
example, a capability whose contract prohibits its use past a certain expiration date
may elect to revoke it as the capability is never usable again.

5.3 Properties

CapCoorSet provides the following properties for decentralized systems of services:
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Property 1 Local autonomy and collaborative behaviors.

In this setting of decentralized control, each service is its own ultimate authority.
This local autonomy gives services the ability to establish standards or conventions
for contracts and form cooperative trust relationships, but even allows services to
form their own trust hierarchies where access control decisions are given to other
services, or executed in cooperation with other services. A completely centralized
control structure is then a special case, where the autonomy of all services is volun-
tarily given to a central decision-maker.

Property 2 Specification and enforcement of constraints on access.

Simple capabilities are unrestricted: possessing the capability means its use is au-
thorized in any way the holder sees fit. Associating a contract with a capability
provides a means of specifying constraints on the use of capabilities and enforce-
ment of those constraints. HYDRA, for instance, decomposes each access right on a
file into individual, atomic capabilities, and so each capability was an unrestricted
authorization to perform that particular action. At the service level of abstraction,
an operation is rarely so fine-grained, and such unrestricted capabilities do not al-
low enough control. Instead of encoding such restrictions ad-hoc into the operation
itself, CapCoorSet places them into the capability object so they are both evident
to the client, and checkable by the service.

Property 3 Standard mechanism for initial issuance of capabilities.

We also provide each service with the universal handshake capability that it can
always invoke, so each service always has at least one operation it can invoke on any
other service. This provides the bootstrap necessary to allow the service to issue
capabilities to clients who do not yet have any.

Property 4 Controlled delegation of authorizations.

Capabilities can be delegated trivially, just by copying or transferring the capability
object to the delegate. This copied capability is only useful insofar as the contract
allows, but still allows services to delegate only part of their authority to one an-
other, in accordance with the principle of least privilege. For particularly restrictive
policies, however, contracts can be designed to restrict use to a single identity, thus
making copying of the capability pointless.
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Property 5 Scalability.

Validating a capability, except for its contract, is done in near-constant time, based
only on local state. At present, the capability interface scales at most linearly in
space complexity with the number of capabilities issued. Storing as a hash table
gives the near-constant time complexity of that data structure. The contract is
implemented as a program defined by the service, and is either stored with the
capability, or stored at the service and only the specific inputs to the contract are
stored with the capability, and is protected from modification through integrity
protection. Programs implementing contracts could in principle be complex and
require large amounts of computation and/or network communication, but most
contracts we have found useful are simple. The size of the implementing programs
are measured in hundreds of bytes or fewer, can be stored in the capability itself,
and are evaluated in constant time by the service.

As the contract can be an arbitrary piece of code, it can potentially require
an arbitrary computation or communication cost. Contracts we have formulated
thus far have all required only constant time, and no network communication, and
we do not envision useful contracts incurring an unacceptable cost. See section 5.2.3
for examples of these contracts.

5.4 Example: Stock Trading

We now present a simple stock trading system to illustrate the use of contractually-
limited capabilities. This example illustrates collaboration and composition of an
application from distributed services and also illustrates typical instances of con-
tracts and delegation. The types of services in this system, and their interfaces, are
as follows:

Customer A Customer is the initiator of activity in the stock market, and uses
liquid funds to purchase stock. It has an empty accepts interface, meaning
it provides no operations. It requires three operations: OpenAccount, which
opens an account at the bank; CheckRequest, which requests the bank issue
a check from its account; and QuoteRequest, which requests a broker solicit a
quote for a particular kind of stock. See table 5.1 for parameters and selectors
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in the requires interface. Recall that the requires interface only lists opera-
tions for which capabilities are acquired through a handshake. The Customer
uses a PurchaseAtQuote capability as well, but this capability is not acquired
through a handshake but rather delegated to the customer as the result of a
QuoteRequest. Therefore, it is not included in the requires interface.

Operation name Parameters Selector
OpenAccount Bank
CheckRequest Amount, Recipient Bank
QuoteRequest Stock name Broker

Table 5.1: Customer Requires Interface

Stock Broker A stock broker mediates transactions between Customers and Stock
Issuers. It accepts two operations: QuoteRequest, as described under the cus-
tomer; and PurchaseAtQuote, which accepts payment for a number of shares
at a given quoted price, and purchases them on the Customer’s behalf. See
table 5.2 for this interface.

Operation Name Parameters
QuoteRequest Stock name
PurchaseAtQuote Share count, Check

Table 5.2: Stock Broker Accepts Interface

It requires two operations: CheckRequest, which requests the bank issue a
check from its account for the purposes of buying stock from an issuer; and
QuoteRequest, which solicits a quote from an issuer on behalf of the Cus-
tomer. In this case, the Broker discovers with a selector specifically targeted
to the particular stock requested by the customer; in this example we use the
symbol UTCS. See table 5.3 for this interface. As with the Customer, the Pur-
chaseAtQuote and Check capabilities are not included in the requires interface
as they are not acquired through a handshake.

Stock Issuer A stock issuer provides stock certificates in exchange for funds. The
issuer acquires no capabilities through handshaking, so its requires interface is
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Operation name Parameters Selector
CheckRequest Amount, Recipient Bank
QuoteRequest Issuer &&

Symbol == UTCS

Table 5.3: Stock Broker Requires Interface

empty, although like the Broker it does receive Checks in purchase requests.
It accepts two operations: QuoteRequest, as described under the broker; and
PurchaseAtQuote also as described under the broker. See table 5.4 for this
interface.

Operation name Parameters
QuoteRequest
PurchaseAtQuote Share count, Check

Table 5.4: Stock Issuer Accepts Interface

Note that there is a QuoteRequest and PurchaseAtQuote between the Cus-
tomer and Broker, and also between the Broker and Issuer. The difference
between these pairs will be evident in the system’s operation.

Bank The bank contains the funding accounts of all the other services. We assume,
for this example, that it is trustworthy in maintaining the accounts. It requires
no operations, and so its requires interface is empty. It accepts three oper-
ations: OpenAccount and CheckRequest, which have both been previously
defined; and Check, which is a capability given in response to a CheckRe-
quest, allowing the redeemer to deposit the attached funds to their account.
Unlike the other participants, there is only one Bank. See table 5.5 for this
interface.

Each customer, stock broker, and stock issuer opens an account with the
bank before any interactions take place. For this example, we start off new accounts
with $5,000. The associative matching discovery protocol queries with the selector
“Bank” to locate the bank, and then the service handshakes for an OpenAccount
capability, presenting their identity certificate as supporting evidence. If an account
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Operation name Parameters
OpenAccount
CheckRequest Amount, Recipient
Check

Table 5.5: Bank Accepts Interface

for that identity does not exist, the bank returns the OpenAccount capability with
a contract limiting it to one use, and limiting to the holder of that identity. The
capability is then invoked, and the account is opened. This then allows the account
holder to handshake for a CheckRequest capability, which is used in the workflow.

The detailed workflow of the system can be found in appendix B.2. We list
here the examples of handshakes, invocations, and delegations to demonstrate the
various uses of capabilities and contracts in this system.

During the primary workflow of the system, customers query to discover
brokers that deal in UTCS stock, and handshake to be issued an unrestricted
QuoteRequest capability, that lets them elicit the current quote for the stock. This
capability can be freely delegated to any other customers. When invoked, a time-
limited PurchaseAtQuote capability is issued by the Broker with the current price,
which a Customer can then delegate to any other Customer that capability to share
the opportunity to buy at that price. Regardless of how or when the capability
is further delegated, it is still only useful within its validity period. If the Pur-
chaseAtQuote is invoked, a Check capability that represents the ability to draw
funds from the check writer’s account is issued to the funds recipient (first the Bro-
ker, then the Issuer). The Check carries a contract that allows invocation by only
one specific recipient, and a maximum of one time. Therefore, even if it is delegated,
it will be of no use to anyone except the intended recipient.

We see here the properties described in section 5.3. Each service decides what
rights it extends through the capabilities it creates, and the contractual limitations
imposed upon them. We even see some trust relationships built into the system, in
that all parties trust the Bank to behave correctly: in a real stock market, this is a
consequence of regulatory oversight. We have seen the following kinds of contracts,
which are only a few of those possible:

• Unrestricted capabilities, such as QuoteRequest, which have no restrictions on
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their use,
• Limited-use capabilities, such as the Check, which can be invoked at most a

pre-defined number of times, and
• Expiring capabilities, such as PurchaseAtQuote, which can be invoked only

during a specific validity period.

There are several instances of delegation. First, the QuoteRequest and Pur-
chaseAtQuote capabilities can be shared between customers freely. The Check capa-
bilities are issued from the bank to the account holder, and then the account holder
delegates the Check to the intended recipient. The PurchaseAtQuote capability of
the issuer is delegated by the broker to the customer, though with an intermediate
step that corresponds to the 5% commission taken by the broker.

This example is a simplified instance of a stock market. Some non-access
control related properties are simplified, such as the arbitrary choice of selling price,
and no imposed limit on the amount of shares an issuer can issue. We also have
not yet programmed the customers to trade stock with each other, but they could.
Some access control related properties are not constrained, such as the number of
purchases that can be requested, or the number of shares that can be requested
per purchase. A broker or an issuer could restrict the number or the rate of quotes
on a particular QuoteRequest capability, or the number of purchases made on a
PurchaseAtQuote capability.

5.5 Language, Implementation, and Evaluation

CapCoorSet provides a custom interface definition language and compiler that auto-
matically generates Java classes for services in the system. Application code must be
provided as Java classes to which the automatically generated classes are linked. The
runtime system is also Java-based and runs on top of a networking layer. Currently,
we support a local area reliable multicast based on Light-weight Reliable Multicast
Protocol [84] where requests are multicast and matching services respond, or multi-
cast emulated over unicast through the use of a centralized directory. The directory
tracks these associative descriptions, computes the recipient set, and returns that
set of identifiers to the client, each of which is then contacted directly.

We modify the CoorSet language for CapCoorSet to provide the additional
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specifications required for these interactions. Not only does each accepts interface
entry require a mapping to Java code to provide the functionality, it requires a
mapping to Java code to make the decision during handshaking. We have also
added syntactic sugar keywords to make the language more intuitive. The handshake
method by convention takes a standard set of parameters, so only the parameter
types for the operation itself is required.

In appendix B.1 we give the definition of the Broker from the example in the
CapCoorSet language. The definition specifies the initial accepts and requires inter-
faces, the initial profile, and an optional method to execute when the service begins
running. Both interfaces can be modified at run-time. Applications commonly will
alter the selectors used for discovering services throughout execution, but can later
decide to offer further services, or decide they require further services.

Private communication channels between services are formed by using Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) [45], which is provided as part of the standard Java 2
API. For now, we use certificates signed by a single Certifying Authority exclusively
for the purpose of establishing private channels, and at present do not consider Sybil
[48] or man-in-the-middle attacks. This relationship is not used for any other trust
decisions. The only supporting evidence implemented at present for the purposes of
satisfying contracts and completing handshakes is the proof of identity negotiated as
part of an TLS connection.4 In the future, we will expand the scope of supporting
evidence to allow other kinds of documents.

The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) keys attached to these certificates
are also used for the cryptographic signing of capability objects, using Java 2’s
cryptography API. We use the “SHA-256 with DSA” [94, 95] signature algorithm. To
allow there to be a universally-known handshake capability, we specifically designate
integer pointer zero to be the handshake capability, and make an exception in the
capability validation code to automatically pass any such capability, so that they
can be created by any client for any service.

4Although TLS is generally used only to authenticate the server side of the connection, it
supports mutual authentication of the client as well, and we employ it in this mode.
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5.6 Related Work

The interface-mediated service system model presented here is shared most closely
with Web Services [129], though its interface only presents the operations offered by a
service, and none that it requires. Web Services are often light-weight processes that
are themselves stateless, relying on back-end databases to retain state, and having
access control programmed in as part of the computational function. Discovery is
either statically bound, or accomplished through a centralized database, such as
UDDI [98].

Capabilities were first introduced by Dennis and Van Horn [43] in the context
of multiprogrammed computations, and later appear in a number of operating sys-
tem applications [81]. They are used as the access control mechanism for files in the
HYDRA operating system [39]. They appear currently in operating systems such as
EROS [115] and CapROS [80] as the protection mechanism for any privileged kernel
accesses. Capabilities moved into user space and were protected by cryptography
in Amoeba [118], a distributed operating system. CRISIS [13], a wide-area secu-
rity architecture, uses certificate chains, where the beginning of the chain belongs
to a principal explicitly authorized for access to a resource, and then zero or more
transfer certificates which delegate that authorization to other principals, with each
transfer optionally imposing restrictions on use. The presentation of this certificate
chain is part of the invocation, in a “capability-like” way. Capabilities have been
targets of both criticism [26] and misunderstanding [87]. Capabilities have seen more
recent use in the Traffic Validation Architecture [130] to combat Denial of Service
attacks on the Internet. Capabilities in TVA support restrictions on traffic volume
and validity periods that can be viewed as particular types of contracts.

Contracts, as presently implemented in our system, can be viewed as precon-
ditions for function invocation. Split capabilities [77] use a simpler approach where
a capability is annotated with a listing of access rights, to allow a single capability
to be used for multiple operations. ICAP [60] incorporates subject identities into
capabilities, to enable additional auditing of capability propagation. Contracts like
ours are seen in CRISIS as the imposed restrictions on use made in transfer cer-
tificates. Contracts also are used in BPEL4WS [7], a business process language for
Web Services, in its description of “business processes” which describe requirements
on behaviors for both participants in an interaction. A similar requirement exists
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in TYCS [58], a component-based system. Policy languages like PolicyMaker [24],
KeyNote [22], REFEREE [36], and D1LP [83] use contracts in a specific language
to express local policy, and implement a direct translation to executable code. Con-
tracts have also been explored in mobile ad-hoc or peer-to-peer routing [51] as an
incentive for services to cooperate.

5.7 Conclusions

The CLC access control mechanism is a natural approach for implementation of ac-
cess control among distributed systems of services. It enables the required properties
of local formulation of access control decisions, delegation to enable composition of
applications, low overhead, and scalability. But the decision on whether or not
to extend a capability in the first place, and in what circumstances to revoke a
capability, is left to the application programmer.

In the next chapter, we give a mechanism that automatically tracks the
behavior of other services in a distributed system as an indicator of trustworthiness,
and allows querying of known trusted nodes for ratings of unknown nodes to provide
for transitive trust. This mechanism can be incorporated into CapCoorSet as the
handshake decision function.
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Chapter 6

Automated Trust Decisions

using Subjective Logic

6.1 Introduction

Cooperation is vital to the functioning of a system with decentralized control. Es-
tablishing and maintaining effective cooperation without the central control inherent
in traditional networks, where services may choose not to cooperate for their own
benefit, is an open research problem. The success of reputation in non-hierarchical
human institutions in encouraging cooperation [64] suggests that a system of ob-
served behavior, tracking of reputation, and cooperation contingent on that repu-
tation encourages cooperation and improves the overall functioning of a decentral-
ized system [85, 106]. Although it is impossible to completely prevent free-loading
and uncooperative behavior, reputation methods have shown promise for managing
them.

In this chapter we explore a mechanism that uses reputation tracking as
an incentive to encourage cooperation. It keeps track of interactions with other
services, and when a service has shown a history of cooperation, its rating is suitably
high to reflect that. This mechanism also quantifies the uncertainty inherent in a
decentralized system. This mechanism can then be used in a system like CapCoorSet
when deciding whether or not to grant access to a particular operation.

It is intrinsic to these networks that there is uncertainty in the reputation
rating of any service by any other service. Therefore it is reasonable to incorporate
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uncertainty into the computation of reputations. It is surprising that uncertainty
has not seen more use in reputation computations in the past.

Uncertainty can arise when a service joins the network and thus has no his-
tory or when its behavior changes over time. New and unknown services to the
network have no history of behavior or reputation on which to base an assessment.
Established services are therefore left to deal with newcomers in an arbitrary way.
Current approaches choose to assign unknown services a default level of trust: some
choose to pessimistically assign a minimum trust and require a building of reputa-
tion, and some choose to optimistically assign a neutral or positive level of trust and
monitor for uncooperative behavior. In each approach, newcomers become imme-
diately equal to established services whose behavior has warranted their status. In
the case of changing behavior, adding the second dimension of uncertainty to a rep-
utation rating enables quantification of variation of behavior which uncooperative
services may use to mask their lack of cooperation.

This chapter proposes incorporating a measure of uncertainty based on sub-
jective logic [69] into the reputation to reflect the confidence in that reputation.
This allows distinguishing between services which have the default level of trust
from those who have earned their trust level through an established history, even
if those levels of trust are the same. This also allows distinguishing between ser-
vices which have consistent behavior and those with time-varying behavior. We do
this by employing a new type of reputation which introduces a second dimension
to the rating to account for this uncertainty. This also allows services to recognize
their lack of knowledge about another service, and seek the opinions of others it
trusts, so that cooperative services need not build new relationships from scratch,
and uncooperative services can be quickly detected and throttled. These ratings are
weighted by the reputation of the recommender, so that services which have proven
themselves more trustworthy carry greater weight in their recommendations.

The uncertainty-based algorithm has several parameters and the computed
reputation and resulting decisions are strongly dependent on these parameters. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the uncertainty-based method and to determine the
effects of the parameters, we have implemented a simulation infrastructure for de-
centralized systems using this uncertainty-based scheme. The simulator also imple-
ments other mechanisms for computation as a basis for comparison. The simulator
is used to determine nearly optimal parameters for each scheme and how well each
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scheme a) ensures cooperative services are able to succeed, and b) throttles free-
loading services who attempt to consume without contributing to the system.

The simulations show that for typical decentralized systems, where the ma-
jority of services are cooperative, the reputation computation that incorporates un-
certainty provides superior discrimination between cooperative and uncooperative
behaviors in a variety of network situations, while maintaining an acceptable level
of success for cooperative services. These initial results are sufficiently promising
to motivate continuing study of reputation computations incorporating uncertainty
to additional models for uncooperative behavior and a broader range of network
behaviors.

6.1.1 System Model

A decentralized, distributed system is a collection of services with connectivity to one
another, but (usually) not to any outside networks. We consider two types of services
in this system: cooperative services and uncooperative services. Cooperative services
recognize the need for cooperation in these systems, and recognize that incentive is
required to promote this cooperation. In contrast, uncooperative services believe the
best course of action is to contribute as little as possible to the network and merely
consume, in the hopes that this greediness will go undetected and unpunished.

We consider two uncooperative behaviors. First, uncooperative services can
refuse to cooperate when requested. They may refuse at all times, or may cooperate
with a small probability to attempt to mask their behavior. The algorithm followed
by uncooperative services is given in section 6.3.4. Second, we assume uncooperative
services are aware of each other. When providing answers to neighborhood queries
for trust opinions, this allows collusion amongst uncooperative services in the form
of giving maximally positive ratings for each other, while giving maximally negative
ratings for all other services.

As established in chapter 2, we exclude the problem of cheap pseudonyms [56]
from this work, which allow a service to rapidly assume a new identity, presumably
to whitewash [85] its previously negative reputation. For this analysis, we assume
each service has a stable identity.
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6.2 Related Work

Reputation systems [106] have emerged as the dominant mechanism for ensuring
cooperation in ad-hoc and peer-to-peer networks. These networks cannot assume
any pre-existing trust or established relationship between any two services, and
so the behavior of other services is the only basis on which the trustworthiness
of a service can be judged. Ongoing research into reputation systems continues
to examine the effect of a variety of policies on the overall function of an ad-hoc
network.

CORE [86] is one system for enforcing cooperation in an ad-hoc network.
Only positive recommendations are allowed in what it calls indirect reputation, which
will allow established cooperative nodes to quickly gain the trust of unknown nodes.
Negative ratings are not allowed so that uncooperative nodes cannot unfairly ad-
vertise negative ratings for cooperative nodes. Reputation information is regularly
exchanged in a reputation dissemination phase, and reputations are slowly aged so
that inactive nodes gradually return to an unknown state.

CONFIDANT [31] concerns itself only with routing, so there is only one type
of functional trust. In contrast to CORE, CONFIDANT monitors only for suspicious
events. Whenever bad behavior is experienced, the Trust Manager component of
a CONFIDANT node broadcasts an ALARM message to its neighbors. ALARM
messages from other nodes are weighted based on the trust level of the alarming node
when making decisions about changing local trust values. This causes CONFIDANT
to act more quickly and more decisively in response to bad behavior, making it less
susceptible to traitors who act cooperatively for a time to build up a good reputation
and then turn uncooperative to profit from it, but conversely causes it to treat more
harshly cooperative nodes who experience benign failures.

Jøsang, Hayward, and Pope give an access authorization method [68] for
use in web services-like systems which use delegation graphs based on the same
Subjective Logic used here. Access is allowed to a resource if, through a given
chain of subjective logic opinions, the resulting calculated opinion meets a minimum
expected value. The mechanism proposed allows arbitrary graphs of delegations of
authorizations, but does not address how local opinions are formed, nor does it
address changing opinions.

EigenTrust [72] is a system to ensure cooperation in file-sharing networks.
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It aggregates trust information from peers by performing a trust computation. In
this system, a node has a global reputation value, instead of each node having its
own opinion of it. These values are kept in a trust vector, that is the computed
eigenvector of a matrix made of all local trust values. This is the extreme case
of sharing opinions, where the transitive sharing eventually converges to a globally
consistent vector, for a large enough network. This scheme seeks to reduce the
number of inauthentic downloads, however, and not selfishness of nodes.

Moreton and Twigg [91] give a peer-to-peer routing cooperation enforcement
mechanism that also recognizes different kinds of trust, such as trust for providing a
service and trust to recommend another to provide a service. They provide a general
model for transitive trust networks, and requirements on the combinator operations
on trust opinions. They then make reference to an earlier edition of the subjective
logic formulas that the mechanism in this chapter uses, though they do not explore
the value of uncertainty.

Kraft and Schäfer [78] give a reputation scheme for access to an ad-hoc net-
work that makes use of an earlier version of subjective logic, which accounts for
the uncertainty of a rating. This scheme also makes use of weighted neighborhood
queries in the case where no local opinion exists, but does not make use of neighbor-
hood queries if some local information is available. Its use of uncertainty is limited
to the case where an opinion is entirely uncertain by virtue of being non-existent.

Buchegger and Le Boudec [32] give a similar Bayesian approach to reputation
systems as is used in this paper. It makes more conservative use of recommenda-
tions to minimize the impact of liars and colluding groups. This scheme maintains
its rating as actual beta distribution parameters. This method was evaluated by
applying it to CONFIDANT, also by the same authors, which as noted above deals
only in negative recommendations.

Ben Salem et. al. [15] apply reputation to the problem of selecting Wireless
Internet Service Providers (WISPs) when multiple ones are present. In this case,
what has a reputation is the WISP, so that mobile nodes can select a trustworthy
one with confidence. A global reputation for each WISP is maintained by a trusted
central authority (TCA). When a mobile node concludes its interaction with a WISP,
it reports the quality of service it received to the TCA, which updates that WISP’s
reputation accordingly. Future mobile nodes query these reputations when selecting
a WISP to use.
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6.3 Reputations with Uncertainty

We propose incorporating the uncertainty of an opinion into trust decisions to dis-
tinguish new and unknown services from services with an established interaction
history and to more effectively detect efforts by uncooperative services to mask
their behavior with temporary cooperation.

6.3.1 Subjective Logic

Subjective Logic [69] is a system of rating where each opinion is a 4-tuple ωx =
(bx, dx, ux, ax) where bx is the belief in a particular statement x, dx is the disbelief
in that statement, ux is the uncertainty of the statement, and ax is the uncertainty
weight (referred to as the base rate in [69]). All of bx, dx, ux, ax ∈ [0.0, 1.0], and
bx + dx + ux = 1.0. This linear constraint restricts possible points to the two-
dimensional triangular subspace shown in figure 6.1 [69].

Belief and disbelief are intuitively obvious. The uncertainty of a rating re-
flects the confidence in the service’s knowledge about the statement under consid-
eration; an uncertainty of 1.0 represents a statement about which a service has no
basis for any conclusions. The uncertainty weight determines how uncertainty is
viewed as belief when the opinion is used, or in other words, how optimistically
uncertainty is viewed. When an opinion is used in a decision, it is projected onto
the belief/disbelief axis through its effective trust E(ωx) = bx + axux. An uncer-
tainty weight of 0.0 causes uncertainty to be viewed as disbelief, and an uncertainty
weight of 1.0 causes uncertainty to be viewed as belief. An uncertainty weight of 0.5
causes uncertainty to be viewed half as positively as actual belief. For example, if
an opinion is (0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.5), meaning that it is half-believed and half-uncertain,
its effective trust is E(ωx) = bx + axux = 0.5 + (0.5)(0.5) = 0.75. An entirely un-
certain opinion, (0.0, 0.0, 1.0, ax), will then always have an effective trust equal to
the uncertainty weight, as E(ωx) = bx + axux = 0.0 + 1.0ax = ax. The uncertainty
weight then becomes the default opinion for unknown services.

6.3.2 Forming Opinions

Subjective Logic gives a framework for expressing opinions about any logical state-
ment. The only logical statement we consider here is the trustworthiness of another
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Figure 6.1: Belief/disbelief/uncertainty triangle

service. Although subjective logic gives formulas for combining opinions, it leaves
open the question of how opinions are formed in the first place. This suggests that a
mechanism must be devised and evaluated experimentally. We propose the following
scheme of formulating opinions.

Any unknown service is automatically assigned an entirely uncertain opinion.
We will use an uncertainty weight of 0.5, so that unknown services are by default
assigned a median level of trust. Therefore, the default opinion is (0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.5).
Let δ ∈ [0.0, 1.0] be a parameter that determines how much a rating changes after
an individual interaction between services. We classify an interaction as positive,
negative, or uncertain. Each positive or negative interaction increases the rating
service’s knowledge, and therefore decreases uncertainty. In the following formulas,
we omit the subscript x and merely refer to b, d, u, a from each opinion 4-tuple.
Opinions are updated through the following formulas:

• After a positive interaction with another service,

– If u ≥ δ, b := b+ δ and u := u− δ.

– Otherwise, b := b + δ, d := d − (δ − u), and u = 0.0. As uncertainty is
exhausted, positive interactions decrease disbelief. Should this cause d to
decrease to less than zero, d := 0.0 and b := 1.0 as this also would cause
b to increase past 1.0.
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• After a negative interaction with another service,

– Likewise as for a positive interaction, with the roles of b and d swapped.

• After an uncertain interaction with another service,

– If both b, d ≥ δ/2, b := b− δ/2, d := d− δ/2, and u := u+ δ.

– If only b < δ/2, b := 0.0 and d := d− (δ − b). Still, u := u+ δ.

– If only d < δ/2, d := 0.0 and b := b− (δ − d). Still, u := u+ δ.

– If both b, d < δ/2, then b := 0.0, d := 0.0, and u := 1.0.

These mechanisms embody the philosophy that so long as uncertainty ex-
ists, when information becomes available, belief and disbelief increase monotonically.
When uncertainty is eliminated, this then becomes a one-dimensional measure be-
tween belief and disbelief, unless uncertainty is re-introduced. Uncertainty may be
re-introduced by a regular aging of opinions, or by actions detected which are not
necessarily uncooperative, but are suspicious. For instance, an action that is decid-
edly uncooperative can cause a negative interaction, whereas a service failure that
could be a transient network failure could be viewed as uncertain. The uncertainty
weight allows the severity of these uncertain interactions to be tuned.

6.3.3 Using Cooperation to Overcome Uncertainty

One form of cooperation that can assist the functioning of a network is the sharing
of opinions, so that cooperative services need not slowly build trust with everyone,
and that uncooperative services can be more rapidly detected. We call these queries
neighborhood queries. A neighborhood is a set of known services from which recom-
mendations can be elicited. The exact composition of the neighborhood will depend
on the particular system used. [69] gives two sets of formulas for combining opinions:
one for computing a transitive opinion, and one for computing a consensus opinion,
which we will reproduce here.

Let us consider three services c, s, r, where c is a client requesting service
from s, and s solicits the opinion of a recommender r in deciding whether to grant
the request. s weights this opinion by its opinion of r, and computes the transitive
opinion ωs:rc in equation 6.1. In the following formulas, bxy represents the belief in
the trust of service x by service y, and similarly for d, u, a.
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bs:rc = bsrb
r
c

ds:rc = bsrd
r
c

us:rc = drc + usr + bsru
r
c

as:rc = arc

(6.1)

Let us now consider three services s, t, c, where s, t are both services, and c

is a client about which s and t each have an opinion. To combine these possibly
conflicting opinions into a single opinion that reflects both individual opinions in a
fair way, we use equation 6.2 which aim to reduce total uncertainty in both opinions
in computing the consensus opinion ωs�tC .

bs�tc = (bscu
t
c + btcu

s
c)/(u

s
c + utc − uscu

t
c)

ds�tc = (dscu
t
c + dtcu

s
c)/(u

s
c + utc − uscu

t
c)

us�tc = (uscu
t
c)/(u

s
c + utc − uscu

t
c)

as�tc = asc

(6.2)

Where both opinions are entirely certain, and the denominator (usc+u
t
c−uscutc)

is zero, we take the limit and compute a simple average of the two opinion values.
These formulas allow us to implement neighborhood queries. Let β ∈ [0.0, 1.0]

be the maximum uncertainty past which a service concludes its local information
is lacking, and queries known neighbors for the opinion of a client. For a given
service s and client c, if usc ≥ β, s queries for ratings of c. Let R be the set
of recommending neighbors who respond with an opinion. We present formulas
to compute an aggregate opinion ωs:Rc = (bs:Rc , ds:Rc , us:Rc , as:Rc ) based on individual
weighted opinions in equation 6.3.

bs:Rc =
P

r∈R bs:rcP
r∈R bsr

ds:Rc =
P

r∈R ds:r
cP

r∈R bsr

us:Rc = 1.0− bs:Rc − ds:Rc

as:Rc =
P

r∈R as:r
c

|R|

(6.3)

[69] assumes that each uncertainty weight a is always the same. We relax this
assumption by taking the unweighted average across all uncertainty weights. This
opinion, which is the gestalt opinion of the entire network from the point of view of
s, can then be combined with ωsc through the consensus equation 6.2 to make the
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final decision. Note that the local opinion remains unchanged by this process. To
avoid excessive query traffic, neighborhood query results can be cached for a short
period when a client makes several successive requests.

6.3.4 Protocol Behavior

Each service provides an unspecified operation to any other service. We keep this
generic to encapsulate any sort of operation, such as forwarding packets, or providing
a request-response service. We assume that when a client makes a request, the
service returns a result that indicates success, failure, or timeout. The protocol for
for a cooperative service pair s, c is as follows:

1. Client c requests service from service s.

2. s retrieves its opinion ωsc from its local storage.

3. If usc ≥ β, s invokes the neighborhood query protocol.

(a) s broadcasts a request for opinions for c.

(b) Any service r whose opinion is not entirely uncertain (urc < 1.0) responds
with its opinion ωrc .

(c) s weights each received opinions using equation 6.1, combines them all
into an aggregate opinion using equation 6.3, and combines that opinion
with its local opinion using equation 6.2.

4. s computes the effective trust E of either its local opinion if it was sufficiently
certain, or of the network opinion if not.

(a) Let α ∈ [0.0, 1.0] be the minimum trust required for cooperation. If
E ≥ α, s returns success, representing its providing the desired service.
c then records a positive interaction with s.

(b) If E < α, s returns failure, representing its refusal to provide service to a
client it deems uncooperative. c then records a negative interaction with
s.

The protocol for an uncooperative service s is as follows:

1. Client c requests service from s.
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2. Let γ ∈ [0.0, 1.0] be the probability that an uncooperative service will coop-
erate in an attempt to hide its lack of cooperation. s flips a coin weighted by
probability γ.

(a) If the coin flip indicates to cooperate, s provides the service to c, and c

records a positive interaction with s.

(b) if the coin flip indicates not to cooperate, s refuses service to c, and c

records a negative interaction with c.

6.4 Simulation Architecture

Our simulation architecture emulates any number of services in a network. Each
service is permitted one action in each iteration of the simulation, where it chooses
a random interaction partner, and requests service from that partner. The partner
then elects to provide or deny that request, and the service then processes that result
with respect to its reputation tracking. For each set of parameters, the simulation
is run a configurable number of times (in our experiments, 20) with a different seed
to the random number generator that selects interaction partners. These results are
then collected, and the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of each
metric is observed.

To ensure a valid comparison between metrics, the sequence of random seeds
is the same, to ensure that for a particular run i under various sets of parameters,
the interaction partner choices remain the same so that the only variation is the
choice of parameters.

Recall that services are one of two possible types: cooperative services, which
are interested in the overall functioning of the network and will cooperate with
other services it believes to be cooperative, and uncooperative services, which are
interested in making use of the network while incurring minimal expense.

The simulation engine supports the following operational parameters:

• The number of services n in the network, as well how many are cooperative
and uncooperative,

• The maximum number of steps each run may take before concluding conver-
gence will not likely occur,
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• Time intervals during which a particular service is active,

• For each uncooperative service, the time point tm at which the service begins
to act uncooperatively. This allows an uncooperative service to behave coop-
eratively to earn a positive reputation, before attempting to take advantage
of it,

• Whether or not uncooperative services are aware of each others’ identities,
and will collude with one another in the form of always providing maximally
positive recommendations for each other, and maximally negative recommen-
dations for everyone else,

• The probability λ ∈ [0.0, 1.0] that a benign network failure will cause a service
request to go unanswered,

• The minimum trust level α ∈ [0.0, 1.0] a client must have for a cooperative
service to cooperate with it,

• The maximum uncertainty β ∈ [0.0, 1.0] of a rating above which a neighbor-
hood query will be employed before making an access control decision,

• The probability γ ∈ [0.0, 1.0] that an uncooperative service, in an attempt to
evade detection, will cooperate with a request in the hopes it will allow further
access later,

• The reputation mechanism to use (subjective logic table, recent history table,
or rate of change),

• For the subjective logic table mechanism, the δ by which the rating changes
at each interaction,

• For the recent history and rate of change tables, the maximum history length
maintained.

In our experiments, each run continues until the mean effective opinion of
all uncooperative services drops below the minimum trust level α. For now, these
values are used uniformly across all services. We assume the network has perfect
connectivity, modulo the probability of a random benign failure as regulated by the
parameter λ. In our experiments, we imposed a maximum of 10,000 iterations per
run, and conclude that any run which reaches 10,000 iterations will not converge.
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6.5 Performance Analysis

The objective of this analysis is to determine the impact of the subjective logic
reputation sharing scheme on the ability of services in a decentralized system to
maintain functionality while detecting the actions of uncooperative services. We
compare this scheme against two other, simpler methods, casting each into a sub-
jective logic opinion to allow for easy comparison:

• A record of recent history similar to the approach of CORE [86], which tracks
the number of positive negative, and uncertain interactions. For the length
of history h kept, the number of positive interactions p, the number of neg-
ative interactions n, and the number of uncertain interactions u of a ser-
vice s with a client c is mapped into a subjective logic opinion as follows:
ωsc = (p/h, n/h, u/h, 0.5).

• A rate of change, which like the recent history table, tracks the number of each
type of interaction for a given history length h. This method tracks how long
the latest trend in client c’s behavior has been. Formally, for recent history
H = (i1, i2, . . . , ih), the trend t is the length of the suffix (ik, . . . , ih) such
that all i are the same type of interaction. This trend is then mapped into a
subjective logic opinion as follows:

– If the trend is positive, ωsr = (t/h, 0.0, 1.0− t/h, 0.5).

– If the trend is negative, ωsr = (0.0, t/h, 1.0− t/h, 0.5).

– If the trend is uncertain, ωsr = (0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.5).

6.5.1 Metrics

We consider the following metrics of performance:

• Run length to detection. One factor of interest is how long it takes for co-
operative services to detect and throttle uncooperative clients. The run length
to detection is the number of iterations at which the mean of the cooperative
services’ opinions of the uncooperative services is less than the minimum co-
operation parameter α, with a standard deviation of no more than 10%. It is
desirable for this number to be as small as possible.
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• Percentage of cooperative services’ success. The goal of the reputation
computation is rewarding cooperation. The most important metric is the
success of cooperative services. We therefore measure the percentage of request
attempts made by cooperative services, including those unknowingly made to
uncooperative services, which are successfully fulfilled. It is desirable for this
percentage to be as high as possible.

• Percentage of uncooperative services’ success. Also of interest is how
successful uncooperative services are, particularly up until the point where
total detection occurs, as described above. It is desirable for this percentage
to be as low as possible.

6.5.2 Simulation Results

A factorial experiment was run that examined the following sets of parameters:

1. Network size: 10, 20, and 40 services.

2. Probability that an uncooperative service chooses to cooperate: 0%, 10%, and
20%.

3. The maximum uncertainty an opinion can have beyond which a network query
is employed to make the final decision: 1.0 (no network queries), 0.8, 0.5, and
0.0 (always do a network query).

4. The probability that a benign failure causes a request or response to be lost:
0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%.

5. For the subjective logic table, the following values for δ were tried: 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 1.0.

6. For the recent history and rate of change tables, history lengths of 10 and 100
were tried.

For this experiment, we fixed the uncooperative population as one quarter of
the total services. Uncooperative services acted uncooperatively for the entire run
of the system, except for random cooperation controlled by parameter γ.
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In table 6.1, the mean number of rounds required to converge under the vari-
ous parameter values for a network of 40 services are given. Also given are the mean
percentage of requests made by cooperative services that succeeded up until the
point of convergence, and the mean percentage of requests made by uncooperative
services that succeeded up until the point of convergence. Due to space constraints,
not all data and cases are presented here, but just a few to be sufficiently illustrative.
In the table, Method is the reputation tracking mechanism used: SLT for Subjective
Logic Table with the chosen δ listed, HIST for recent history with the history length
listed, and CHG for the rate of change table with the history length listed. P(Coop)
is the probability expressed as a number on the unit circle of whether or not an un-
cooperative service will randomly choose to cooperate, P(Failure) is the probability
a packet will be randomly lost, and Unc is the maximum uncertainty past which a
network query is employed. Round is the average iteration at which the convergence
condition listed above is reached (or ∞ if convergence was not reached), Coop. %
is the average percentage of requests from cooperative services that succeeded, and
Uncoop. % is the average percentage of requests from uncooperative services that
succeeded up until convergence was achieved.

Time to Convergence

In the most ideal case, where an uncooperative service never cooperates and benign
failures do not occur, the rate of change table reached convergence in the smallest
number of iterations. The rate of change table benefits from this unchanging be-
havior, and after just a few negative interactions provides the most negative rating.
When the probability of uncooperative service cooperation becomes greater than
zero, the rate of change table takes the longest to reach convergence, if it reaches
convergence at all: the changing behavior of the uncooperative services upsets the
rate of change often enough that the effective rating stays close to the neutral point.

In all cases where the uncooperative service cooperation probability was non-
zero, the subjective logic table converged more quickly.

Although the data shown in table 6.1 shows an increase in convergence time
for δ = 0.1 over δ = 0.05 for 40-service networks, in 10 and 20-service networks
δ = 0.1 resulted in a lower convergence time. Given that more aggressive values of
δ resulted in lower convergence time in the 10-service network, this suggests there is
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Method P(Coop) P(Fail) Unc Round Coop. % Uncoop. %
SLT (0.05) 0.0 0.0 1.0 343.5 100 81.67
SLT (0.1) 396.2 100 39.22
SLT (0.5) 189.8 100 20.69
SLT (1.0) 164.9 100 23.83
HIST (10) 396.3 100 39.21
CHG (10) 164.9 100 23.83
SLT (0.05) 0.1 0.0 1.0 498.2 100 75.37
SLT (0.1) 573.05 100 34.81
SLT (0.5) ∞ 100 11.37
SLT (1.0) ∞ 100 10.37
HIST (10) 1209.65 100 20.92
CHG (10) ∞ 100 34.22
SLT (0.05) 0.0 0.0 0.5 343.5 100 57.15
SLT (0.1) 396.2 100 25.36
SLT (0.5) 189.8 100 11.87
SLT (1.0) 164.9 100 9.18
HIST (10) 396.3 100 25.35
CHG (10) 164.9 100 9.18
SLT (0.05) 0.0 0.1 1.0 338.85 89.94 74.53
SLT (0.1) 396.15 89.94 35.28
SLT (0.5) 194.6 82.58 18.21
SLT (1.0) 170.8 72.20 20.78
HIST (10) 396.3 89.94 35.26
CHG (10) 170.8 78.96 20.78
SLT (0.05) 0.1 0.1 1.0 533.1 89.92 64.73
SLT (0.1) 547.4 89.96 31.95
SLT (0.5) ∞ 42.02 9.20
SLT (1.0) ∞ 3.45 8.44
HIST (10) 778.8 74.88 28.25
CHG (10) ∞ 89.98 24.46
SLT (0.05) 0.1 0.1 0.5 533.1 89.89 53.40
SLT (0.1) 547.4 89.94 26.30
SLT (0.5) ∞ 41.87 9.08
SLT (1.0) ∞ 3.43 8.25
HIST (10) 778.8 89.97 20.25
CHG (10) ∞ 75.65 1.32

Table 6.1: Run length to total detection in a network of 40 services
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a relationship between network size and choice of δ, and that as the network grows,
δ must be chosen more conservatively.

In the 10-service network, a δ choice of at least 0.5 improved the time to
convergence as well as reduced the uncooperative success percentage, even in the
presence of uncooperative service cooperation and benign failures, although there
were also reductions in cooperative success percentages as well. In the 20 or 40
service networks, however, these large values for δ caused ratings to thrash by such
a large amount that convergence was sometimes not reached in the presence of
uncooperative service cooperation and benign failures.

Success Percentage

The subjective logic table with a conservative choice of δ ≤ 0.1 maintained a mean
successful service percentage of at least 79%, even in the presence of 20% random loss
and 20% chance of uncooperative cooperation. This is encouraging, as no reputation
mechanism can be useful if legitimate requests are not usually serviced.

A more aggressive δ always resulted in a lower percentage of success for un-
cooperative services, so another guiding factor in choosing δ is the point past which
cooperative services are unable to get an acceptable level of service. Even though
convergence was not reached in some cases, high levels of success remained present
with a low probability of benign network failures. As this probability increased to-
wards 20%, the resulting unfair punishment of cooperative services caused a large
decline in their success rate. This suggests that the aggressiveness of opinion changes
quantified by δ must be tempered by the perceived reliability of the network. The
more unreliable the network, the more conservatively δ must be chosen.

Even though the recent history and rate of change methods did not con-
verge as often, uncooperative success percentages were comparable or even lower
than those for the subjective logic table when only a short history (on the order
of 10 entries) was used. Unfortunately, as conditions grew increasingly hostile, in
terms of increasing uncooperative service cooperation and benign network failures,
cooperative service success declined rapidly. A longer history, such as remembering
the last 100 interactions with a particular service, caused the uncooperative success
percentage to rise when uncooperative services cooperate randomly. Both of these
methods benefit from the harsh treatment of misbehaving services, but in hostile
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conditions when cooperative services are unable to cooperate due to benign failures,
this same harshness depresses the overall function of the network.

Effect of Neighborhood Queries

Neighborhood queries had no effect on reducing the overall time to convergence,
and a negligible effect on the success of cooperative service requests. It had a sig-
nificant effect on reducing uncooperative service success. For example, in table 6.1
under ideal conditions, uncooperative services succeeded 81.67% of the time under
subjective logic with δ = 0.05, and 39.22% of the time with δ = 0.1. These reduced
to 57.15% and 25.36% respectively when neighborhood queries were employed when
uncertainty was 0.5. This trend held consistently between any two experiments
where the only difference was an increase in the use of neighborhood queries. How-
ever, the usefulness of these queries lessened as the maximum uncertainty decreased
past 0.5, and uncooperative success percentage remained the same from a maximum
uncertainty of 0.5 to a maximum uncertainty of 0.0.

6.6 Conclusions

These preliminary studies demonstrate the potential of incorporating uncertainty in
reputation computations in the case of systems where the population of cooperative
services is high. Using a subjective logic-based system along with using uncertainty
as part of the rating to distinguish unknown services from known and untrustworthy
services, helps ensure a high level of service for cooperative services while throttling
uncooperative ones, even when they cooperate as much as 20% of the time in an
attempt to mask their uncoooperative intent. The results indicate that even with no
expectation of the behavior of the network, using subjective logic with a conservative
value for δ gives good performance. With additional knowledge, such as network
size, network failure rate, or likelihood of uncooperative service cooperation, δ can
be made more aggressive to optimize the performance further.

A problem with any reputation system where opinions are shared is a denial
of service attack in the form of uncooperative services advertising artificially high
ratings for its colluders and artificially low ratings for everyone else [131]. By not
only weighting recommendations by the trustworthiness of the recommender, as
other approaches have done, incorporating uncertainty into this process allows the
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effect of recommendations from unknown services to be minimized, or eliminated
entirely, as opposed to given partial weight as an opinion from a known but neutral
service would receive. This allows the bogus recommendations of uncooperative
services to be discarded, and allows those services to be more rapidly throttled,
assuming the uncooperative services have not themselves become trusted in the
first place. Using this method rather than pessimistically assigning all unknown
services a minimum level of trust, which would also discount their recommendations,
allows them to receive enough access to participate in the network and therefore the
opportunity build up a reputation.

This work is still in its preliminary stages, and requires much more evaluation
to justify this method as a general purpose mechanism. A key limitation of our
simulations so far is the high population of cooperative services and the relatively
simple behavior of uncooperative services. Avenues for further evaluation of this
mechanism are given in section 8.1.3.

In the next chapter, we give a logic for proving properties about decentralized
systems, that goes beyond using just experimental evaluation and testing to show
desirable properties in service-oriented systems.
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Chapter 7

Logic for Verification of Access

Control Properties

7.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 showed that decentralized, distributed systems can be structured so that
decisions on access control can be implemented using mechanisms compatible with
decentralized control, and chapter 6 showed experimentally how these decisions
can be made where there is uncertainty stemming from a lack of central control.
Although thorough testing and simulation can provide a convincing case that a
system is correct and behaves as desired, it is rarely possible to exhaustively test all
possible executions. In the previous chapter, the implementation was tested with a
series of random executions to provide statistical confidence in the methods, as all
possible executions could not be feasibly tested.

To obtain confidence in the behavior of such a system, we must verify it
more rigorously. This requires an appropriate mathematical logic, such as those
which form the basis of software verification methods [102]. Verification logics have
been formulated for more traditional distributed systems [1, 33, 34, 41] but these
lack certain properties that are required when there is decentralized control. They
focus on a set of known and static trust relationships. Their goal is to deduce
cryptographic guarantees such as authentication, privacy, or message integrity. They
may show that the transitive closure of a set of trust relationships can be calculated,
to prove two otherwise unaffiliated services have a basis for secure interaction.
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Recall from chapter 2 that our adversary model is different than the adver-
sary model used when proving properties about privacy or integrity protocols. It
is not the model of an unknown third party intercepting or altering messages in-
transit, or originating faulty messages. These topics have been well-studied both
in proof systems and in implementation. We therefore assume that communication
channels are free from tampering and eavesdropping. We justify this assumption
by noting that implementations of decentralized, distributed systems operate under
existing cryptographic protocols like TLS [45] that provide these guarantees. We
also assume that adversaries cannot create new identities for themselves to launch a
Sybil attack [48]. It is not the intent of this logic to prove cryptographic properties
about protocols. We refer the reader to the logics mentioned above and in section
7.2 for that purpose.

We need a logic that allows us to analyze systems where we no longer assume
that all participants are altruistic but instead self-interested, and can act greedily
contrary to common goals. In these systems, known and static trust relationships
are the exception, not the norm, and it is observed behavior that forms the basis of
trust.

For instance, if two services A,B are connected, and A makes a request of
B, we would like to show that, given a history of cooperation between A and B,
B will honor this request; or, conversely, if there has been a lack of cooperation,
B will decline it. We would also like to show that capabilities can be delegated in
a way that enables composition, but that also respects restrictions imposed by the
providing service.

We give a logic that unifies the logic of authentication due to Burrows, Abadi,
and Needham [33], colloquially known as “BAN logic,” with past- and future- time
temporal logic [50, 52, 104]. We incorporate the notion of belief from BAN logic to
draw a distinction between that which is knowably true and that which is believed
to be true by a service. We also incorporate the notion of jurisdiction from BAN
logic to allow us to deal directly with delegations of decision-making. We combine
these with temporal logic to reason about the actions of services based on those
beliefs and trust relationships. We show how beliefs lead to action or inaction, and
how such action or inaction can then lead to further beliefs.

This logic enables us to express and prove properties of the contractually-
limited capability-based access control given in chapter 5 using a reputation mech-
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anism, such as is given in chapter 6, to decide access. We give the syntax and
semantics of the logic, a series of example statements with their English equivalents,
and then some example proofs in the logic. The proof that the logic is sound is in
appendix C.

7.2 Related Work

Multi-Agent Temporal Logic [16, 17] employs Compositional Tree Logic (CTL) [37]
with belief operators to reason about beliefs over traces in a similar fashion to the
logic given here. This temporal logic is then used to extend results in CTL model
checking by extending the notion of a finite state machine into a multiagent finite
state machine (MAFSM). MAFSMs have been applied to cryptographic protocols
for their verification, but also include the idea of participants in a cryptographic
protocol believing that other parties in a protocol have sent or received certain
messages. It has not yet been applied to decentralized networks and the issues of
belief we have addressed, but its ability to be mapped to a model-checking algorithm
is encouraging for applying our logic to model checking.

Despite its flaw regarding shared keys [96], BAN logic [33] is a popular logic
for describing authentication protocols [14, 62, 79, 126]. From this logic we take
the notions and syntax of belief and jurisdiction. Since BAN logic is focused on
authentication, which only aims to prove that two parties in an interaction can
be assured of the identity of the other, it lacks the ability to address networks
where identity and trust can be uncertain, and where the goal is not to establish
identity based on pre-existing trust relationships, but rather establish those trust
relationships and ensure provision of service based on those relationships. The π-
calculus [88] is designed to model mobile and communicating processes, and has
also been used to verify protocols [2, 3] for specific cryptographic properties, and
not address how trust is established in the first place.

Protocol Composition Logic [41] gives a general framework for deriving secu-
rity protocols from simple components, and uses temporal logic to prove properties
about security protocols such as Internet Key Exchange (IKE) and Just Fast Keying
(JFK) [42]. Like BAN logic and the π-calculus, it is concerned with proving cryp-
tographic properties of protocols based on known trust relationships, rather than
access control properties of systems with dynamic and uncertain trust values.
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7.3 Syntax

We begin by defining the syntax of the logic. A signature G = (S,O,R, I) includes
four disjoint sets: a set of service identifiers S, a set of operation identifiers O, a set
of relation identifiers R, and a set of state indices I. The syntax is given in figure
7.1.

〈service〉 ::= 〈element of S 〉
〈operationid〉 ::= ∅ | 〈element of O〉
〈operation〉 ::= 〈service〉〈operationid〉
〈opargs〉 ::= 〈operation〉(〈term − list〉)

〈capability〉 ::= 〈operation〉 [〈formula〉]
〈capargs〉 ::= 〈capability〉(〈term − list〉)
〈term〉 ::= 〈service〉 | 〈operation〉 | 〈capability〉 | 〈capargs〉 | 〈opargs〉

〈term − list〉 ::= 〈term〉 , 〈term − list〉 | 〈term〉 |
〈action〉 ::= !〈opargs〉 | 〈service〉 |∼ (〈service〉, 〈message〉)

〈message〉 ::= 〈capability〉 | 〈capargs〉 | 〈opargs〉 | 〈formula〉
〈relation〉 ::= connected | 〈element of R〉

〈temporal − op〉 ::= © | 3 | 2 | � | � | �
〈rel − op〉 ::= = | < | >
〈formula〉 ::= 〈relation〉(〈term − list〉) | 〈term〉〈rel − op〉〈term〉 |

〈formula〉 ∨ 〈formula〉 | 〈formula〉 ∧ 〈formula〉 |
〈formula〉 → 〈formula〉 | 〈temporal − op〉〈formula〉 |
〈formula〉 Sw 〈formula〉 | 〈formula〉 Ss 〈formula〉 |
〈service〉 . 〈capability〉 | 〈service〉 7⇒ 〈formula〉 |
〈service〉−→|∼(〈service〉, 〈message〉) | ¬〈formula〉 |
〈service〉 |≡〈formula〉 | 〈message〉 ∈ K〈service〉 |
〈action〉

〈state〉 ::= γ〈element of I 〉
〈statement〉 ::= 〈state〉 |= 〈formula〉

Figure 7.1: Syntax of the Service Logic

7.3.1 Informal Description of Syntax

An operation identifier k represents some functionality implemented by a service,
and is denoted by the service name with the operation name subscripted, like sk.
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Each service s implements a “handshake” operation represented by s∅, which is how
a client requests an access credential.

A capability is a credential that provides access to an operation, and is
represented by an operation with an attached formula, with a bar over them both:
sk[C]. This formula is a contract, which is a formula that must be true in order
for the capability to be used. A capability paired with a set of arguments, used
during the operation to evaluate the contract and make an invocation, is denoted
by appending a parenthesized list of arguments to a capability: sk[C](P )

A term is a service, an operation, a capability, a capability with arguments,
or an operation result.

We introduce two actions. The first, !, when applied to an operation denotes
that operation has been executed. The second, |∼, used in the form s |∼(u,m) denotes
that a service s sends message m to service u. A message is either a capability, a
capability paired with arguments, an operation result, or a formula.

We use the following operators from past- and future-time temporal logic:

• ©F : F holds in the next state

• 3F : F holds eventually in the future

• 2F : F holds always in the future (in each future state)

• F Uw G: Either F holds forever, or when F does not hold, G holds,

• F Us G: F holds until G holds, and eventually G holds

• �F : F held in the immediately preceding state

• �F : F held at some state in the past

• �F : F held at all states in the past

• F Sw G: Either F always held, or when F no longer held G has held since,

• F Ss G: F held until G held, and eventually G held

A formula is then:

• A relation on a list of terms,
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• The result of an operation sk executed over parameters P Sk(P ),

• The negation of a formula ¬F ,

• The disjunction F ∨G or the conjunction F ∧G of two formulas,

• The implication of formulas F → G,

• The temporal quantification of a formula,

• The belief of a service S in a formula F , S |≡F ,

• The knowledge of a service S of a formula F , F ∈ KS ,

• The belief that one service C is entitled to a capability X, C . X,

• The belief that a service S has jurisdiction over a formula F , S 7⇒F , or

• The intent of a service C to send a messageM to another service S, C
−→|∼(S,M).

A statement is either that the selected action in a state γi is an action A, or
that in γi a formula F holds.

7.4 Semantics

The semantics of this logic are defined on traces of execution in a Kripke structure.
Each element of a trace x = (γ0, γ1, γ2, . . .) is a global state. We use the syntax
γi |= F to state that a formula F holds in state γi. Each γi contains:

• The local state of each individual service s, including

– The knowledge set Ks, containing capabilities and data known by s,

– The belief set Bs, containing what formulas s believes to be true,

• The truth set T , containing predicates that are globally true in that state,

• One or more enabled actions that are ready to be executed in that state,

• The selected action, chosen nondeterministically, that causes the transition to
the next state.
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We assume the asynchronous interleaved execution model, which states that
no two actions actually occur simultaneously, but that any of the enabled actions in
a given state may be selected for the next transition. This model allows tractable
reasoning about systems by dealing with only one action at a time, recognizing
that each individual service is a sequential machine and therefore the simultaneous
execution of these services can be accurately modeled by an arbitrary interleaving
of their sequential actions.

There are two possible actions that cause a state transition:

• For any operation so, where s ∈ S and o ∈ O, the expression γi |= !so(P )
indicates that the selected action of state γi is the execution of the operation
o by service s with parameters P .

• For any two services s, c and any formula m, the expression γi |= s |∼(c,m)
indicates that the selected action of state γi is the sending of the message m
from service s to service c.

For a service s and a formula f , the formula γi |= s |≡ f indicates that
γi |= f ∈ Bs.

In these two situations, we refer to a particular state γi. We may refer to
more states by combining these formulas with temporal operators. We define the
semantics for the following formulas [50, 52]:

• γi |= ©F ⇔ γi+1 |= F

• γi |= 3F ⇔ (∃j ≥ i)γj |= F

• γi |= 2F ⇔ (∀j ≥ i)γj |= F

• γi |= F Us G⇔ (∃j ≥ i)(γj |= G) ∧ (∀k, i ≤ k < j)(γk |= F )

• γi |= F Uw G⇔ γi |= (F Us G ∨2F )

• γi |= �F ⇔ γi−1 |= F

• γi |= �F ⇔ (∃j ≤ i)γj |= F

• γi |= �F ⇔ (∀j ≤ i)γj |= F
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• γi |= F Ss G⇔ (∃j ≤ i)(γj |= G) ∧ (∀k, j < k ≤ i)(γk |= F )

• γi |= F Sw G⇔ γi |= (F Ss G ∨�F )

In addition to application-specific relations in the set R, we assume the stan-
dard relations =, <,> and introduce the following:

• s 7⇒ f : s has “jurisdiction” over f : if s believes f , then any t that believes
s 7⇒ f will also believe f upon learning that s believes f . This can only appear
in belief sets of an individual service, though not necessarily that of s.

• c.x: For a service c and a capability x, this indicates that c is trusted to receive
capability x. This only appears in the belief set of an individual service, though
not necessarily that of c.

• c
−→|∼(s,m): For service c, s and a message m, this indicates that c intends to

send m to s. This only appears in the belief set of the service c.

• connected(s, c): For two services s, c ∈ S, there exists a reliable net-
work path between s and c. Since we assume these paths are bi-directional,
connected is a symmetric relation. This only appears in the truth set of a
state.

The handshake axiom 7.1 encodes the assumption that in any state, any
client can create a capability to the handshake operation on any service:

γi |= s∅[>] ∈ Kc (7.1)

The capability axiom 7.2 encodes the assumption that in any state, a service
can create a capability to any operation it provides with any contract:

γi |= sk[C] ∈ Ks (7.2)

We introduce the following rules of inference. First, we give the connectedness rule
7.3. If s sends a message m to c, and there is a network path between s and c (they
are connected), then eventually c believes that s sent m to it. Again, recall that our
adversary model does not allow interfering or modifying messages in transit.
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γi |= s |∼(c,m)
γi |= connected(s, c)

γi+1 |= 3c |≡ s |∼(c,m)

(7.3)

The says-belief rule 7.4 states if a service s tells a service c that it believes a formula
f , c believes that s believes f .

γi |= c |≡ s |∼(c, s |≡ f)

γi |= c |≡ s |≡ f
(7.4)

To relate past-time and future-time operators when specifying message transmission,
we introduce the change of frame rule 7.5 to relate two global states. It is not
required that s = v, although frequently this is the case. m is any message.

γi |= 3s |≡ c |∼(v,m)

(∃j)j > i

γj |= s |≡�c |∼(v,m)

(7.5)

Next, we give the sending rule 7.6. If c knows a message m, and it intends to send
m to a service s, in a later state c sends m to s.

γi |= m ∈ Kc

γi |= c
−→|∼(s,m)

(∃j)j > i

γj |= c |∼(s,m)

(7.6)

Similar to the sending rule is the send-belief rule 7.7. If c believes formula f , and c
intends to send to s the fact that it believes f , in a later state it sends that belief
to s.

γi |= c |≡ f
γi |= c

−→|∼(s, c |≡ f)

(∃j)j > i

γj |= c |∼(s, c |≡ f)

(7.7)

Next, we give the handshake rule 7.8. If s believes c is trusted to receive a capability
si[C] with some contract C, and c invokes the handshake operation on s for access
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to operation si, in the next state, s will send that capability to c.

γi |= s |≡ c . sk[C]
γi |= s |≡�c |∼(s, s∅[>](sk))

(∃j)j > i

γj |= s |∼(c, sk[C])

(7.8)

Next, we give the delegation rule 7.9. This simply states that if c believes it received
a capability for sk from s, that capability is part of its knowledge set.

γi |= c |≡�s |∼(c, sk[C])
γi |= sk[C] ∈ Kc

(7.9)

Next, we give the invocation rule 7.10. This states that if s receives an invocation
request with a capability, and it believes the contract is satisfied, then it performs
the operation in some future state.

γi |= s |≡�c |∼(s, sk[C](P ))
γi |= s |≡ C
(∃j)j > i

γj |=!sk(P )

(7.10)

Related to the invocation rule is the result rule 7.11. This states that if s executes
operation sk with parameters P , then in the immediately following state it knows
the result of that operation sk(P ).

γi |= !sk(P )

γi+1 |= sk(P ) ∈ Ks

(7.11)

The trivial contact, represented by >, is always satisfied. This is represented by the
trivial contract axiom:

γi |= s |≡> (7.12)

Finally, we give the jurisdiction rule. If c believes that s has jurisdiction over
a formula f , and c believes that s believes f , then in the following state, c also
believes f .
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γi |= c |≡ s 7⇒ f

γi |= c |≡ s |≡ f
γi |= c |≡ f

(7.13)

7.5 Example Formulas

To help understand the logic, we provide here a number of example formulas written
in the logic.

In these examples, A and B will be two services (remember, clients are
services) interacting with one another. These are not all necessarily formulas we
expect to be true, as some are a bit too simple to actually happen in a real system,
but are offered as examples.

1. A is cooperative.
cooperative(A)

2. B believes A is cooperative.

B |≡ cooperative(A)

3. A will provide B with capability Ak[C]. In other words, A believes that B is
entitled to capability Ak[C].

A |≡B . Ak[C]

4. B sends a request to A for operation Ak with some parameters P .

B |∼(A,Ak[C](P ))

5. If B previously requested Ak from A, and Ak was performed as a result, then
B believes A is cooperative.

�(B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) ∧3!Ak(P )) → 3B |≡ cooperative(A)
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6. If it is always the case that when B requests Ak from A, and A performs Ak,
then eventually B will believe A is cooperative.

2

(
(B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) ∧3!Ak(P )) → 3B |≡ cooperative(A)

)
7. If A believes B is cooperative, and A believes Ak should be offered to cooper-

ative peers, then A will provide Ak[C] to B.

A |≡ cooperative(B) ∧A |≡ provideWhenCooperative(Ak) → A |≡B . Ak[C]

8. If A believes B is cooperative, and B requests Ak from A with parameters P ,
then eventually B believes A is cooperative.

A |≡ cooperative(B) ∧B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) → 3B |≡ cooperative(A)

9. If B requests Ak from A with parameters P , and A is malicious, Ak will not
be executed.

B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) ∧ malicious(A) → ¬3!Ak(P )

So far we have left the precise meaning of the predicate cooperative as
unspecified, but whether or not a service is considered cooperative is crucial to
decisions involving its trust. We therefore provide additional predicates concerning
the determination of cooperation.

10. A has serviced k of n service requests. (We assume the others were either
ignored, or lost due to benign failure.)

hasServiced(A, k, n)

11. B believes A has serviced k of n requests (presumably, ones that B made).

B |≡ hasServiced(A, k, n)
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12. B believes A has serviced at least half of its service requests.

B |≡ hasServiced(A, k, n) ∧ k ≥ n/2

13. If B believes A has serviced at least half of its requests, then B believes A is
cooperative.

B |≡ hasServiced(A, k, n) ∧ k ≥ n/2 → B |≡ cooperative(A)

14. If A is altruistic, and A believes B has requested service Ak with parameters
P , Ak will be executed.

altruistic(A) ∧A |≡B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) → 3!Ak(P )

15. If A believes B has requested service Ak some time in the past with parameters
P , and A believes B is cooperative, then Ak will be executed in the following
state.

A |≡�B |∼(A,Ak[C](P )) ∧A |≡ cooperative(B) → 3!Ak(P )

We can now reason about the number of successful requests for a particular
service, as opposed to those provided by a service.

16. B successfully received service on k of its n requests to A.

B |≡ receivedService(A, k, n)

17. B successfully received service on at least half of its n requests to A.

B |≡ receivedService(A, k, n) ∧ k ≥ n/2

Let us now suppose A,E are both sources of data flows. Suppose A is in
Asia and E is in Europe. Let C be a client consuming both flows. Let us say that
a data flow is sweet when the flow provides useful data, and sour otherwise.
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18. A sweet Asian flow that has always been sweet means that C believes the
Asian service is cooperative.

C |≡�sweet(A) → C |≡ cooperative(A)

19. If the European flow has ever been sour, then C believes the European service
is not cooperative.

C |≡�sour(E) → C |≡¬cooperative(E)

7.6 Example Proofs

We give proofs of the following theorems:

• Suppose A and B are services. A will provide service to B if the B has proven
cooperative in the past.

• Suppose A believes B should have access to operation Ak, and B believes C
should as well. Through a series of delegations, C can invoke Ak.

• If a service defers its decisions to an authorization server, and the authorization
server believes a client should be authorized, then that client can invoke that
operation.

Theorem 7.6.1 Given that A and B are connected, if A requested operation Bk

from B, and A believes Bk was performed, then A believes B is cooperative.

For this example, we must provide a criterion for when a service is deemed coopera-
tive. We introduce two predicates: cooperativeCount(s, n) that tracks the number
of interactions in which s has been cooperative, and uncooperativeCount(s, n)
which tracks the number where it has not been. A believes cooperative(B) if and
only if the cooperativeCount is greater than the uncooperativeCount.

We assume A has never asked B for any other service, so both counts begin
at zero. The proof then is as follows. Note that i < j.
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1. γi |= connected(A,B) given
2. γi |= �A |∼(B,Bk[C](P )) given
3. γi |= B |∼(A,F ) given
4. γi+1 |= 3A |≡B |∼(A,F ) connectedness rule
5. γj |= A |≡�B |∼(A,F ) change of frame rule
6. γj |= A |≡F = Bk(P ) given
7. γj |= A |≡ cooperativeAt(B, j) def ′n of cooperativeAt

8. γj |= A |≡ cooperativeCount(B, 1) def ′n of cooperativeCount

9. γj |= A |≡ uncooperativecount(B, 0) given
10. γj |= A |≡ cooperative(B) def ′n of cooperative

2

Theorem 7.6.2 Given that A,B,C are connected, if A believes B should have un-
restricted access to operation Ak, and B believes C should have access to operation
Ak, through a series of delegations and handshakes, C can invoke service Ak.

Note that i < j < m < n < p < q < r < s < t < u.

1. γi |= connected(A,B) given
2. γi |= A |≡B . Ak[>] given
3. γi |= A∅[>] ∈ KB handshake axiom
4. γi |= B

−→|∼(A,A∅[>](Ak)) given
5. γj |= B |∼(A,A∅[>](Ak)) sending rule
6. γj+1 |= 3A |≡B |∼(A,A∅[>](Ak)) connectedness rule
7. γm |= A |≡�B |∼(A,A∅[>](Ak)) change of frame rule
8. γn |= A |∼(B,Ak[>]) handshake rule
9. γn+1 |= 3B |≡A |∼(B,Ak[>]) connectedness rule

10. γp |= B |≡�A |∼(B,Ak[>]) change of frame rule
11. γp |= Ak[>] ∈ KB delegation rule
12. γp |= B

−→|∼(C,Ak[>]) given
13. γq |= B |∼(C,Ak[>]) sending rule
14. γq |= connected(B,C) given
15. γq+1 |= 3C |≡B |∼(C,Ak[>]) connectedness rule
16. γr |= C |≡�B |∼(C,Ak[>]) change of frame rule
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17. γr |= Ak[>] ∈ KC delegation rule
18. γr |= C

−→|∼(A,Ak[>](P )) given
19. γs |= C |∼(A,Ak[>](P )) sending rule
20. γs |= connected(C,A) given
21. γs+1 |= 3A |≡C |∼(A,Ak[>](P )) connectedness rule
22. γt |= A |≡�C |∼(A,Ak[>](P )) change of frame rule
23. γt |= A |≡> trivial contract axiom
24. γu |= !Ak(P ) invocation rule
2

Theorem 7.6.3 Let S be a service that provides an operation Sk, and let A be an
authorization server to which S defers authorization decisions about Sk. We show
that if all three services are connected, if A believes client C should have access to
Sk with some contract C, and C is satisfied, C can invoke Sk.

We introduce relation isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk), which is the query S makes
to A. We assume S knows how to make these queries. Note that i < j < m < n <

p < q < r < s < t < u < v.

1. γi |= S∅[>] ∈ KC handshake axiom
2. γi |= C

−→|∼(S, S∅[>](Sk)) given
3. γj |= C |∼(S, S∅[>](Sk)) sending rule
4. γj |= connected(C,S) given
5. γj+1 |= 3S |≡C |∼(S, S∅[>](Sk)) connectedness rule
6. γm |= S |≡�C |∼(S, S∅[>](Sk)) change of frame rule
7. γm |= isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk) ∈ Ks given
8. γm |= S

−→|∼(A, isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk)) given behavior
9. γn |= S |∼(A, isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk)) sending rule

10. γn |= connected(S, A) given
11. γn+1 |= 3A |≡S |∼(A, isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk)) connectedness rule
12. γp |= A |≡�S |∼(A, isAuthorizedQuery(C, Sk)) change of frame rule
13. γp |= A |≡C . Sk[C] given
14. γp |= A

−→|∼(S,A |≡C . Sk[C]) given behavior
15. γq |= A |∼(S,A |≡C . Sk[C]) send − belief rule
16. γq+1 |= 3S |≡A |∼(S,A |≡C . Sk[C]) connectedness rule
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17. γr |= S |≡�A |∼(S,A |≡C . Sk[C]) change of frame rule
18. γr |= S |≡A 7⇒C . Sk[C] given
19. γr |= S |≡A |≡C . Sk[C] says − belief rule
20. γr |= S |≡C . Sk[C] jurisdiction rule
21. γs |= S |∼(C,Sk[C]) handshake rule
22. γs |= connected(S, C) given
23. γs+1 |= 3C |≡S |∼(C,Sk[C]) connectedness rule
24. γt |= C |≡�S |∼(C,Sk[C]) change of frame rule
25. γt |= Sk[C] ∈ KC delegation rule
26. γt |= C |∼(S, Sk[C](P )) given behavior
27. γt+1 |= 3S |≡C |∼(S, Sk[C](P )) connectedness rule
28. γu |= S |≡�C |∼(S, Sk[C](P )) change of frame rule
29. γu |= S |≡ C given
30. γv |= !Sk(P ) invocation rule
2

7.7 Conclusions

We have given a logic that unifies temporal logic with key ideas from BAN logic.
This logic allows formulation of properties of interest in decentralized systems of
services. We have given the syntax and semantics of the logic, and provided example
statements with their English equivalents, and then proved three theorems. We
prove the logic is sound in appendix C.

In the next chapter, we conclude this dissertation with a summation of all the
work contributed, and list the many possible directions of future research suggested.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

Distributed systems with decentralized control are playing an increasing role in co-
operative systems of all kinds, from loose confederations of anonymous participants
on the Internet, to cross-organization grid collaborations. As these systems grow
more decentralized, they require novel approaches for access control to services they
provide. Mechanisms that cope well with both the changing and unbounded size
of these networks, as well as the uncertainty of trust inherent in any relationship,
are needed to support secure interactions in these systems. Access control is no
longer the gatekeeper that interacts with clients only to check credentials at the
point of entry and then interacts with them no more, but one of the many players
interacting inside the system. Instead of an isolated subsystem, access control is
now amongst the requirements and correctness conditions that are woven into the
core of a system.

This dissertation has examined the fundamental issues of access control in
these systems by constructing a taxonomy, identified approaches not yet explored
in that space, and given a method of comparing tradeoffs for a number of design
decisions. Based on CoorSet, a system for computation in decentralized systems,
we introduced contractually-limited capabilities, a method for accomplishing access
control that functions well under the requirements of decentralized systems. We
then augmented this mechanism with a reputation tracking scheme that quantifies
uncertainty in its ratings to accommodate the incomplete state intrinsic to these
systems. Finally, we gave a means of formally verifying properties of these systems
in a mathematical logic.
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8.1 Future Research Directions

We have covered a wide range of topics in this dissertation. Here we present future
directions for research in each of the major topics explored.

8.1.1 Taxonomy of Access Control

There may exist further properties of implementations that can define additional
axes. There may exist additional points representing additional design choices on
the axes discovered so far. In particular, the Trust Management axis may have
mechanisms for implementation of adaptation which lead to different degrees of
fidelity of enforcement. Currently, any trust management approach that is at all
adaptive is classified under that point. However there are multiple kinds of adaptive
solutions: fully automated ones, and those which use some input from an external
source such as a user or administrator. Therefore, the Adaptive point may be
decomposed into additional points. We will continue to look for these as future
work.

In an ideal taxonomy the axes of the lattice would be orthogonal from each
other, but we can see that our current axes are not. In particular, we have seen an
interplay between the Decision Mode and the Enforcement axis: in the systems with
Centralized decision mode, there exists the potential for a network failure where the
central server is inaccessible, and so a service will default to “fail-closed” rather
than possibly improperly service a request that limits the implementation to total
prevention on the Enforcement axis. We continue to look for orthogonal decompo-
sitions of this space, in which some of these non-orthogonal axes may instead be
better expressed as combinations of more fundamental, orthogonal ones.

Although a taxonomy such as this is interesting as a way of formalizing
properties that so far have been treated informally, its possible use as a means of
comparing implementations of a particular access control scheme. We may wish to
compare properties such as vulnerability to a given form of attack, or motivating
exploration of alternative implementation choices for it. Specifically, we are looking
into creating a set of metrics that give ordered sub-lattices of this taxonomy with
respect to how well an implementation guards a system against particular kinds of
threats, like denial of service, unintended provision of service, unintended informa-
tion flow, or collusion amongst a group of adversaries. Enforcement may itself be
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such a metric, rather than an axis, that is measured over a number of more basic
properties yet to be discovered.

We have only seen one access control implementation so far attempt to take
advantage of decentralized state distribution: dRBAC. Solutions requiring no state
storage on the side of the server have shown resilience to Denial of Service attacks.
These solutions employ cryptography to store state in an immutable way on the
client, just as the certificate chains in dRBAC, the one system we have found at
this state distribution point. Conversely, such increased distribution could lead to
unintended information flow, where access rights or trust relationship information
is exposed. In systems where colluding groups of adversaries is an issue, adaptive
trust management and more global decision modes can lead to quicker detection of
such groups. We will explore formalizing these metrics in terms of our axes.

8.1.2 Contractually-Limited Capabilities and CapCoorSet

Contracts are currently a set of conditions and constraints placed on the holder of the
capability, which the service agrees to honor if those conditions are satisfied. We are
investigating extending contracts to conditions on both sides (for example, service
level agreements, or SLA’s), so that not only are requirements for use imposed on the
invoker, but the service also has terms describing its behavior and service that must
be satisfied. We are also exploring how to incorporate additional supporting evidence
for authentication both as part of the handshake for negotiating new capabilities,
and other kinds of supporting evidence to prove satisfaction of contracts. This will
lead to more elaborate negotiations, instead of the two-step handshake we currently
use.

8.1.3 Automated Trust Decisions

The work on reputation tracking suggests several directions for future work, includ-
ing using uncertainty in reputation computations. We will consider networks that
support more than one generic operation, and introduce more than one factor δ
to represent the change in reputation resulting from differing levels of cooperation.
For instance, cooperation or lack thereof in routing a single packet may warrant a
relatively small change in reputation, while cooperation in performing an intensive
computation may warrant a large change in reputation.
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Currently, neighborhood query results are used regardless of how much they
differ from the local rating. This rating may deviate greatly from the local rating,
which can indicate that the neighborhood rating should be further discounted or
ignored entirely. This can be an issue in networks with particularly high numbers
of uncooperative services. In the future we will investigate the effect of such a test
on the efficacy of neighborhood queries on overall performance.

Jøsang et. al. [69] observe that trust to perform an action is not the same as
trust to recommend another to perform an action. In fact, there are many different
kinds of trust, and different actions may not have sufficient semantic constraints
[70] to be relatable under a single measure of trust. We will explore maintaining
multiple opinions rather than one, not only for trust to perform various kinds of
actions, but trust to provide recommendations as well.

Simulations fixed the cooperative population of the network at 75%. Al-
though cooperative services do not innately know who is and who is not coopera-
tive, this still represents a trusted core that may not be reasonable for decentralized
systems in general. Simulations with other population distributions are required to
justify the generality of this approach.

We would also like to study more elaborate adversary models. Not yet studied
is the phenomenon of traitors, services which act cooperatively to build up a positive
reputation and then turn suddenly uncooperative to attempt to profit from it, but we
do not address this case here. Traitors may oscillate between behaviors, cooperating
when the level of service received is unacceptably low, and returning to greediness
afterwards. It is of interest to know how often an uncooperative participant must
remain cooperative to receive an acceptable level of service. An effective cooperation
mechanism would require the time spent cooperatively to be high.

Preliminary experiments suggest this behavior causes the time to conver-
gence to be longer, and the percentage of successful requests made after the service
becomes uncooperative is higher as it takes longer for an entirely positive opinion
to degrade sufficiently, but if the service remains uncooperative, it is detected even-
tually. Tracking the variance of opinions may help further in detecting traitors, as
their opinions should vary more than the opinions of cooperative services. There
are several options for tracking variances. The variance in the local trust metric
or in the confidence rating are two other possibilities. This could then result in
the uncertainty weight for these services being lowered, to represent the pessimistic
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outlook for those services’ cooperation.
Although the comparison against the two other methods presented here is

encouraging, comparison against other published methods, such as the ones high-
lighted in section 6.2, would be helpful. Future work therefore will include adapting
such methods, such as CONFIDANT [31], into the simulation architecture and gath-
ering results on their performance for evaluation against our method.

Finally, our simulation architecture was intentionally simple so we could
examine just the effects of the parameters of interest under the assumption of perfect
connectivity. As this work matures and provides greater insight into what techniques
are more effective, we will then use more realistic simulations of ad-hoc networks in
a wireless scenario to further substantiate the utility of these techniques. This will
include addressing specific network and adversary topologies, to examine the effects
of situations such as adversaries concentrated in one location versus distributed
throughout the network. Additionally, although we have shown that neighborhood
queries help throttle uncooperative services, we have not examined the cost of queries
on the network, particularly in the beginning of its operation where everyone is
unknown. Using uncertainty to guide when network queries are used may help
minimize the load on the network from such queries. Limiting the scope of such
queries may also help reduce this load while maintaining the effectiveness of those
queries on performance. A more realistic simulator will allow this to be studied.

8.1.4 Verification of Service-Oriented Systems

The logic allows us to state and prove useful properties about service-oriented sys-
tems. Further examples of proofs will help prove its usefulness, as well as suggest
further additions to the logic. Proofs are currently done by hand, however, in a
time-consuming fashion; even the relatively simple proofs in chapter 7 take up most
of a page. Temporal logics have been mapped into model checkers [37]. Future-
time linear temporal logic, which we use here, has been implemented in the model
checker SPIN [65]. Past- and future-time temporal logic have been implemented in
the Java PathExplorer [63] for runtime monitoring. Given these developments, we
would like to explore extending an existing model checker to support our logic, or
build a runtime monitoring system to attach to CapCoorSet or similar system that
uses statements expressed in the logic.
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Appendix A

CoorSet Interface Description

Language

The CoorSet Interface Description Language provides for a quick configuration of
the initial system state. It specifies the interfaces for components in the system,
and by way of coordinating selectors with profiles, composes them together. It then
allows all the components to be started on the network, with as many instantiations
of each component as is desired. This allows for functionality to be transparently
replicated for either load-balancing or fault-tolerance through redundancy. Each
replica starts off with the same initial properties so that they may all be addressed
as a group, but each is also given a unique identifier to allow it to be addressed
individually.

The CoorSet compiler generates Java classes for each of the components, as
well as a “starter” class to effect the instantiation of the components on the network.
These components are designed to handle the interface side of the component, and
link with programmer-provided code which supplies the functionality.

A.1 Building and Running Applications

A.1.1 Running the Compiler

The CoorSet.ASL class provides the compilation facility. You give it a configuration
file in the CoorSet format, and it will generate multiple Java source files. Execute
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it with:

java CoorSet.ASL ConfigurationFile.asl

Replace ConfigurationFile.asl with your filename. This will generate a .java

file for each target entry in the configuration file, after which you can compile them
all with javac.

A.1.2 Starting Your Application

You have two options for starting your application. For debugging purposes, you
may start each component individually from different command lines. If you wish
to do this, you must provide as the first parameter to each component a unique
identifier. For example, when using the Component Starting Component, it assigns
numerical addresses in order. The identifier can be any string (unless your applica-
tion in some way depends on what the value is), and is specified as the first argu-
ment. For example, if you had a component called MyApplication.MyComponent,
you would start it with a command line such as:

java MyApplication.MyComponent 0

This would start one instance of this component with the unique identifier
0.

To use the automated script and the CSC, the compiler will provide a
main program for you to run from the command line, which will submit requests
to running CSCs in your multicast domain. If your main program was called
MyApplication.MyMainProgram, you would simply run:

java MyApplication.MyMainProgram

Please make sure you run this program from the working directory where the
.class files of the generated Java classes are located, so that the system can load
them in and send them to the CSC.
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A.1.3 Network Parameters

The first section of any CoorSet configuration file specifies global network param-
eters that are common to all components. Currently, they all are required and
must appear in this order. The first series, given under the heading Light-weight

Reliable Multicast is for use when components are launched either by hand or
using the Component Starting Component, and communication takes place using
the Light-weight Reliable Multicast Protocol [84] over IP Multicast, such as over a
local area network. The second series, given under the heading United Devices

Grid MP is for use when components are launched over the United Devices grid
infrastructure, and communication takes place over uni-cast with a Directory Server.
Only use the directives from exactly one of the two sections.

Light-weight Reliable Multicast

• package <Java Identifier>

This directive specifies the package in which all generated interface classes
will be placed, as well as in which class all programmer-provided functionality
classes already exist.

• target <Java Identifier>

The target is the name of the “starter” class that is responsible for starting all
the initial components in the system. It will be placed in the above mentioned
package, and will be generated with an appropriate “main” class to allow its
execution from the command line.

• group ‘‘<Multicast address>’’

All communication occurs over a reliable multicast. This directive specifies
the multicast group to use. The address must be surrounded by quote marks.

• port <integer>

In addition to a particular multicast group, all communication happens over
a single port. This directive specifies that port.

• ttl <integer>
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For any multicast, a Time-To-Live (TTL) counter is attached to each data-
gram, to limit its spread across the network. This parameter specifies that
value. Be sure that the value is large enough to cover the entire radius of your
multicasting domain from all points, remembering that the Internet measures
these hops in terms of actual routers along the path, not just the hosts in
the multicast network. This value will have to be large if there are any long-
distance tunnels in use.

• cscgroup ‘‘<Multicast address>’’

• cscport <integer>

• cscttl <integer>

These are the communication parameters for the Component Starting Com-
ponent. The meanings of each parameter is the same as those above, but the
CSC should operate on a different group and/or port than the main applica-
tion. These will also be the communication parameters to use when you start
CSC’s in the network; see section A.3.2. The cscgroup parameter must have
the multicast group in quote marks.

• csckeys ‘‘<File pathname>’’

This is the file that will contain the private key used to sign the requests
through the Component Starting Component. This pathname should be rel-
evant on the host where the main program will be launched. The pathname
must be contained in quote marks.

United Devices Grid MP

Because the United Devices grid deploys components on a variety of hosts, which
rarely if ever share a multicast domain, we must instead “fake” multicast through
the use of a Directory Server. The Directory Server maintains a list of the profiles
of all components in operation, and provides a list of endpoints of hosts which map
a particular selector for the purposes of broadcast. Individual components then
directly connect to any or all of the matching components, and send their message.
When this mode is selected, the underlying Associative Interface code automatically
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registers itself with the Directory Server when started, and registers updates to the
profile whenever attributes are added, removed, or changed.

The Directory Server must be in a statically-defined place. See section A.4
for information on starting the Directory Server.

• package <Java Identifier>

This directive specifies the package in which all generated interface classes
will be placed, as well as in which class all programmer-provided functionality
classes already exist.

• target <Java Identifier>

The target is the name of the “starter” class that is responsible for starting all
the initial components in the system. It will be placed in the above mentioned
package, and will be generated with an appropriate “main” class to allow its
execution from the command line.

• dshost <host name>

This specifies the name of the host on which the Directory Server is running.

• dsport <integer>

This specifies the port the Directory Server is listening on.

• sport <integer>

This specifies the port that each component will listen on for inbound messages.
This can be the same as dsport, provided the host the Directory Server runs
on is not in the United Devices grid. It must be an unused port on all hosts,
however.

A.1.4 Component Types

After the global network parameters have been established, the individual compo-
nent type definitions follow.

Self-Contained Components

Self-contained components are those which require no generation of code on the
part of CoorSet, and are designed to be run as standalone programs. This instructs
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CoorSet just to arrange for its instantiation at runtime, but generates no code for
its interface. All communication through the associative interface is assumed to be
manually-coded in components of this type. The syntax is:

• execute <integer> <Java identifier> [include <inclusion specification>]

The integer specifies the number of instances to start, and the class identifier
is the name of the class containing the main method to start the component. The
inclusion specification is optional, but you will find it useful to include some class
files along with the bundle. No files are included by default with this specification,
so you should at least indicate all class files needed by the class you are instantiating
here.

The format for the inclusion specification is:

<inclusion specification> ::= ’(’ <inclusion entries> ’)
<inclusion entries> ::= ’(’ <class name> ’,’ <path to class file> ’)’
<class name> ::= ‘"’ <Java identifier> ‘"’
<path to class file> ::= ‘"’ <String> ‘"’

The <class name> must be a fully qualified Java class name, including the
entire package name. No import statements take effect here. Do not simply indicate
MyApplication, specify MyPackage.MyApplication. Also note that the name of
the class, as well as the path to the class file, should both be enclosed in double
quotation marks.

Firing Rules

Firing rules are a generalization of components in a data flow programming model,
where rather than waiting on a single input, a firing rule waits on multiple inputs,
possibly in a particular order, before producing its output. This requires specifying
the rule, which is given by the following grammar:

<R> ::= <R> ’<’ <R> | <R> ’||’ <R> | <R> ’&&’ <R> | <ID>

<ID> ::= <String>

The ’<’ operator has the lowest precedence. In a rule of the form “R1 < R2”,
it specifies that R1 must be satisfied, and then R2 must be satisfied. Before R1 is
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satisfied, no checks are made for satisfaction of R2, and all events to satisfy R2 must
therefore occur after R1 is satisfied.

The ’||’ operator has the next highest precedence. In a rule of the form “R1
|| R2”, it specifies that either R1 or R2 must be satisfied. Conditions for either’s
satisfaction is checked simultaneously. When one is satisfied, the rule fires with
the appropriate data for the satisfied rule. (See section A.2 on the API for imple-
mentation details.) When both are satisfied, one of the two clauses is arbitrarily
chosen.

The ’&&’ operator has the highest precedence. In a rule of the form “R1 &&

R2”, it specifies that both R1 and R2 must be satisfied. When both are satisfied, the
data from both is passed along.

The syntax for this type is:

• rule ‘‘<R>’’ times <integer> execute <Java method name> [include
<inclusion specification>] profile <profile specification>

– <R> is a rule specification as given by the grammar above.

– times <integer> is the number of instances of this rule to create.

– execute<Java class name> refers to a particular static method on a class
to execute when the rule is satisfied, that will receive the data associated
with the satisfied rules.

– include<inclusion specification> specifies other class files to be included
when the class is instantiated. It is optional, as indicated by the brackets.
The format for this is:

<inclusion specification> ::= ’(’ <inclusion entries> ’)
<inclusion entries> ::= ’(’ <class name> ’,’ <path to class file>
’)’
<class name> ::= ‘"’ <Java identifier> ‘"’
<path to class file> ::= ‘"’ <String> ‘"’

The <class name> must be a fully qualified Java class name, including
the entire package name. No import statements take effect here. Do
not simply indicate MyApplication, specify MyPackage.MyApplication.
Also note that the name of the class, as well as the path to the class file,
should both be enclosed in double quotation marks.
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The generated class is automatically included. Be sure to include at least
the class that has the method to be executed.

– profile <profile specification> specifies the initial profile in the format:

<profile specification> ::= ’(’ <profile entries> ’)’ | ’(’ ’)’
<profile entries> ::= <entry> | <entry> ’,’ <profile entries>
<entry> ::= ’(’ <Attribute name> ’,’ <value> ’)’ | <Attribute
name>

ID attributes are specified by a name alone. Valued attributes are parenthe-
sized into a 2-tuple with the attribute name and its value.

Complex Component Types

Complex components have their initial interfaces specified in the configuration file.
This definition gives the name of the component to be generated, the name of the
class containing programmer-supplied computational code, the initial profile, and
the initial accepts and requires interfaces. The syntax for this definition is:

component <integer> {
class <Java class identifier>
target <Java class identifier>
[execute <Java method identifier>]
[include <inclusion specification>]
<zero or more profile, accepts, rule, or requests lines>

}

The class line specifies the Java class that contains the programmer code to
be linked in. The target line specifies the class that will be generated as the com-
ponent interface. The execute line, optional as indicated by the brackets, specifies
a method to be executed in the target class as soon as the component comes online.
If no method is selected, then the component will just listen on its accepts interface
when it comes online.

The include line specifies other class files to be included when the class is
instantiated. It is optional, as indicated by the brackets. The format for this is:
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<inclusion specification> ::= ’(’ <inclusion entries> ’)
<inclusion entries> ::= ’(’ <class name> ’,’ <path to class file> ’)’
<class name> ::= ‘"’ <Java identifier> ‘"’
<path to class file> ::= ‘"’ <String> ‘"’

The <class name> must be a fully qualified Java class name, including the
entire package name. No import statements take effect here. Do not simply indicate
MyApplication, specify MyPackage.MyApplication. Also note that the name of
the class, as well as the path to the class file, should both be enclosed in double
quotation marks.

The automatically generated class, listed in the class line is automatically
included. Be sure to include other classes, including the class listed in the target

line in the inclusion statement, along with any other supporting classes.

Then zero or more lines specifying the profile, the accepts interface, and the
requests interface follow. Each of these types is specified as follows:

• profile <profile spec>

This specifies attributes in the initial profile. The profile specification is the
same as that for firing rules, and is repeated here for completeness:

<profile spec> ::= ’(’ <profile entries> ’)’ | ’(’ ’)’
<profile entries> ::= <entry> | <entry> ’,’ <profile entries>
<entry> ::= <Attribute name> |

’(’ <Attribute name> ’,’ <Attribute value> ’)’

ID attributes are specified with a name alone. Valued attributes are paren-
thesized into a 2-tuple with the attribute name and its value.

Multiple profile specifications may be given, and they will all be concatenated
together to form the initial profile. Attributes appearing more than once in
profile lines will end up getting the value specified by the last appearance of
that attribute.

• accepts ‘‘<transaction name>’’ <Java method name> ( <type list> )

This specifies a transaction to be accepted. The transaction name is given as
the first argument in quotation marks, followed by the name of a method in the
target class to handle that transaction. The signature of the transaction, given
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as a list of the types of the transaction payload, is given last as a parenthesized
list of Java type identifiers.

• rule <R> execute <Java method name>

This is a multi-transactional entry in the accepts interface in the form of a
firing rule. These rules behave like standalone firing rules, except they can be
satisfied repeatedly. When a rule is satisfied, it is reset to its initial state for
processing again. For firing rules that operate a limited number of times, the
linked method name is passed as the first parameter the index of the satisfied
rule; this can be used to delete the rule from the interface to keep it from being
satisfied again. The method must take exactly two parameters; an integer and
a java.util.Hashtable. The hash table contains the Message objects from
the satisfied rule, keyed by the message type. It is important that for any
possible satisfaction of the rule, a message type be listed only once; otherwise
it is ambiguous which instance’s message will be in the hash table.

• requires ‘‘<transaction name>’’ <Java method name> ‘‘<selector>’’
( <type list> )

This specifies a transaction that is required. For historical reasons requests

is acceptable as a synonym for requires. The transaction name is given as
the first argument. The method name specifies a method to be generated in
the component interface class that can be called by programmer code to make
a request. This method is a shorthand for the general interface for making
requests, described in section A.2. The initial selector for this request is given
as the third argument in quotation marks, followed by a parenthesized, comma-
delimited list of Java types representing the signature of the transaction.

A.2 Runtime System, API Description, and Current

Status

The CoorSet language supplies the initial state of the system, as well as automat-
ically generated interfaces for selected components. These interfaces provide the
access to the communications medium, by way of sending and receiving messages.
Each component type has its own interface.
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The current implementation is deployed as a set of Java classes under JDK
1.4.1. When the Light-weight Reliable Multicast (LRMP) is chosen, all commu-
nication happens under a single multicast group and port via UDP packets, with
reliability provided by LRMP. The facility for distributed application launching to
start the components is provided by our Component Starting Component (CSC),
which uses the Java Cryptographic Extensions to authenticate requests.

A.2.1 Supporting Classes Common to All Types

There are several classes that accompany the Associative Interface code, but only
some of them will be directly used by programmers. These all belong to the
AssocBroadcast package.

• Attribute

The Attribute class is an abstract class, so you will never actually instantiate
it, but rather will do so with one of the following subclasses. You then use
these objects with addAttrToProfile to add attributes to the profile.

– IDAttribute

This attribute has no value associated with it, and functions like a flag.
Selectors will test for the existence or absence of attributes of this type.
The only method of this class is the constructor IDAttribute(String

s), which creates an object with the name s.

– ValuedAttribute

This attribute does have a value associated with it. Testing for the ex-
istence or absence of this absence is not provided. If a selector tests a
valued attribute and that attribute is not present, by definition it will not
match. The value has to be an actual instance of a class and not a prim-
itive data type; however you can (and typically will) use the “wrapper”
classes like Integer to use these types. Most often Integer or String

objects are used.

The constructor is ValuedAttribute(String s, Comparable v), which
creates an attribute with name s and value v. v must implement the
interface java.io.Comparable because selectors do equality, less than,
and greater than comparisons on these attributes.
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• Selector

The Selector class is also an abstract class, but unlike Attribute you will
never directly use or instantiate its subclasses. You enclose these objects
in Message objects to be their selectors. You obtain objects of this type by
calling the static Selector.generate(String s), where s contains a boolean
expression which is analyzed by a built-in parser, and returns an appropriate
Selector object.

The grammar for Selectors is as follows. Strings enclosed in single quotes (‘’)
represent literals, but the quotes themselves are not part of the literal.

<S> ::= id | id <op> val | <S> ‘&&’ <S> | <S> ‘||’ <S> |

‘(’<S>‘)’ | ‘!TRUE’ | ‘!FALSE’

<op> ::= ‘==’ | ‘<’ | ‘>’ | ‘<=’ | ‘>=’

A selector is therefore one of the following:

– The string ‘!TRUE’, representing a constant true (all recipients).

– The string ‘!FALSE’, representing a constant false (no recipients).

– A single flag attribute id, where id is the name of a profile entry (all
recipients that have id in their profile).

– A comparison id <op> val, where id is the name of a valued profile
entry, <op> is one of the operators above which have the same meanings
as they do in Java, and val is a value to compare that profile entry’s
value to.

– A compound OR of two selectors of the form <S1> || <S2> (all recipients
for whom either <S1> or <S2> is true).

– A compound AND of two selectors of the form <S1> && <S2> (all recip-
ients for whom both <S1> and <S2> are true).

– A parenthesized selector of the form (<S>). This has the same meaning
as <S> by itself, but it most useful for proper grouping in compound
expressions.
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• Message

The Message is the vector of all communication. Each message has five com-
ponents:

1. A selector. Acquired from the Selector.generate method above, the
selector determines which components will and will not receive this mes-
sage.

2. A transaction type. This is an application-specific message type.
These are defined and used by the application as it sees fit.

3. A protocol string. Associative Broadcast will eventually support both
asynchronous (data-flow) semantics where a message is broadcast and
then processing continues, and synchronous (call-return) semantics where
a message is broadcast a response is awaited before returning control.
Currently, only asynchronous semantics are supported, and this parame-
ter should always be Message.p ASYNC.

4. A sender identification. Just like the selector defines the recipients,
this string identifies the source of the message.

5. An object array. This is the payload. Its contents are defined and used
as the applications sees fit.

The constructor for a Message object is:

– public Message(Selector s, String transaction,

Integer protocol, Object[] arguments)

∗ s is the selector can be generated from a textual string through the
Selector.generate method described above.

∗ transaction is a String with the transaction type.

∗ protocol specifies whether this is an asynchronous message, mean-
ing that the message is sent and then computation continues; or a
synchronous message, meaning the interface should wait to receive a
response. At present, only asynchronous messages are supported, so
this argument should always be Message.p ASYNC.
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∗ arguments is the application-specific payload. Please note that all of
these objects must implement the java.io.Serializable interface,
so they can be transmitted over the network.

A.2.2 Self-Contained Component Interface

The self-contained component handles all of its own communications at the ba-
sic level, and therefore, it is responsible for maintaining its own interfaces. It
has access to the basic messaging primitives for broadcasting, reception, and pro-
file maintenance. These components will open an instance of the AssocBroad-
cast.AssociativeInterface class with the proper communication parameters. Since it
is a self-contained component, CoorSet does not have a way to apply the system-wide
network parameters. Therefore, any components of this type must be hardcoded
with the same network parameters. The API for the AssociativeInterface class is as
follows:

• public Message receiveMessage()

This will return the first waiting message on the queue that matches the cur-
rent profile. Note that the selectors of messages are matched against the local
profile when this method is called; all messages are queued otherwise. If no
message is waiting, this method will block until one is received.

This method will throw a java.io.IOException if there is a problem with
the reception, such as the interface being closed while waiting.

• public AssociativeInterface(java.net.InetAddress mcastGroup,

int port, int ttl, String id)

– mcastGroup contains the internet address of the multicast group used for
communication.

– port contains the UDP port used for communication.

– ttl specifies the time-to-live for all datagrams broadcast from this inter-
face; it must be large enough to span your entire computational network.

– id is a unique String identifier used by the interface to mark the pack-
ets it broadcasts, so that it can ignore them. Semantics of associative
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communication state that the broadcasting component is never in the
receiver set.

The constructor will throw a java.io.IOException if it is unable to open the
appropriate network ports.

• public void close()

This closes the associative interface. Any current pending receive calls will
terminate with exceptions, and the interface will no longer be available for
use. To resume communication, a new instance must be created.

• public void addAttrToProfile(Attribute a)

This adds an attribute to the local profile. The argument will be a subtype of
AssocBroadcast.Attribute, which is either AssocBroadcast.IDAttribute

for ID attributes, or AssocBroadcast.ValuedAttribute for valued attributes.
If an attribute with the same name already exists in the profile, it is replaced
with the argument.

• public boolean removeAttrFromProfile(String symbol)

This removes the attribute from the local profile with the name symbol. The
method returns true if the attribute was found and removed, and false if
the attribute was not found.

• public void printProfile(java.io.PrintStream out)

This prints the current profile to the PrintStream given as the argument.

• public void broadcastMessage(Message m)

This broadcasts a message to the computational network. The Message object
must be constructed with the proper selector, transaction type, protocol, and
application payload. This is all accomplished through the Message construc-
tor. See its section for proper syntax.

A.2.3 Firing Rule Interface

The firing rule interface is at present incomplete, and we recommend against its use
for now.
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A.2.4 Complex Component Interface

In a complex component, communication is not handled directly through an as-
sociative interface, but rather a subclass of CoorSet.ComplexNode.Interface. In
these component types, the accepts interface handles all message reception, so no
reception primitive is provided through the API. The methods for broadcasting and
profile maintenance are the same as those for the associative interface. The entire
API is as follows:

• public void addRequest(String transName, String selectorStr)

This adds a request to the requests interface. This does not actually generate
a request, but adds it to the table for later invocation. If an entry already
exists in the table, then the selector is updated to the given argument.

– transName is the transaction identifier.

– selectorStr is a string representation of the selector. It is converted
internally to a Selector object.

• public boolean delRequest(String transName)

This removes the request from the requests interface with the transaction name
transName.

• public boolean setSelector(String transName, String inSelector)

This changes the selector of an entry in the requests interface with the name
transName to have the selector inSelector. This method differs from the
function of addRequest in that if the entry does not already exist in the
requests interface, it will not be added. It will return false in this case or if
the selector is invalid, and true if the entry was found and the selector was
updated.

• public boolean addAccept(String transName, String methodName,

Class[] paramTypes)

This adds an entry to the accepts interface.

– transName is the name of the transaction to accept.
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– methodName is the name of a method on the target class to invoke. At
this time, only methods on the designated target class may be referenced
at this point.

– paramTypes is the list of types of the parameters for this request. These
parameters must match the signature of the method to be called.

This method returns true if the addition was successful. It returns false if
there was an error, such as the method not being found, or the argument types
mismatching.

• public boolean delAccept(String transName)

This deletes the entry from the accepts interface with the transaction name
transName.

• public void request(String transName, java.util.List parameters)

This generates a request with transaction name transName with its currently
set selector and broadcasts it over the network. parameters is any kind of
java.util.List containing the parameters to be placed in the payload. All
methods created in the CoorSet definition for the requests interface are just
wrapped calls to this method with the appropriate transaction name.

• public void broadcastMessage(AssocBroadcast.Message m)

Deprecated. This broadcasts a Message object to the network. Its use is
discouraged for complex components of this type; use the requests interface
instead.

• public String get id()

This returns the unique identifier of this interface.

• public void addAttrToProfile(AssocBroadcast.Attribute a)

This adds an attribute to the local profile. The argument will be a subtype of
AssocBroadcast.Attribute, which is either AssocBroadcast.IDAttribute

for ID attributes, or AssocBroadcast.ValuedAttribute for valued attributes.
If an attribute with the same name already exists in the profile, it is replaced
with the argument.
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• public boolean removeAttrFromProfile(String symbol)

This removes the attribute from the local profile with the name symbol. The
method returns true if the attribute was found and removed, and false if
the attribute was not found.

• public void printProfile(java.io.PrintStream out)

This prints the current profile to the PrintStream given as the argument.

A.3 The Component Starting Component (CSC)

A key part of the runtime system is the “Component Starting Component”, which
forms the infrastructure for starting components. These are started manually on
hosts within the same multicast domain. They receive requests to start components,
bundled with the class data for those components, and fork them off in new threads.
Although you should not need to use the API for the CSC, you will need to know its
basic operation so that you can generate security keys and boot them up on stations
in your network.

A.3.1 The Key Generator

For security reasons, all requests must be signed with a trusted Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA) private key. You will need a java.security.KeyPair object
containing a DSA public/private key pair for use both with the CSC, and the CSC
client classes. A key generator class, CoorSet.CSC.Keygen, has been provided for
this purpose. Run it as follows:

java CoorSet.CSC.Keygen

It will prompt you: “Target filename: ” Enter a pathname in which to
save the key pair. There will then be a delay as it generates the keys, and then it
will terminate. You will then have a keypair in the filename specified. For the rest
of this section, we shall assume the filename is keys.
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A.3.2 The Component Starting Component

Once you have a keypair, you are ready to start any number of Component Starting
Components. At present, all CSCs and clients must use the same keypair. In
the future, the choice of the DSA algorithm will allow us to use different keys and
maintain lists of authorized public keys. The CSC comes precompiled with a default
multicast group, port number, and time-to-live values, but alternate values can be
chosen. Start the CSC as follows:

java CoorSet.CSC.CSC <keypair file> [<multicast group> <port> <time

to live>]

The last three parameters are optional, in which case the CSC defaults to
compiled-in defaults; at the time of this writing, that is the group 229.1.1.1, port
10000, with a time-to-live of 20.
For example:

java CoorSet.CSC.CSC keys 230.1.2.3 23456 5

This specifies that the key pair is in the file keys, the multicast group is 230.1.2.3,
the port is 23456, and the time-to-live is 5.

A.4 Directory Server for United Devices

If you are using the United Devices method, instead of using the CSC, you will
instead start a Directory Server in a well-known location.

Execute the following command to start the Directory Server:

java AssocBroadcast.DS.DirectoryServer <port>

where <port> is the same as given in the dsport directive.
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Appendix B

CapCoorSet

We give here some supplementary material on CapCoorSet. The structure of the
language derives from CoorSet, but has been improved both for clarity and for the
additional information required by CapCoorSet. In section B.1, the Broker definition
is given to illustrate the language. In section B.2, the step-by-step workflow of a
transaction in the example stock market is given.

B.1 Condensed Broker Definition

We have condensed the definition to omit some minor implementation details to save
space. The first two lines give the name of the interface class to be automatically
generated and the programmer-provided class, respectively. The optional execute
line specifies a method in the programmer-provided class to be executed as soon as
the service comes online; if this is omitted, the service just waits for requests. The
profile line gives the profile for the entire service, which in this case consists of
only one attribute; a comma-delimited list here would specify more.

The two accepts lines add entries to the accepts interface. Each first lists
the human-readable name of the operation, the method on the programmer-supplied
class to be invoked to service a request, the parameters that method accepts, and
finally another method on the programmer-supplied class which will be invoked to
decide the result of a handshake for that operation, when one is requested.

The two requires lines add entries to the requires interface. Each first
lists the human-readable name of the operation, the default selector for discovering
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service {
generate class Broker
computation class BrokerLib
execute startup
profile ("Broker")

accepts "QuoteRequest" invokes quoteReq parameters (String)
handshaker hsQuoteReq

accepts "PurchaseAtQuote" invokes purchase parameters (Integer,
Check) handshaker hsPurchase

requires "CheckRequest" with selector "Bank" parameters (Integer,
java.security.cert.Certificate)

requires "QuoteRequest" with selector "Issuer" parameters ()
}

Figure B.1: Broker condensed definition in CapCoorSet language

matching services, and the parameters that operation requires. Although other
services are not shown here, the parameters for a given requests interface must
match a corresponding accepts interface in addition to the selector; either being
false is not a match.

B.2 Stock Example Workflow

We present the workflow for the system in figure B.2. The numbering of the steps
in the figure correspond to the list following. For clarity, we omit return values
that merely indicate just a successful invocation, such as when a Check is redeemed
in steps 8 and 12. We also omit the opening of accounts, and just present the
interaction when stock is quoted and purchased. The operation of the system is as
follows:

1. A Customer initiates a stock purchase. The customer begins discovery with
selector “Broker” which will locate at least one broker. The customer randomly
selects one and handshakes for a QuoteRequest capability. Here we see one
of the many times the initial issuance mechanism is used. This capability
is given freely by the broker, with no contractual limitation. The customer
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Figure B.2: Stock Market Example

then invokes the QuoteRequest capability, with the four-letter stock symbol
as parameter. For this example, let us assume the symbol is “UTCS.”

2. This invocation causes the broker to use the discovery protocol with the selec-
tor “Issuer && Symbol == UTCS” to find an issuer that supplies the desired
stock. The handshake protocol is then invoked on the discovered issuer to re-
quest a QuoteRequest capability on the issuer. This capability is given freely
without restriction by the issuer. The broker then invokes this capability on
the issuer to get the current quote.

3. For this example, the issuer decides a random share price PI on the interval
[50, 80]. The issuer then generates a PurchaseAtQuote capability for that price,
but restricted with a contract that allows its use only for a limited amount of
time. Here we see one of the contractually-limited capabilities. In this example,
we limit purchase quotes to five minutes from time of issue. Since the clock
used to generate the timestamp is the same clock that will be later used to
check it, there is no time synchronization issue. The broker then stores this
capability in a local table.

4. The broker then adds a percentage onto the quoted price, 5% in this example,
and generates its own PurchaseAtQuote capability for the customer with that
price PI × 1.05, which we will call PB, and a stored pointer to the capability
remembered in the previous step.1 The broker also time-limits this capability

1The PurchaseAtQuote capability from the Issuer could be stored encrypted in the Pur-
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to be slightly less than the validity period on the PurchaseAtQuote capabil-
ity provided by the issuer, to ensure it does not expire before the capability
provided to the customer. Note that this capability is not limited to any par-
ticular customer, so one could pass it to another and take advantage of the
same quoted stock price. Here is one instance of delegation of authorizations,
as well as scalability in keeping the contracts stored by the client.

5. Should the customer decide to purchase stock at that price, and in our example
the customer always does, the customer then needs to get a Check from the
bank to cover the cost, and then request the share purchase from the broker
with that check enclosed. The check is another delegation of authorization: to
draw funds from the Customer’s account. The customer decides on a number
of shares n to purchase. In our example, the customer chooses n randomly
from the interval [1, 50]. The customer then invokes the previously acquired
CheckRequest capability on the bank, providing the identity of the broker from
the PurchaseAtQuote capability and the amount n×PB required to cover the
purchase request.

6. Assuming the customer has sufficient funds, the bank deducts those funds
from the balance, and issues a Check capability to the customer, limited with
a contract to be redeemable only once and only by the intended recipient (in
this case, the broker).

7. The customer then invokes the PurchaseAtQuote capability, providing the
desired number of shares n as well as the Check.

8. The broker invokes the Check, which is itself a capability usable only once on
the bank to redeem funds to the recipient’s account.

9. Assuming the Check is valid, the broker then invokes its CheckRequest capa-
bility on the bank to write a check to the issuer for the amount n×PI required
to cover the purchase.

10. After depositing the customer’s check, we are certain the Broker has sufficient
funds, and so the bank provides a Check capability for that amount, limited
by contract to the issuer and only to one use.

11. The broker then invokes the PurchaseAtQuote capability on the issuer, pro-

chaseAtQuote capability delegated to the Customer, removing the need for the Broker to store
any state, reducing its space requirement further. For simplicity, we just let the Broker remember
the capability received from the Issuer.
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viding the desired number of shares n as well as the Check.
12. The issuer invokes its Check to deposit the funds into its account.
13. The issuer then issues the Shares, which is an application-specific object rep-

resenting a number of shares, signed cryptographically by the issuer. This
certificate is then returned to the broker as the result of the PurchaseAtQuote
invocation.

14. This certificate is then returned to the customer by the broker, as the result of
the customer’s PurchaseAtQuote invocation. The interaction is now complete.
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Appendix C

Verification Logic Soundness

Proof

Given that past- and future-time temporal logic is sound, we show the given logic is
sound. Let Φ ` φ denote that given premises Φ, formula φ is derivable from Φ in the
logic. Let Φ ∝ φ denote that Φ semantically entails φ. Note that traditionally, |=
is used to denote semantic entailment, but the logic uses |= in the style of temporal
logic to indicate what is true in a given global state. To avoid confusion, we use ∝
to denote the semantic entailment of a conclusion by a set of premises.

Soundness Theorem. Φ ` φ→ Φ ∝ φ.

Proof. We prove by induction on the length of a derivation.

Base cases.

Handshake axiom. Axiom 7.1 states that the knowledge set of a service at any
state can contain the handshake capability on any service. We must show
that:

γi |= s∅[>] ∈ Kc ∝ γi |= s∅[>] ∈ Kc

By definition of service-oriented systems, a service can always construct the
capability to the handshake operation of another service.

Capability axiom. Axiom 7.2 states that a service knows any capability with any
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contract for any operation it provides. We must show:

γi |= sk[C] ∈ Ks ∝ γi |= sk[C] ∈ Ks

By definition, the service which provides an operation can create a capability
with any contract to that operation. It is the only one that can.

Trivial contract axiom. Axiom 7.12 states that any service believes the trivial
contract. We must show:

γi |= s |≡> ∝ γi |= s |≡>

By semantic definition of system operation, the trivial contract is always true
and always believed.

Inductive step. Suppose that Φ ` φ, and assume that Φ ∝ φ. We now show that
for the possible choices of φ′, if Φ ∪ φ ` φ′, then Φ ∪ φ ∝ φ′. We examine each
possible φ′ by considering each rule of inference.

Connectedness rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= 3c |≡ s |∼(u,m) with last rule 7.3. This
implies Φ ` γi−1 |= s |∼(c,m) and Φ ` γi−1 |= connected(s, c). By the induc-
tion hypothesis, Φ ∝ γi−1 |= s |∼(c,m) and Φ ∝ γi−1 |= connected(s, c). The
semantic definition of our system states that two services which are connected
can send messages to one another, and so this implies Φ ∝ 3c |≡ s |∼(u,m).

Says-belief rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= u |≡ s |≡ f with last rule 7.4. This implies Φ `
γi |= u |≡ s |∼(u, s |≡ f). By the induction hypothesis, it holds that Φ ∝ γi |=
u |≡ s |∼(u, s |≡ f). We have assumed that channels are free from tampering
and identity is assured, and therefore u knows s sent this message. u can
therefore conclude that s believes f , as s is attesting to that fact. Therefore,
Φ ∝ u |≡ s |≡ f .

Change of frame rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= s |≡�u |∼(v,m) with last rule 7.5. This
implies that for some previous state γp where p < i, Φ ` γp |= 3s |≡u |∼(v,m).
By the induction hypothesis, Φ ∝ γp |= 3s |≡u |∼(v,m). By the definition of
3, there exists a future state γk (k > p) where s |≡u |∼(v,m). By the defini-
tion of �, there exists another future state γi (i > k) where s |≡�u |∼(v,m).
Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= s |≡�u |∼(v,m).
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Sending rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= c |∼(s,m) with last rule 7.6. This implies Φ `
γi |= m ∈ Kc and Φ ` γi |= c

−→|∼(s,m). By the induction hypothesis, Φ ∝ γi |=
m ∈ Kc and Φ ∝ γi |= c

−→|∼(s,m). The definition of our system model states
that if a service c knows a message m and it intends to send that m, it can
send that message to any other service s, though it is not guaranteed to be
received. This implies that Φ ∝ γi |= c |∼(s,m).

Send-belief rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= c |∼(s, c |≡ f) with last rule 7.7. This implies
Φ ` γi |= c |≡ f and Φ ` γi |= c

−→|∼(s, c |≡ f). By the induction hypothesis,
Φ ∝ γi |= c |≡ f and Φ ∝ γi |= c

−→|∼(s, c |≡ f). The definition of our system
model states that if a service c knows a message, which in this case is that c
believes a formula f , and it intends to send that m, it can send that message
to any other service s. This implies that Φ ∝ γi |= c |∼(s, c |≡ f).

Handshake rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= s |∼(c, sk[C]) with last rule 7.8. This implies
that for some previous state γp where p < i, Φ ` γp |= s |≡ c . sk[C] and
Φ ` γp |= s |≡�c |∼(s, s∅[>](sk)). By the induction hypothesis, this implies
Φ ∝ γp |= s |≡ c . sk[C] and Φ ∝ γp |= s |≡�c |∼(s, s∅[>](sk)). This means that
s believes that c invoked its handshake capability asking for a capability to
operation sk, and s also believes that c is entitled to a capability for operation
sk with contract C. By definition of a service’s behavior, if it is asked for a
capability to an operation through a handshake and believes the asking client
should have one, it will issue one to that client. It will intend to send that
message, and due to the sending rule 7.6 and the capability axiom 7.2, it sends
that message. Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= s |∼(c, sk[C]).

Delegation rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= sk[C] ∈ Kc with last rule 7.9. This implies
that Φ ` γi |= c |≡�s |∼(c, sk[C]). By the induction hypothesis, Φ ∝ γi |=
c |≡�s |∼(c, sk[C]). Since c believes s said this, c clearly received the message,
and now has sk[C] available to it, and therefore it is committed to c’s knowledge
set. Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= sk[C].

Invocation rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= !sk(P ) with last rule 7.10. This implies that
for some previous state γp where p < i, Φ ` γp |= s |≡�c |∼(s, sk[C](P )) and
Φ ` γp |= s |≡ C. By the induction hypothesis, Φ ∝ γp |= s |≡�c |∼(s, sk[C](P ))
and Φ ∝ γp |= s |≡ C. By the definition of a service, if a service s is presented
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with a valid capability to an operation sk with contract C, and s believes C to
be true, then it executes the operation. Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= !sk(P ).

Result rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= sk(P ) ∈ Ks with last rule 7.11. This implies that
for the previous state γi−1, Φ ` γi−1 |= !sk(P ). By the induction hypothesis,
Φ ∝ γi−1 |= !sk(P ). By the semantic definition of the operation of a service,
once it executes an operation with a set of parameters P , the result of that
operation is available to it after that execution, which is the next state γi.
Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= sk(P ) ∈ Ks.

Jurisdiction rule. Suppose Φ ` γi |= c |≡ f with last rule 7.13. This implies
Φ ` γi |= c |≡ s 7⇒ f and Φ ` γi |= c |≡ s |≡ f . By the induction hypothesis, Φ ∝
γi |= c |≡ s 7⇒ f and Φ ∝ γi |= c |≡ s |≡ f . By the definition of the jurisdiction
operator 7⇒, if c believes s has jurisdiction over a formula f , and c believes s
believes f , then c will believe f . Therefore, Φ ∝ γi |= c |≡ f .

2
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